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S U M M A R Y .  2
Since World War 11, housing in Britain has become a politically 
contentious issue. % e  quality of housing is often considered to be 
indicative of a nation's social development. The media have bsoadcast 
the shortcomings of various policies x housing has become an emotive 
concept. Ihis study shows how changing philosophies have affected the 
housing maitet and consequently the relative proportion of tenancies. 
Three political parties now favour owner occupation as the major form 
of tenancy; in many parts of Britain it has become a normative 
behaviour pattern. Several researchers have suggested that housing is 
symbolic of man's social aspirations. It is thought to be associated 
with social status and interpersonal relationships. As such it may 
have repercussions on the life-style of the family.
This study traces trends in owner occupation since I9OO, and 
changes in the housing maricet since the Second World War. The 
dramatic rise in house prices in 1972 created an intense market 
situation. First-time purchasers in South-west Surrey were particularly 
disadvantaged. This study shows the process of buying a house to be 
a complex intermesh of relationships, yet people were forced to make 
rapid decisions. An attempt is made to analyse the possible influence of 
personal characteristics, paxrental experiences and previous housing 
conditions on the search and choice processes. The reseaurch found 
differences in attitudes may be associated with respondents' occupational 
class, and with their life style.
The implications of the changing pattern in tenure has far- 
reaching reperoussions. There is evidence to suggest the 'social 
mix' of local cortnunitles was changingt that those unable to buy a 
house may suffer intense feelings of social deprivation: and that
the availability of housing may affect mobility and labour recruit­
ment in the area. As such, the influence of housing should not be 
under-rated in social research.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N .
This study originated from my s3q;>erienoe8 in searching for 
and buying a house in South West Surrey in 1972. These 
experiences led me to investigate some of the problems and 
attitudes of potential first-time house purchasers. It 
became increasingly apparwt that it is inappropriate to 
consider only one aspect of housing. Consequently my study 
has had to touch upon many aspects of housing policy.
In Chapter 1, it is shown that the development of a nation* s 
housing is an integral part of its political, social amd economic 
policies. Evidence is presented that Government policies 
on housing administration can influence the tenure pattern 
of a nation. Hence the concept of home ownership varies 
throughout the world.
The importance of housing in social research is also 
outlined. Several papers have been reviewed that indicate 
that housing conditions may affect the physical and mental 
health of its occupants, and that, an individual's 
personality is affected by his environment.
The motives for home ownership are far from clear, and 
have been the subject of many research papers. An attempt 
has bemo made to describe some of the factors involved, 
and to identify s<xne of these characteristics in the 
sample of first-time potential house purchasers interviewed 
as part of the study.
Chapter 2 outlines the trends in owner oooupation in Britain 
sinoe the turn of the century, with particular reference to 
recent trends in South Vest Surrey. It is clear that owner 
occupation is the most usual form of tenancy in Surrey. But 
in the period 1972/73, the housing market was experiencing a 
phenomenal escalation in house prices. There was intense 
competition in the market, particularly for lower priced 
properties.
The process of house purchase is investigated in Chapter 3.
It is shown to be a complex intermesh of relationships. In %diich 
the estate agent may be a very potfsrful influence in the house 
search process. The role of the agent was briefly investi^ted 
as part of this study. Further research has since been sponsored 
and is currently being investigated by the recently established 
ifousing Research Unit, University of Surrey.
This study focusses on the house purchase process in the 
Guildford area. The local housing scene is reviewed in Chapter 
), and evidence is presented that suggests the owner/tenant 
classification may be a powerful social divide in South Vest 
Surrey.
The characteristics of a sample of 54 couples are described 
in Chapter 4. All these couples were potential first-time house 
purchasers in South West Surrey. The demographic data pz*esented 
suggests that the sample is biased to%*ards the young professionals, 
who were still hopeful of being able to buy a house in this area.
It is clear that young manual workers were severely disadvantaged 
in the house purchase market in South West Surrey.
The reepond«its* attitudes to the house purchase process is
outlined in Chmptw 5. There is evidence to suggest that their
motives for purchase, the reasons for searching in this area,
their search strategies, housing preferences and alternative
plans may be associated with their occupational class and
anticipated life style. The divergent attitudes between the
local couples, newcomers and commuters may be a distinctive
feature of potential first time house purchasers in South West
Surrey, which is worthy of future research.
A discussion of some of the salient features of this
study, and suggestions for further research are included in
the concluding Chapter 6.
CHAPTER 1: A SOCIAL PERSPECTIVE OF HOUSING IN (HIEAT BRITAIN.
1. 1. "Hie Philosophy of Housing Policy in Great Britain.
Sinoe the turn of the nineteenth oentury, housing policies have 
been a feature of the administration of successive governments in 
Britain. Since 1945, housing policy has been a crucial and 
politically contentious Issue at each election. The electorate 
are becoming more fully aware of the Govenanent's power to control 
the supply and quality of the nation's housing. The mass media 
have emphasised many shortcomings of housing policy: pressure
groups have been seen to be an effective way of influencing autocratic 
institutions. There is little doubt that housing policies and 
administration will became an even more important aspect of 
Government planning. The consequences of this tendency are far- 
reaching: the methods by idiich it will be achieved have important
implications for the social structure of the country.
The Justification for the Government to assume responsibility 
for some degree of control of the nation's housing appears to be 
twofold:
Firstly, the quality of a nation's housing is a reflection of the 
economic, social and political development of the country. Housing, 
unlike other consumer durables, has a relatively 'long life': it is
an expensive commodity that serves several generations. Responsibility 
for renewal and maintenance of the stock is a fundamental feature 
of a progressive society.
Secondly, housing conditions have been recognised as being associated 
with other social problmns in Britain since the turn of the nineteenth 
century, when the first 'housing regulations' were introduced as 
part of public health legislation. Research has indicated possible 
associations between the incidence of disease and poor housing,
8conditions (1, 2). Only in the mid twentieth century is there 
evidence that educational achievement (3, 4), community development 
patterns (5 - 11), and mobility of laboue (12, 1^ , 14) are associated 
with housing conditions.
These studies hi^ d^ ifpit some of the problems often collectively 
called 'The Housing Problem'. It can be seen that housing problems 
can be perceived as a scarcity of buildings, difficulties in 
assessing the relative economics, or as a symbol of social injustices. 
Seldom are the economic, social and political aspects considered 
together.
The housing problem is a dynamic problem. The housing situation, 
and the criteria by which it is judged are constantly changing. Yet 
the housing stock cannot change so quickly. Housing policy makers 
must work within the franewoxii of economic growth, demographic changes 
and internal movwnwits of population. They can exert very little 
control over these factors; they can influence demolition and 
conversion rates, new house building, taxation and housing subsidies. 
But, are these politically directed policies adequate to deal with the 
social and economic changes ?
Government intervention in housing administration in Britain 
began during the Industrial Revolution when rapid changes in the 
social structure of the country were creating severe pressures on 
the housing market. As a result, for many years British policies 
tended to follow in the wake of social and economic change. In 
other countries, the origins of Government intervention in housing 
policies are varied in nature - to rebuild a war shattered ecoiwmy 
in West Germany, to combat depression and mop up unemployment in the 
building trades in Sweden, to bring about agricultural reform in 
Italy and to attract key workers to growing industries in several 
East European countries. Prom these examples it can be seen that
the situation in West Germany, and to some extwt in Sweden, is 
similar to that in Britain - Government housing policies began as 
a rescue operation after dramatic social change. In Italy and in 
Eastern Europe, housing policies were instrumental in initiating 
social change.
With a greater understanding of deliberate planning, housing 
policies in Britain are increasingly designed to stimulate and 
direct economic growth. Such is the origin of the conce^ of 
regional development and the growth of the 'New Towns'.
If the role of Government is fundamental to improving the 
nation's housing, it is important to question the basic philosophy 
on which housing policies are founded.
Hilary Rose (15) identifies three distinct patterns of housing 
philosophies s-
a) the free market, where everyone gets the type of home they are 
willing to, or can, pay for,
b) the Social Service philosophy, based cm the fundamental 
assumption of the Government's commitment to see that 
everyone is decently housed,
o) the social utility concept - that housing should be considered 
an essential service (like water, gas and electricity) and be 
supplied at a break-even, rather than profit price.
British housing policies are a mixture of these philosophies: 
the Conservative party has favoured the free market situation with 
a very limited responsibility to accept the concept of housing as 
a Social Service; the Labour party idealises the social utility 
philosophy, but in effect their policies have favoured the Social 
Service approach, and recently to some extent, have positively 
encouraged a return to the free market system. Neither approach 
can claim to offer a comprehensive policy, whilst the housing situation 
in Britain presents such disparity of standards. The need for an
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organisation like ' Shelter ' in a country Wiioh has prided itself 
on its welfare system and many years of philanthropic measures to 
solve 'the housing problem', is a reflection of the growing recognition 
of the failures of successive Governments. Mien in power, each 
party has been able to do little more than deal with each new crisis, 
e.g. slum clearance, old peoples' housing. But these crises are 
symptoms of a chronic problem and a basic disorder.
Some of the symptoms of disorder have been recognised in Britain 
for many years: other symptoms emerge with each new crisis.
Successive Governments have viewed the problems from differing 
perspectives. Their 'solutions' have demanded varying levels of 
Government intervention. The changes in the degree of commitment 
accepted by each Government are symbolic of changes in the basic 
philosophy of housing policies. Dennison (16) recognises three 
different levels of Govenment intervention, and illustrates these 
differing roles with pertinent examples of the administration of 
housing policies in Europe.
He identifies the initial stages in Government intervention in 
housing policies as a transitional phase. Examples of this phase 
of development are seen in Southern Europe. At the outset, these 
countries were suffering from the effects of war, and resources 
were limited. The responsibilities assumed by these Governments 
led to a proliferation of small-scale projects: since then, the
countries have become wealthier, and Governments have been able to 
take a more objective view of their housing commitments.
Countries with a longer industrial histoxy, e.g. Great Britain and 
Switzerland have evolved administrations which Donnison identifies 
as 'social housing policies'. In these countries, the Governments' 
principal aim is to aid selected groups in the population who
cannot achieve housing on the 'open maxket'. It is only assumed 
to be 'responsible' for a nations housing in so far as it will enfox*ce
XX
minimum standards for ths protection of public health. It is not 
expected to prepare a long-term national housing programme.
Donnison identifies the third level of Government involvement as
again being a transitional stage - it is the stage at tdiioh the
Government has extended its commitment, and begins to control the
housing market. These policies usually originate from a crisis:
the systems emerge from sueeessive adaptations and impi'ovisations :
they are characterised by a determination to solve the problems rationally.
This has led to an increasingly comprehensive housing commitment.
The process is not yet complete: no western country claims to have
solved its 'housing problems', but the elements of a comprehensive 
system are seen in housing administration in Norway, Sweden and West 
Germany. In these countries, the Government assumes responsibility 
for estimating housing need, determining and controlling the nature 
of the house building programme, and allocating the funds. These 
Governments are no longer regulating, supplementing, stimulating or 
restraining market conditions: they have assumed responsibility for
determining objectives, and orfi^ anising their administration.
Recently, British housing policies have reflected a tendency 
for Government's acceptance of a more comprehensive commitment in 
housing administration. But until this time, housing policies in 
Britain have more resembled a patohwoik quilt idiich aims to cover 
or 'cure' isolated symptoms, than a compr^ensive policy designed 
to prevent the chronic ill.
Prom this brief review of the philosophies of housing 
administration, and a study of housing policies from the early 
nineteenth century (17), it can be seen that British housing policies 
have changed with each successive Government, creating a pendulum 
effect. Over time, changing social conditions have influenced the 
development of housing policies within each party. The result has 
been a fragnentaiy rescue operation, rather than a comprehensive
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long-term plan to cure a baalo disorder In society that manifests 
itself in the quality of our housing. Donnison (18) suggests that 
the fundamental dilenma underlying most of BritiMi housing problems 
arises from a willing acceptance of great inequalities in the 
distribution of personal wealth, and a rejection of similar inequalities 
in the distribution of housing. Yet successive Governments have 
introduced measures to encourage owner-ocoupation. The following 
quotes from political leaders suggest that all parties now favour 
owner-occupation as a major form of tenancy t-
Richard Crossman, MP, Minister for Housing and Local Government, 1965% 
"If the provision of subsidised council housing is a social 
necessity forced on us by the technological development of the modem 
conurbation, the provision of homes for sale to the potential owner- 
occupier is in response to a deep call of human nature. rhe 
extension of our council housing programme is exceptional, it is bom 
partly out of short term necessity, partly of the special conditions 
inherent in modem urban life, whereas the building for owner 
occupation is normal: it reflects a long tern social advance which
will gradually pervade every region in the country".
Reginald Maudling, MF, Conservative Party Conference, I969.
"How will the Conservatives tackle the housing situation? There 
will be a drive to increase house-ownership, with help from the local 
authorities both in the sale of council houses in and the provision 
of finance for purchase of houses".
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Peter Walker, MP. I969
"Less than 50^ of our homes are owned fay their owners. The 
proportion is far too small, it is the owner occupier who takes 
greatest pride and care in the maintenance of his home. It is the 
owner occupier who makes major improvements, so as to provide modem 
amenities. It is the owner occupier who takes the most positive 
interest in decisions affecting the entire oonumirity".
Geoffrey Rippon, MP. 1968.
"Pour out of five people want to fauy their own home. By doing so 
they strengthen their own independence and give security to their 
families. It is the most important and usually the best investment 
they will ever make".
Jeremy Thorpe, MP. Liberal Policy Statement on Housing, I969.
"Liberals believe in a Property Owning Democracy, and have called 
for measures to make it easier for young married couples to buy 
their own home".
But all the measures to encourage owner-occupation, the 
subtleties and innuendos that create an aura of righteousness 
attributed to the owner occupier, may initiate intense feelings 
of social deprivitation for those who are unable to become 
o%mer occupiers.
I4R E P E R B 1 I C 1 3 ,
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1. 2. Social Reaearoh In Housing.
An indication of the importance of housing in social research was 
suggested by Rowntree in 1941 (1)
- 'housing plays so important a part in the social life of a 
community, and so much of its income is spent to provide 
it, that the subject merits detailed attention in any 
social survey'.
My literature search has shown that research was limited, 
and usually focussed on empirical studies relating to demographic 
changes, public health legislation, and characteristics of 
private and public tenants (2, j5, 4, 5), These and similar 
studies provide descriptive data on which estimates of future 
housing need has frequently been based.
Only since World War II has there been an apparent widening 
of the scope of housing research, vdiich is perhaps evidence of 
changing attitudes to housing studies in industrialised countries. 
The critical factors in the massive urban renewal programme were 
need, time, demand and economics. These factors were the impetus 
for new thinking.
The concept of community development introduced a wider 
perspective to traditional methods of town planning. Changing 
social and economic circumstances have necessitated an inter­
disciplinary approach. The relevance of social aspects became 
apparent and increasingly important in planning decisions. These 
studies may be considered as a method of social appraisal, and have 
been intended as a guide for architects and planners (6 - 13).
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Numerous locality studies have Incidentally described housing 
conditions (14 - 16). Sociologists, concerned with describing the 
role of the family, kinship and culture within societies have been 
unable to ignore the Importance of housing in their analyses 
(17 - 22). For example, the studies by Young and Wilmott, and 
Rosser and Harris indicate that the availability of housing in an 
area reflects the geographical concentration or dispersal of the 
kin group. This effect is also documented by Sheila Patterson 
in her study of West Indian immigrants in Brixton: the housing
shortage forced the break-up of many traditional extended family 
units.
In an attempt to understand the causes of many 'social ills', 
several reaeaz*ohers have tried to analyse possible relationships 
between poor housing conditions and the incidence of crime. West 
(23) summarises the findings of some of the factors that are a 
contributory factor in the incidence of crime. Newman (24) suggests 
that pride in a 'defensible space' is associated with a lower incidence 
of crime. But Qagley's fiWings in I965 (23) suggest that rehousing 
is Insufficient to reduce the established rate of crime.
Educational researchers have suggested a possible association 
between educational achievement and housing conditions. The 
extensive research by Davie, Butler and Goldstein (26) for the 
National Child Development Study concludes that "the most potent 
factors in the discrepancy of educational achievement of children 
aged 7 years were in the home environment". The Plowden Committee 
(27), recognising the influence of the home environment, recoomsended 
the establisJxQSnt of 'educational priority areas'. But Titmus (28) 
was critical of this policy Which may be regarded as curing the sympton 
rather than the cause.
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since World War II in Western countries there has been a 
growing awareness of a social malaise which appeared to characterise 
some areas of new housing. Several studies have attempted to 
investigate the incidence of mental illness in such areas (29, 30).
These authors suggest that the lack of social fertilities in the 
new developments may be important influences in the rate of mental 
instability of the residents. In contrast. Hare ft Shaw (31), 
and Teqrlor ft Chave (32) present detailed evidence to suggest that 
there is no relationship between neurosis and housing conditions.
But Taylor and Chave also suggested that the incidence of 
psychosis was much reduced in a planned new town.
Several social reformers have been concerned by the effects 
of poor housing on the physical and mental health of the people 
who live in squalid conditions (25), Several studies point to 
the possible association of unsatisfactory housing with certain 
types of disease (33, 34). But as Alvin Schorr (35) comments it 
is difficult to demonstrate that poor housing is directly responsible 
for physical ill-health - rather, both are secondary effects of povertyI 
There is however clearer evidence that space standards in the home 
may affect the mental state of family members (36).
Many studies have shown that the use of space within the home 
is of considerable social significance. The amount and division 
of space is often symbolic of relationships within the family. The 
association of physical structure of the dwelling with behaviour 
patterns is evident in the design of certain types of dwelling e.g. 
in polygamous societies the home is segmented to accommodate each 
separate unit; in nineteenth century fhgland the home incorporated 
the workshop; Alpine chalets and Scottish crofts still reflect this 
tendency. Williams (I6 ), in his study of Qosforth farms shows that
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there is no differentiation in the way the farmer and him labourers 
use the farmhouse, and he suggests this is symbolio of social equality.
More recently the use of space in the home has been investigated 
in relation to family behaviour patterns. Altman, Nelson and Lett 
(37) suggested that two characteristically different family types 
existed and this was reflected in certain consistent bmhaviour 
patterns: the 'opeiv^ informal' family had less rigid boundaries
in their use of space e.g. doors left open, equal access to special 
rooms and multiple use of rooms; the 'closed/formal' family tended 
to have a more rigid defined use of rooms characterised by certain 
functions in specific rooms. Canter and Hoi Lee (381 suggest a 
similar phenomenon in their analysis of the frequency of occurrence 
of certain items of furniture in Japanese homes.
In several studies housing conditions are considered to be a 
determinant of interpersonal behaviour patterns:-
- Young and Willmott (17) suggest the social life in the street is 
a response to crowded housing conditions.
- Rosser and Harris (18) compare domestic arrangements in shared 
households in Swansea axKi Bethnal Green. In Swansea the household 
tends to live as one unit, whilst in Bethnal Green they form
separate households. They do not make it clear whether the 
difference is due primarily to cultural differences or to variation 
in size and style of dwelling.
- Mogey (39' describes the allocation and performance of some house­
hold tasks; in his comparison of the use of rooms in traditional 
and modem houses, he questions the suitability of the type of 
house for certain life styles.
- In discussing attitudes of mothers to toilet training their children 
the Newsons (40l mention the possible influence of the widespread 
ownership of carpets and the lack of laundry facilities.
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Prom this brisf review of patterns of social b^iaviour it is 
apparent that housing conditions may have some influmce on the 
ways in which man adjusts to his environment, and the ways in vdiich 
his physical surroundings affect his behaviour and his personal 
relationships. The complexity and influence of these associations is 
not yet understood, but there is sufficient evidence to suggest that 
the pertinence of housing research should not be under-rated.
Housing has become an important elwient in the evaluation of 
the social development of a society. Conceptually divergent 
philosophies have given use to differing housing policies. Consequently, 
the concept of home ownership varies throu#M)ut the world.
The relationship between housing and politics was recognised 
in the raid nineteenth century when Bagels suggested that housing 
problems in Britain were a product of the Capitalist concept of 
ownership of property. He associates the ownership of property 
with a symbol of authority in society. Certainly, the origins of 
the British Parliament were far from egalitarian (42 - 45). An 
important Act of 1429 regulated county franchise for four centuries (46)*-
- "electors shall be persons resident in the county, each of whom
shall have freehold to the value of 40 shillings per year". 
Representation was thus a mark of privilege and responsibility.
The Act justified this limitatiw as x-
- "Elections of late have been made by a very great, outrageous and
excessive number of people, of which most part were people of 
small substance and no value, vdiereof every of thmn pretmded a 
voice equivalent as to such election with the most worthy knights 
and squires".
This system of franchise was slightly modified by the Reform Act of 
1632, but the basis to qualify for an electoral vote remained tied 
to property ownership.
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From Buoh rudimentary origins, the British people were indoetrlnated 
in the belief that property ownership was a symbol of responsibility.
The origins of local authority housing in Britain were founded 
on the principle of a social service for working class housing. But 
with increasing industrialisation, housing problems became more 
acute, and the role of the local authority housing dcpérimant became 
more of a social rescue operation. The conflict of these roles was 
apparent in administration of housing policy. The effect of the 
conflict was to intensify the stigpna of local authority tenants.
Rex and Moore have attmnpted to analyse the social structure 
which is set up by the ownership and control of housing (47). They 
identify five 'housing classes', which broadly represent different 
types of tenureX-
- owner occupierx council house tenant; tenant of privately rented 
house; living-in lodging house landlord; tenant of privately 
rented flat,
Xmoh class has its own entry qualifications governed by the socio­
economic system. Membership of these classes is seen to be a factor 
in 'detexvnining a man's associations, his interests, his life style 
and his position in the ufhan social structure'.
There is no doubt that, at least In the legal sense, tenure divides 
the housing market into different sectors, in each of which the 
individual housidKxlder has different degrees of security, and 
opportunity for different types of financial assistance from the 
State. Further access to different types of tenure is controlled by 
additional factors other than 'ability to pay for goods offered', e.g. 
age, occupation and housing need. Thus Rex and Moore's analysis 
provides only a limited insight to housing as a social process. It 
is insufficient to explain how people within these classes achieve
housing of different quality.
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In an area such as "in. i wnara Rex and Moore oonduoted their
study, there may be^ioute housing shortage. They recognise that 
competition for scarce resources may produce a peculiarly individual 
social structure. In a situation of equilibrium or surplus, 
competition may be latent, and the possibility of choice within a 
given price range enables divergent housing goals to appear.
But, if as Rex and Moore suggest, membership of a particular 'housing 
class' is influential in determining a man's life style, it is 
surely Important to understand why people enter a certain tenure 
group. But, as yet, little definitive research has been undertaken 
on choice of tenure.
There is only sketchy information available on the motives 
for home ownership. Some indications of motives for choice of tenure 
was attempted by Cullingworth in Glasgow in I963 (48), who concluded 
that for owner occupiers the house and area were important considerations, 
but rmaters sufficed with what they considered to be the 'best available'. 
In his comparison of owners, and renters who would prefer to own, 
Cullingworth identifies an interesting difference in attitude* 
renters perceive owner occupation as giving them more security, 
and pride of ownership, Wiilst owners emphasise the financial 
advantages of ownership.
However, there is uniformity in the official view for the 
desirability of home ownership. Political leaders have advocated 
home ownership and promoted the concept as, a means of saving, 
promotes good citizenship, induces better maintenance of property, 
provides varied housing stock, enhances the quality of urban 
renewal, relieves public involvement. (See previous quotations).
But research on the motives for home ownership has provided 
conflicting evidence. This may, in part be due to different samples 
of respondents, differences in time, the way in which the infon&ation
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was obtained, and interviewer biases. It is, however, clear that
home owners and potential owners have very differing motives for buying
a house. Within this conflicting evidence, similar underlying
themes have been suggested by several researchers. From a
review of several studies (49, 50, 51), Jennifer Brown (52)
makes the following broad classification of motives for home
ownership -
SECURITY/INDEPENDENCE - the desire to own a home which may represent 
security, freedom of choice, freedom from landlord, incentive for 
improvement.
EMOTIONAL - independence, individualism, psychic security, ego 
satisfaction
STATUS - an indicator of success, a prestige symbol 
LIVING PATTERNS - family life style, aspirations, mobility 
FINANCIAL - cheaper than renting, investment, insurance for old age
In a comparative summary of the results of these studies, Brown 
believes the disparity in rank order of motives for home ownership 
was due to the widely different samples taken for each study.
For example, Roscow interviewed professional people in Detroit 
$Aio had built their own homes. Ihe Housing Research Foundation 
surveyed 3 owners, 31 mortgagors, 16 local authority tenants, 7 
private landlords, 3 rent-free and 1 housing association member; 
idio were mainly lower mlddle-class/upper working class socio-economic 
group. Ihis alone may account for difference in raiding of the 
financial aims of the two samples. Similarly, it is difficult 
to assess the influence of different cultural backgrounds or the 
effect of the date of the study.
Despite the inadequacy of trying to make comparisons between very 
different studies, it is clear that these studies indicate a dynamic 
complex of motives for home ownership.
2k
In an attempt to explain the differenoies in underlying motivee 
for home ownership, several researchers have outlined possible 
associations with social class. Madge (53) quotes the work of 
several early researchers to construct a scale of social status 
(34 - 58). He suggests that despite the apparent convergence of 
social class characteristics, there are distinctive class differences 
in ideology and behaviour that transcend differenoes in wealth, 
and that the quality of the home can quite properly be used as 
one component in the perennial search for an objective index of 
social class. The two main differences between middle class and 
working class ideologies that are reflected in their home are;-
- middle class Stress on individualism - home must have privacy 
and self expression
- working class Stress on saving and repairing - greater provision 
for storage of possessions
This dichotomy would support findings by John Dean when he studied 
motives for owner occupation in Ohio in I93I (59)* He reported that 
working class respondents valued the notion of security for old age, 
whilst the middle class group were status striving. In the U.S.A., 
status is generally derived from the rewards an individual has 
acquired; in Britain status is often determined by class and rewards 
accrue from that status (60).
Prankenberg (I5) bases his discussion of social structure of 
communities in Britain, on Weber's definitions:- 
"class distinctions are linked in the most varied ways with status 
distinctions. Property as such is not always recognised as a status 
qualification, but in the long run it is, and with extraordinary 
regularity".
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"with some over-slmpllfioatlon, one ml^t thus eey that 'olaaaee* 
are stratified aocording to their relations to the production and 
acquisition of goods; whereas status groups are stratified according 
to the principles of their consumption of goods represented by 
special styles of life".
Hence it would seem more appropriate to consider the concept of social 
status in relation to home ownership. This stratification allows 
differentiation within and between social classes; it goes some way 
to explaining why people within each of Rex and Moore's 'housing 
classes' achieve different standards of accommodation. Chapman's 
(61) definition of social status incorporates estimation of a person's 
'position' in relation to income, occupation, education, culture and 
standard of living. These factors are seen to be inter-related; his 
'social status scale' assumes these factors to be quantifiable. Given 
this basic criterion, the scale assumes 'that status groups in the 
population tend to live in houses suited to their pattern of family 
and social life, and that they tend to fumiidi, equip and decoi^te 
then in ways which reflect the components of status, occupation, 
education, culture, display, intra and extra familial social life 
and social participation'. Given these constraints, it is hardly 
surprising that Chapman seemingly engenders a valid scale of social 
status. However, his work is some evidence to suggest that the 'home' 
is an indicator of social status.
Ihis tendency was very apparent in the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. But the effects of war, rapidly increasing 
population, mass production building programmes and rising living 
standards has greatly reduced social differentiation in housing in 
affluent nations. The trend was seen as a merging of social classes. 
The concept of embourgeoisement of the working class has been discussed
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by Ooldthorpe and Lockwood (62). It la interesting to note that 
they used incone, ownership of major consumer durables and owner 
occupier/tenant status as indicators of the extent to which manual 
woz^ers had achieved parity in living standards with their white 
collar sample. Despite the apparent convergence of income and 
expenditure levels of different social classes, Ooldthorpe and 
Lockwood provide evidence to suggest that there is little basis 
for an ambitious thesis of embourgeoisement. They cite several 
studies in different parts of Britain which point to a marked degree 
of status segregation in housing (63, 64, 65).
But reemt changes in the demographic structure, a housing 
shortage, inflation and escalating house prices have destroyed the 
relative equilibrium of the housing market of the I96OS. The effect 
of these changes is unprecedented in housing history. Many people 
are committed to spending a far greater proportion of their income on 
housing than had previously been necessary. Many others, who aspired 
to become owner occupiers found that they were unable to buy a house.
The consequences are as yet unknown, and the effects may be far-reaching.
The concept of relative deprivation was suggested by Runclaan 
(66) as being a more robust hypothesis than the widely acclaimed 
status congruence theory. Christopher Baglqy (6?) neatly summarises 
the theory of relative deprivation:-
"feelings of satisfaction are derived from comparing one's lot, 
material or otherwise, with that of the majori^ of people who are 
similar to one in many other ways".
In his study of racial prejudice in five Ehgliah borou^ pis, Bagley 
presents evidence to suggest that there is a significant relationship 
between relative deprivation in housing quality and extreme racial 
prejudice.
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Ihla study includes s cursory exsminstion of the concept of relative 
deprivation, as it may apply to potential home owners. Prom the 
data collected in the course of this research (68), it is apparent 
that some respondents have intense feelings of hostility towards 
home owners and society's value of owner occupation. In the words 
of a frustrated council house tenant:-
"racial discrimination we acknowledge - social discrimination w# 
choose to ignore".
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CHAPTER 2.
THE HOUSING MARKET.
Since Government Intervention in housing policy end sdministrstion 
in the early 1900s, the housing market can no longer be considered 
a true maxket system based on the classical economic theory of 'supply 
and demand'. Government policies have aimed at a redistribution of 
housing opportunities for differing socio-economic groups. To 
some extent, they have achieved this by a complex system of 
loans, grants, tax relief and direct subsidies. Calculation 
of the relative proportion of these 'aids' has theoretically 
been based on 'housing need'. (1)
But until recently, no attempt has been made to identify the 
concept of 'housing need'. ^lantitive estimates have been made 
from studies of demographic changes and qualitative assessment of 
the housing stock. Thus the supply of new dwellings and the relative 
proportion of various types of tenure have been based on measures 
that take little account of 'need or demand'.
The notion of housing 'need' is defined as 'the extent to which 
the quantity and quality of existing accommodation falls short of 
that required to provide each household or person in the population 
with accommodation of a minimum standard and above, irrespective 
of ability to pay, or of particular personal preferences. ' (2).
Needleman suggests that estimates of housing need are not 
intended as forecasts. But unless this is identified, 'future housing 
need' cannot be estimated. In his definition of housing demand - 
'the accommodation for which people are able and willing to pay' - 
he introduces the notion of consumer preference, «hich was deliberately 
excluded from the concept of 'need'. These definitions are typical 
of the conventional approach to housing research. But it is unrealistic
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to Ignore the effect of latent demand in a c<Hiaumer-ori«Ated maxket.
Holman's (3) attempt to forecast the effective demand for 
housing in Britain gives estimates based on several assumptions:
- that Government policy would continue as it was at the beginning 
of 1970
- the housing preferences of new householders, and of those wishing 
to change
- the rate of personal incomes.
These assumptions indicate some of the complexities of predicting 
demand. A team of researchers, directed by Greve (4) outline many 
of the practical difficulties in their attempts to identify housing 
demand in South Hampshire.
The Economist suggested that the relationship between supply 
and demand in housing may be likened to the classical economic 
phenomenon known to economists as the 'hog cycle*. (5). The principle 
may occur wherever supply can only be altered over a long period.
In the case of pigs, price one year determines supply in the 
following year. *nie effect results in wide fluctuations in price, 
unless production level is stabilised. House prices have not proven 
as susceptible to annual variation as the price of pigs, but the rate 
of increase in house xwioes shows a distinctive pattern. As prices 
rise, the marxet becomes vexy competitive, especially for lower priced 
houses. The following diagram; illustrates that changes are becoming 
mox*e violent. At this point in the 'hog cycle', there is effectively 
an 'explosion', when prices are discrepant and unpredictable. This 
is usually a temporary phenomoaon whilst the maiket stabilises.
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Source: The Economist Nov. l8th 1972
There le no elear out oeuee for these changes. Several 'reasons' 
have been suggested:
- Fester and Whitehead' (6) point to an increased demand due to 
demographic changes associated with a decline in the rate of house 
building in the late I96OS
- The Boonomist (7) criticises the inflexibility of building society 
allocation of funds. Liberal lending facilities may encourage 
ownership amongst those who cannot afford to buy
- O.A. Hughes (6) dispels the notion of rising land prices being 
instrumental in escalating house prices (9).
It is clear that the housing market is very susceptible to change; 
that trends in one sector of the market influences other sectors; 
wide regional variation is apparent. Yet, by its nature, the housing 
market is very Inflexible. The effect of Government legislation in 
one sector of the housing market may cause considerable strain in 
another sector. For instance, a factor in the rising demand for owner 
occupation aay be the lack of a viable alternative foxm of tenure, 
since legislation has effectively reduced the number of private 
lettings. Together with this, British housing policy has never
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resolved the dilemma la the philosophy of local authority housing. 
The effects of oonflicting policies, and the constraints in the 
housing market have precluded 'choice' in housing for many people.
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2.1. TRENDS IN OWNER OCCUPATION IN GREAT BRITAIN.
Before 1914, there is a lack of precise information on the extent 
and nature of owner occupation in Great Britain. A sketchy picture 
of the situation can be drawn from the fragmented information fzxxn 
the early social researchers, e.g. Rowntree (1), Pripp (2), from the 
history of the building society movement (3 ), (4) and from historical 
novels. J.C. Spensley (3) has attempted to supply some information 
on the extent of owner occupation. John Greve (6 ) incidentally 
presents a clear description of the growth of owner occupation in 
illustrating the decline of private rented accommodation.
There is sketchy evidence to suggest that owner occupation was 
not confined to the upper classes. Bernard Ineichen (7) suggests 
that it is however likely that home owners among manual woxkers were 
artisans and skilled workers. A survey of labourers in Bristol 
(Pripp, 1638) found only 0.35^  were owner occupiers; in a study of 
680 working class home owners in Yortc at the turn of the century 
(Rowntree, I9OI), only 8 were labourers. Both Cleary (3) and Hobson (4) 
cite instances in which working men were persuaded to become owner 
occupiers to secure enfranchisement. Early in the nineteenth 
century the Halifax Building Society offered special terms for owner 
occupiers wanting a small mortgage. The disproportionate growth of 
the building society movement suggests that there was regional 
variation in the demand for owner occupation.
The effect of the First World War was to change the nature of 
the housing market in Britain. Private housebuilding ceased; rent 
control was imposed, inanediately after the war, local authorities 
controlled all development. Cleaiy (3) outlines some of the factors 
which may have influenced changing attitudes to tenure type:
-rent restrictions gave landlords the incentive to sell to sitting 
tenants.
Ko
- the growth of the building society movement assisted the trends 
towards increasing owner occupation
- saving had become a habit during the War, and the fear of 
unemployment was incentive for many people to continue saving.
Demand for better housing grew and building society members were 
eager to utilise their investment. Public pressure for more homes for 
owner occupation resulted in the Government relaxing its strict 
controls on private building, and the 192) HOUSING ACT marked the 
beginnings of Government subsidies for private building. The period 
1920-1930 was the era of change in the relative proportion of tenure 
types.
%ere is evidence that there was considerable variaiicwn in 
these changes in different parts of the country. Johnson (8) describes 
the rapid growth of London in the inter-war years - one third of the 
total population increase was in London. This marked the growth of 
large scale suburban building for owner occupation.
It is apparwt that growth in demand for owner occupation was not 
evenly distributed in all social classes. Two surveys of spending 
habits in 1939 indicate that nearly 30$^  of middle class were owner 
occupiers, compared with 18^ of urban working class (9). But there is 
evidence of rapidly increasing demand for owner occupation amongst 
the working classes. At first this demand occurred in Isolated pockets 
dependent on local housing conditicms; in one building society the 
proportion of wage earners rose from 33g( in the 1920s to 50?^  by I936 (10).
The Second World War had a dramatic impact on the demand for
houses for owner occupation. The post war situation was similar to
4vfca kvfLdthat of 1919 * local authorities controlled all building,^rent cwtrol 0*^ 
incentives for private landlords to sell, accompanied by public 
determinaticm for better housing. As regulations were slowly relaxed.
Kl
the pent-up demand for housing exploded.
The draj&atio change In tenure, exemplified by the increase in 
owner occupation from 26^ in 194$ to 52$ in 1971 is shown in Figure 
2 .1(1).
The relative changes in tenure groupings are illustrated in Fig. 
2.1(ii) and Fig. 2.1(iii). ^
These changes are an indication of a major social change. Few social 
revolutions have taken place with so little publicity.
REGIONAL VARIATION IN TYPE OF TENURE (Fig. 2.1(iv)
The variation in the percentages of owner occupation is too
great to be explained solely by factors such as social class, 
and variation in income levels. The differences in the proportion 
of home owners is more due to differenoes in the proportion of 
local authority tenants, than in the proportion of tenants of private 
landlords. As there is no consistent pattern in the regional 
distribution of home owners, it is probable that historical and 
cultural factors are influential in the relative proportion of 
tenancies. An example of this is seen in the differenoes in home 
ownership patterns in Lancashire and Yorkshire. A strong tradition 
for home ownership is apparent in some parts of the country.
LOCAL VARIATION IN TYPE OP TENURE (Pig. 2.1(v)
The proportion of home ownership varies widely throu^ d^ out the 
country. Local conditions greatly affect the relative tenure types, 
which give rise to startling contrasts: e.g. the level of home 
ownership is nine times greater in Burnley than in Westminster, and 
seven times greater in Bury than in Corby.
In Surrey, it would appear that Guildford and Dorking are 
already fully developed, as they exhibit slower gro«rth rates 
than the rapid expansion apparent in the surrounding area. 
(Pig. 2.1(v).
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Fig. 2 I (I) OWNER OCCUPATION IN ENGLAND AND 
WALES 1919-1969
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Fig. 2 I (IV) REGIONAL VARIATION IN TYPE OF TENURE IN 
GREAT BRITAIN 1971
» !
1:6
Area Owner Occ­upied. LocalAuthority PrivateRenters others
Great Britain 50^ 31^ 14$ 5#
Scotland 30$ 52^ 11$ 7#
N. Ireland 43$ 51^ 25$ 1#
Wales 54$ 29^ ]^$
Northern England 42$ 14$
Yorks. Humberside 49$ J>-L% 15$ 5#
North-West 55$ 27^ ' 15$
Tyneside 31$ - . - -
S.E. Lancs. 49.3$ - - -
East Midlands 52$ 26^ Wo 9^
West Midlands 51$ 10# 4#
East Anglia 52$ 26^ 1:)# 9^
South-East . 53$ 26^ 17# 4#
Greater London 46$ 28^ w
Outer Metropolitan 57$ 28^ 10# 5#
Other S.E. ,58$ 21# 14# .7#
South-West 58$ 24# 11# 7#
Source: Housing Statistics.
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2 ,1 1  CHARACTBH3T1C3 Qg HOUSE gimCHASBRS
The moet recent definitive portrait of house purchasers can be 
drawn from^ a^nalysis of statistics published by the Nationwide 
Building Society (1). At four yearly intervals sines I96O the 
Society has undertaken a survey of their nortgages^over 
Siy Each sample has included about 10*000 people.
This represents approximately 7% of mortgages granted by all building 
societies during this period. The sample is admittedly biased in 
that all respondents were mortgagees of the Nationwide Building 
Society. No estimation of this bias is offered. But* in view 
of the lack of any comparable statistics from other sources* the data 
published by Nationwide goes some way to identifying the characteristics 
of house purchasers,
AGE OP HOUSE PURCHASERS
It is evident that* for most people* the decision to become 
owner occupiers is made under 29 years of age; the proportionate 
increase in new owner occupiers decreases with succeeding age groups.
A dramatic change is noticed in the distribution of tenancies in the 
privately rented (furnished) sector. It would appear that during 
the 1960s* there was an increasing tendency for young people to 
buy a house. The proporticm of people under 25 years had inoreased 
from 15.7% in i960 to 32.6$ by I968. It is interesting to note that* 
despite rapidly rising prices in 1968-1972* the proportion of purchasers 
under 23 years remained constant during this period.
This increase in the proportion of young purchasers is reflected in 
the decline of purchasers in the 33-44 and 45-34 year age groups 
over this period. There is* however* evidence of the 
age distribution of house purchasers in 1972-1974. A decline in 
the proportion of purehasers aged 18-23 years is equalled by an
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Inoream# In the proportion of purehasers aged 26-30 years. These 
findings would suggest that young people were delaying the purohase 
of a house. This may support the suggestion in the popular 
press that young people are unable to buy a house because of 
escalating prices. The evidence from the Nationwide surveys 
suggests that increased prices may affect the age distribution of 
house purchasers.
These data also suggest that buyers of new houses are on average 
younger than buyers of existing houses. Various reasons are suggested 
to explain this tendency:
- new property developments often attract 100$ mortgages
- the administration of the house purohase is offered as a bumper 
bundle to the potential occupier
- new property developments are often on the outskirts of town* with 
restricted access to amenities* with a consequent reduction in price
- younger purchasers (often first-time purchasers) are attracted by 
the apparent financial security offered by investing in a new 
property.
OCCUPATIONS or HOUSE PURCHASERS
There is evidence of a consistent ^rend in eveiy region of 
a sli#%t Increase in the percentage of salaried workers who became 
home owners during the period of the survey. As there is no evidence 
that the ratio of wage earners: salaried workers changed
dramatically during this time* these date suggest that wage 
earners were becoming relatively deprived in the house purchase 
market.
The data indicates that more salaried woAers than wage earners 
buy new properties. The gap narrowed in the mid 1960s* but there 
was a dramatic change to widen the gap by 20$ in I968-I972.
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It would appear* therefore* that not only are the ehanoes 
of a wage earner becoming an owner occupier dee lining* but his 
choice in style of house is becoming more restricted.
The variations in ownership of different occupational groups* 
1966-1972* can be summarised*
OCCUPATIONAL GROUP
Fishing* Agriculture and Mining
Manufacturing
Building & contracting
Transport & Communication
Warehousemen
Management & administration
lerce
Clerical
Professional & Technical
TRBNDS IN HOME OWNERSHIP 1966-1972 
Fairly consistent* range 0.2-2.3$
Noticeable decline in percentage of house purehasers employed in manufaeturing ixidustries.Average fall - 8$
Fairly consistent rise of approximately 1-2$* except in North West - exception­ally high rise of 4.9$. Several regions show increase 1966-1970 and decrease 1970-1972 e.g.London and South-east
1966 - 4.3$ 1970 - 7.4$ 1972 - 5.8$
Consistent decline in percentage of house purchasers - average 1.3$
811#it variation in trends. All areas* except western* variation is - 0.1$; in west* decline of 0.9$
Overall trend for Great Britain shows slight decline* but there are wide variations e.g.London A S.E. - 0.4$ increase Southern - 3.3$ "Eastern - 2.3$ decreaseScotland - 3.4$ "N. Ireland - 8.3$ "
Fairly consistent increase of approx. 4$. acceptions are Scotland and N. Ireland* where there was an increase 
1966-1970* and decrease 1970-1972. Variation is particularly marked in N. Ireland.
Consistent increases averaging 7$. Greatest increases in Scotland (9.5$) and N. Ireland (12.1$)
Consistent decline averaging 2-3$* except in Western region - 5.9$ decline Scotland - 7.4$ "
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OCCUPATIONAL (HKXJP TRENDS IN HOME OWNERSHIP 1966-1972
Defence eervieee Slight upward trend* averaging 3$
Misoellaneoua A Entertainment Trends are relatively stable.Variation approximately 0.5$
Others Increasing trend averaging 0.4$oons latent throughout the regicms
These data support the trends already suggested that salaried personnel 
(in particular commercial and clerical workers) were becoming 
increasingly advantaged in the house purchase market,
INCOME W  HOUSE PURCHASERS
Income is often considered to be sole determinant in choice of 
tenure type. There is now considerable evidence to suggest this is 
an erroneous assumption. Wishlade in his study for the Housing 
Research Foundation* 1970* illustrates this. It is clearly obvious 
from statistics published from the Family Ebcpenditure Survey* 1968* that 
owner occupation is associated with higher income groups. The lower 
income groups either rent from private landlords* or are owners (these 
may be pensioners who have redeemed their mortgage). These data 
would appear to support the assertion that the poorest are not necessarily 
the ones who benefit from the advantages of local authority housing.
It is intcMstlng to note that the proportion of mortgagees and local 
authority tenants earning £23-£30 per week in I968 is approximately 
equal. This may be considered as evidence that the ’ ownership/tenancy 
decision is not solely determined by income.
O.A. Hughes in his study on 'Inflation and Housing* (Housing 
Researching Foundation 1974) analyses the changes in income levels 
1963-1973# the relationship with tenure type and the ratio of new 
house prices to average earnings and household income. As building 
societies* local authorities and government use different criteria 
when assessing a household eligibility for loans* it is important 
to distinguish between head of household earnings (usually the male)*
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and total houaahold Inooma. mhowa that over this period the
average annual earning# for adult male workers and total household 
income have behaved similarly* but that ehamges in taxation 1967-72 
were slightly advantageous to the two person adult household.
Ststistios from the Family Expenditure Surveys of 1963 and 1973 show 
that menus) workers' income proportionately increased from 76$ to 
83$ of a non-manual worker by 1973. These increases were mot manifest 
in the analysis of the Nationwide Building Soeiety statistics* which 
showed a decrease in the proportion of manual woikers who became 
owner occupiers during this time. This may be partly explained by 
comparisons of the movement of Incomes and prices over this period; 
incomes were substantially greater than retail prices* but the median 
price of a new house rose at the seme rate as incomes. This may 
result in the manual worker feeling no nearer to being able to buy 
his own house. It may even be that he feels more dissdvsntaged* for 
although his income and house prices rose at similar rates* as house 
prices are substantially more than income* the changes would appear 
disproportionately greater.
Data collected in the Family Expenditure Survey on household 
incomes may be used to compare incomes for families living in different 
tenure types. These data show a gradual increase in the income of 
owner occupier households with a mortgage relative to local authority 
tenants. Similarly the gap between local authority tenants and private 
tenants has increased in the past decade. Within each group the 
proportion of the total household income earned by head of household 
remained constant. The difference in this proportion between tenure 
groups may reflect the tendency for more tenants than owner occupiers 
wives to be employed.
9*
Hughes oaloulstes that the ratio of median new house m*ioe to 
annual incomes of various groups was fairly consistent throughout 
the period* 1973 was an exceptional year. On the basis of 
these ratios* Hughes suggests that the median new house price was increased 
by £1370 in 1973. He considers that as incomes were still rising in 
1973# but house prices appeared to have stabilised* the ratio may 
have returned to its norm by 1975. Statistics published by the 
Nationwide Building Society show regional variations in the weekly 
inccme of house purchasers.
At each survey it was found necessary to introduce new income categories. 
The upward shift reflects the trend of increasing inownes during this 
period. The pattern of changes of home ownership within each grouping 
can be sunanarised t-
Weekly Income Home Ownership Trend 1966-1972
Up to £15. Decline from 5$ to 0.5$
£16 - £20 Decline from 25-30$ to 2.0$
£21 - £25 Decline from 28$ to 8.0$
£26 - £30 Regional variations %
Great Britain* decline 17$ to I4$Lcmdon A S.E.: decline 22$ to 7$Southern: decline 21$ to ^
Other regions eaAibit changing pattern - increase 1966-1970, decline 1^0-1972
1966 1970 1972
Eastern 16$ 23$ 16$Western 15$ 24$ 18$Midland 18$ 25$ 18$North West 13$ 23$ 19$North East 13$ 20$ 19$Scotland 19$ 20$ 13$N. Ireland 13$ 22$ 18$
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Weekly Income
£31 - £35
Howe Ownership Trend 1966-I972 (Cont)
1966 1970 1972
13$ 19$ 10.5$10$ 18$ 13.0$
£36 - £40 
£41 - £45 
£46 - £50 
£51 - £55
£56 - £60
Over £60
In areas other than London end South-east and Southern* Increases average 9$ e.g. Midland increase 7 .6$ to IB.7$. But London and South-east* and Southern show similar characteristics of an increase 
1966-1970* and decrease 1970-1972.
London A S.£. Southern
Increases average 11$
Increases average 8$
Increases average 6$
1970 - 1972 increases average 3$ (1966 not comparable - cumulative statistics)
Increase average 3$* excepting Scotland (1.4$) and N. Ireland (0.2$)
Statistics for 1970 cumulative. Data reflect higher incomes of house purchasers in London and 3.E.* and Southern regions.
Thm changing pattern of income levels of house purchasers is 
most noticeable from this table:
a) the consistent and often dramatic decline of house purchasers 
earning less than £25 per week
b) the regional differences in the proportion of house purchasers 
in the income groups £26 - £30 per week is most marked. In 
London and the South-east and Southern regions (the areas where 
income and house prices are highest)* there was dramatic decline 
in the proportion of purchasers earning £26 - £30 per week. All 
other regions exhibit a changing pattern: I966 - 1970 an average
increase of 9$* 1970 - 197* an average decline of 7$. This 
suggests that increasing house prices affected the proportion of 
purchasers in each income group in the regions before it affected 
purchasers in London and Southern regions.
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o) the differences in pattern between London and Southern* and the 
remaining regions is of particular interest. From these data* 
it would appear that escalating house prices in London and Southern 
region was reducing the proportion of purchasers earning £31-£35 
per week by 1970-1972. 
d) the patterns of the proportion of house purchasers eazviing over 
£40 per we#c are consistent throu#w)ut the regions. These 
increases illustrate the tendency for home ownership becoming 
increasingly associated with the higher income groups.
The data show an interesting pattern which is apparent in both 
1968 and 1972 • It would appear that a higher proportion of lowest 
and highest income groups in each period buy older properties than 
new properties. Pow lower income groups* this may be partly explained by 
the fact that existing houses at the lower end of the housing market 
(older properties* often in need of modernisation) are often cheaper 
than modem houses. The tendency for higher income groups to buy 
older properties nay be because these properties are often more expensive 
than modem ones offering similar accommodation; the evaluation of 
properties is a very subjective decision* and it is difficult to assess 
the value of 'character*.
Prom these data* it is clear that income is an important variable 
in house purchase; it is apparent that income level can affect ability 
to lairchase and the type of house achieved. But there is also evidence 
that income is not the sole determinant in the ownership/tenancy 
decision.
MONTHLY RgPAYMBffS OF HOUSE PURCHASERS
Much of the discussion on 'housing* is dominated by ideas of 
what is a 'reasonable* proportion of income to spend on housing.
There can be no single* externally determined relationship between
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housing expenditure and inocwe since families' tastes and priorities 
vary greatly. The Family Expenditure survey gives some information 
on the amount people spend on housing. (No information was included 
on rates* maintenance costs and travel costs directly related to 
choice of housing* as comparable data was unavailable).
Data from Housing and Construction Statistics (2) clearly shows 
how the proportion of income spent on housing expenditure declines 
as level of income rises. It is apparent that owner occupiers 
within each income group spend a higher proportion of their income 
on housing expenditure. In 1970, the average difference between the 
two tenure groups was 4.7$ for household income, and 5.4$ of head 
of household income. If allowance is made for tax relief to the 
owner occupier, in real terms the owner occupier spends 2.2$ more of 
hous^old income (2.8$ of head of household income) on housing 
expenditure than local authority tenants in the same income group.
No allowance was made for the owner occupiers' deposit. It would 
however appear that the proportion of income spent on housing ejqpenditure 
by owner occupiers rose less in 1967-1970, than local authority tenants 
housing expenditure.
Since 1970* the proportion of income spent on housing expenditure 
has been rising for both local authority tenants and owner occupiers.
Of particular concern to house purchasers in 1973 is the proportion 
of income spent on housing expenditure new owner occupiers - both 
first time purchasers and new borrowers in general. Mortgage 
repayments as a proportion of income had been rising steadily since 
1966. The average rise of 3$ in 1973 is a reflection of increased 
house prices.
The data indicates Uiat the average new borrower in 1973 was 
spending a considerably higher proportion of their income on housing 
expenditure than a similar income group in 1970.
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First time purohasers spend sn even higher proportion of 
insome on mortgage repayments than new borrowers in general.
Their situation worsened oonsldersbly during 1973 as their net 
payment as a proportion of income increased compared with all new 
borrowers. In addition they needed a much larger deposit.
O.A. Hughes in his study on 'Housing and Inflation' has used 
these statistics to show that in 1973 the average income for those 
buying their own house for the first time rose markedly faster than 
the average earnings for both manual and non-manual workers. On 
average the income of first time purchasers was almost 10$ higher 
than the average earnings of adult male non-manual workers in 
1973, compared with approximate equality two years previously.
Thus people who could have expected to be able to buy a house in 
1969, and even as late as 1972, could no longer do so by the Spring 
of 1973. Mortgage rates were increased from 9)$ to 11$ by the end 
of 1973, which would further limit the families who could afford to 
buy a house.
From these data it would appear that the average proportion of 
income spent on mortgage repayments had been rising steadily from 
13.1$ in 1967 to 15.1$ in 1972. A dramatic increase occurred between
1972 and 1973% by mid 1973, new borrowers were spending on average 
16.4$ of their income on repayment of loan; first time purchasers in
1973 were, on average, allocating 17.3$ of their income to mortgage 
repayments.
Of particular interest is the regional variation in monthly 
repayments in 1970 and 1972 (1)
- in all repayment groups up to £25-£30/month the proportion of house 
purchasers declined between 1970 and 1972.
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- the*# 1# a ahaaging patter* between different region# in the 
repayment groupe g30-<35 and <39-£4Vmonth. In London and the 
South Seat* Southern and national average there is a dranatio 
desllns in the proportion of purehasers in these groups 1970-1972. 
m  other regions, ths pattern has ohangsd to «how inoreasing 
proportions of purehasers in these groups. This is a reflection of 
hii^ ier house prises in London and the South East and Southern
- in repayment groups over StC/month, the proportion of house 
purehasers in every region inoreased 1970-1972. This refleots the 
upward trend of house prions.
It is also awarsnt from this table that oonsiderably greater 
proportion of pnrahassrs in London and the South East and Southern 
regions are in ths higher monthly repsyment groups.
CHARACTMUSTICB OT FIRST TIME HmOHASB» (1974)
The analysis of ths statisties published previously by the 
Eatiomwide Building Soeiety shewed that house purehase was besoming 
Inereaslngly diffleult for the lowest Insoms groups. Escalating 
house prises of 1972-73 focussed attention on the plight of these 
potential purehasers; sensern sentred on the first time purahaser. 
This trend may prove somewhat unjustified, as it is based on the 
assumption that potsmtial purehasers of lower prised houses are first 
time purehasers. As a result, there was a demand far information 
on ths eharaeterlsties of first time purehasers. In an attempt to 
bridge the gap ths Natismmide Building Soeiety published a report in 
1974, identifying the eharaeteristiss ef first tins purehasers and 
eompsring them with previous ewner-oseupier mortgagees, (nationwide 
Building Soeietyt Oseasiomal Bulletin, 124) Of the 10,000 mortgagees, 
nearly half were first time purehasers.
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A<g OP HOUSE FORCHASgRS - (NATIONWIPg 8 U R W  1978, 1974)*
Prom the## data It wauld appear that, durla# this psried, the 
Soeiety grsmted mortgages to slightly older people. This tesdesey 
is most sarksd in the two yruisger age grevgs. It is appropriate to 
notiee the dramatis desline in the properties ef mertgages granted 
in 1971 sad 1974 to first time parshasers in the IB-^ age group.
A further isdieatien of the effect of rising prises may he evident 
in the ahiftimg halamee ef mortgagee granted to provieus omner 
oeeupisrs in the 31-tO years, and tl-50 years ago groups: the 
alight desline in the yeungsr age group is oempensated fey a slight 
insraass in ths elder group. This may suggest that the younger group 
of owner eeeupiers were not moving house as rapidly as they had in 
proviotts years. This effectively will slew dawn movement in the 
hewing market; if pro longed, it would lead to a shortage of 
properties in a eertain pries range, ereating an unpresedented 
pressure for housing in the ohasper rangs ef properties.
SOCIO-gQOgOKIC OBOÜfB -  (MATIOgglDE SURVEY 1971, 1974).
It would appear that msnagarial and prsfssslonal workers 
ohtainsd a disproportionate share of mertgaga allesatiena, whereas 
Skilled, sami skilled and unskilled mammal workers were severely 
disadvantagsd. There is however sli#t evidense that of first-time 
purehasers, intermediate and Junior non manual workers, and skilled 
and semi-skilled manual wwkers were sli#tly advantaged in mortgage 
alloeatien than previous owmsr-oeeupiers. This may he bsaauss of 
the resent intreduetloo of 100$ mortgage on eertain types of 
properties, whieh la attraetive to these groups of people.
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sizB or DEPOSIT (NATiommm mmvnr, 1972, lyr»).
These date dremstloelly show the difrerenoe In else of deposit 
supplied by first time purshssers (svsrsgs 1974 £8,223) oos#sred 
with prevlotts owmer-oosuplers (sversgs 1974 £6,001). m  1974,
62.9$ of first-time pwrshsssrs supplied less them £1,000, eompsred 
with 10.9$ of previous owner ooeuplers. This is perhaps a refleetlom 
of two trends:
a) first time purehasers were tuyiag eheaper properties, therefore 
needed proportionately less deposit
b) prerlsus owner oeeupisrs benefited from finaasial gain soerued 
from inrsstmsnt in their previous home.
Of partieular eenssm is the dranatio desline, 1972-1974, in the 
peresntags of purehasers supplying less than £600 deposit: there is 
evidense of a eempensatory shift in the peresntags of purehasers 
eupplyiag £B00-£1,000 deposit. These trends netieeahly affeet the 
first-time purshasert it would appear that by 1974 first-time 
purehasers would meed to supply almost double the amount of the 
deposit of first-time purehasers in 1972.
à m m  OP Mowaioi (mdTTowmm m m m  1972. 1974)
Those data refloat the temdsney for highar proportions of 
mortgages being in eneess ef £6,000. The dramatis desline in the 
peresntags of first time purehasers reeeiving a mortgage of less 
than £9*000, 1972 to 1974, is a refleetien of insreasing house prises 
during this period.
MdiiHUf mfdTwnro {m Ttom nm  m m m  1972, 1974)
These data reflect the tendenay for increasing proportions of 
first-time purchasers to be committed to mortgage repayments in 
enoese of dOCy'month. Repayments in esoess of £100/month are not 
uncommon: does this represent an undue strain on the resources of 
house purchasers, especially first-time purchasersT In 1974,
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Wmtlonwid# published data whieh gives sobs insight into the peoportioa 
of inooms spent on mortgage repayments.
MORTOAffll PAYKEWTd AMD HOOMHOLD IHOOMB (MATIOiiltlEB aUHVBf 1972, 1974) 
From these data, first-time purchasers ineligible for the Option 
Mortgage gcheme, mere on average spending 24.3$ of their household 
income cm mortgage repayments. Tax relief would reduce this to 
approximately 21$. This is oonsiderably more than the 1972 average 
of 19.1$, or the 1973 average of 17.3$. It would appear that 
escalating house prices of 1972-1973 foroed owner occupiers to spend 
am even greater proportion of their income on mortgage repayments. 
First-time purchasers with an option mortgage represented 17.5$ of 
all first-time buyers. Their average repayment represents»! 19.9$ of 
their household incoew.
TCTl or fhOFEKPy TORCHAggP Bf FIRST-TIME BDYTO (KiTIONWirB SURVgf 1974) 
Prise distribution of Dwellings
The ehamges in distribution of price of dwellings is a reflestion 
of ineraasing house prices 1972-1974: a particularly dramatic drop
is apparent in the percentages of dwellings purchased for under 
d6,000i an equally dramntie insrease in thsperoentage of properties 
over £10,000.
TïïV of A - U W
(W , .hMutw 1 . $grp* . f  puMhMw. 1 . uri4»a% 1973>1S7*>
It would appear that there was an increasing tcndeasy for first time 
purchasers to buy a flat or maisonette in 1974; there is a 
noticeable deelime in the proportion of bungalews purchased by 
this group.
of awlllng
IhffiF. M .  • mtioMbl. dM l l M  in 1974 of tb. propovtim of 
purchasers who bought new properties.
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Sise of Dwelling#
These data reflect the tendency for a greater proportion of 
purchases to be made for snaller properties. This trend is 
particularly noticeable for first-tine purchasers.
Fron this brief review of the oharasteristics of house purchasers 
in 1970 to 1974, it is clear that easy people who might have 
afforded to buy a house in 1972 would be unable to do so by 1973. 
This is despite house purchasers supplying mush larger deposits, 
monthly repayments on mortgage likely to emseed dSG/nonth, and 
the average proportion of insoms spent on mortgage repayments) 
insreasing from 13.1$ in 1967 to 21$ in 1974. The effect of 
these treads has been for people with high, steady liwomes te 
became increasingly advantaged in the house purohase market.
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2.111 HOOSB fRICES
Thm period 1971 to 1973 an unprooodontod rim# la ho%we 
prlooo. All type# of proporti—  were effected. A# prices be#en 
to riae# the merket become very competitive. fbaic bdjrlag 
pervaded the bouclas mevfcet. House price rises were the subject 
of sWi debate at both the national and the local level (1).
The trends la house prises, land prices mod construction 
costs were reported la Honslns statistics; Fig. 2.111(1) 
illustrates these trends. @.A. Hughes la his study on Housing 
mad Inflation. Housing Research Foundation, 1971 comments oa 
these datai
"Apart from 1972-73, house prise mad costs rose so that the 
relationship remained unaltered. The figures for 1971-73 
dcmemstrate special factors cpcratlag in these years. The 
plentiful availability of mortgage funds lead to sharp rises la 
the price of old houses. Ihe combination of high demand la the 
building industry, together with Inflation resulted in a rapid 
rise in underlylag costs of oonstruetioa. " Hughes comments 
that laflatloa affects the housing market in two ways:
- the hl#er rate of Interest cm long term will substantially 
Increase the Initial burdsm cm housing psymsats
- the mere rapid the rate of Inflation, the more rapidly the real 
buricm of house purdbase payments fall - since these, la money 
terms, are fined - while Incoews in the long term will rise
as fast as prices. The effect Is that a dispreportioaate chare 
of the burden falls cm young people. It may restrict some from 
buylag their own houses; it may also force them to spend more 
cm hems lag in the early part of their lives.
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The tremde In house prices, snslysed by the Nationwide 
Bulldlag Soeiety were interpreted to Illustrate some speolfio 
aspeots of the housing maxket 1963-1973*
Fig. 2.111(11} illustrates the Insrease la average house 
prises for existing, modern houses during the period 1963-73*
Fig. 2.111(111) clearly shews the phenoamnal Increase In the rate 
of change in prises: an average of 3*3^ was recorded 1963-1970.
%  Ocscmher 1972, the rate of change was averagimg at 29#; Qr 
December 1973 the rate of change had dropped back to Its average 
recorded In 1963-70 of 3*3#* During 1971-73 period the average 
price of existing houses ef mode m  design in Britain had increased 
by 100#*
Fig* 2.Ul(lv) Illustrates wide regional variation of the 
pereemtage increase in the average price of existing medem houses 
1963-1973* It is clear that western and southern regions experienced 
the most dramatic rate of increase 1968-1973*
In each sector of the market, the average prises in London and 
the South-east, and the aeuthe m  region are seen to be at least 20# 
greater than the average O.K. prises, or the next régional average.
Fig* 2.1U(v) analyses the pereemtage increase in average prices 
by type of house in the U.K. sad Lamdcn and the South-east region 
in 1966-1970 and 1970-1972* These data may be summarised as:
# DXFPSREIfCD IN AYESAOB FRICIS I966-I97O and 1970-1972
VJC. Laa*on m
n.t* # wkiMMtt.. »9.79 96.10
TwmM* KouM. U .34 49.10
SMi-fiMaoiMd Hm im . 0.18 67.40
a .*1-* .t#nh.d  Birngklam 16.9 66.15
OrtMlMd hOUM. 14.69 48.19
OrtMtMd 19.S 41.18
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Most aotlossbly, London and the South-east reglm was SKperieneiiig 
far greater pereentags price insreases than the UJC. average. The 
sKoeptiea In the prise of flats and aalseaettes may probably be 
explained by there being a relatively greater proportion of flats 
in this region than in other areas of Britain; the increased average 
priée of flats in ths UJC. say refleet an increase in demand for 
this type of property during this period. It mould appear that semi­
detached properties suffered the greatest proportional inoreass in 
price in London and the South-east. This is a reflection of iamand 
in that aagnant of the maxket.
In quantifying the rate of increase in average prises in Lmdon 
and the South-east, Table 2.111(vi) praaamts a * league' table of 
relative prices of different types of house. It is not surprising 
that detached bungalows shewed the greatest increase in actual price 
as there are relatively fewer bungalows than houses.
Pig. 2.m(vii) summarises ths effect of price rise on ths 
housing market in the Guildford area. Properties in the lower price 
ranges advertised in Ths Surrey Advertiser were analysed at fort- 
ni#%tly intervals. October I967 - March I968 and October I972 - March 
1973. Two areas were selected %
- propmties in Guildford
- properties in the Guildford area. Ihe boundaries of this area were 
set according to the area that respondents to the study said they 
would ssnsider. Consegusntly the area includes PSmham. Ash. 
Aldershot, Woking. Dorking, Craalelgh but excludes areas such as 
Addlestons, Chertssy, Staines, Sunbury, Reigate, Leatherhead,
Horsham, Liphook, fetersfisld, Camberley and Basingstoke.
Only properties at the lower end of the market were recorded, as it 
was assumed that it was this sector of the maiket that was 
particularly appropriate to first time purchasers.
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The most striking evidemo# of the drsmstio inovosso in bouse 
prioes which bed oeeunred between these periods is the total Isok 
of properties under £8,000 toy the period October 1978 - Marsh 1973# 
whilst the range of prioes investigated in October 1967 - Mardi I968 
was £3-6,000* The figures indicate seasonal trends, with a 
noticeable slump in the market over the Christmai/Kew Year period*
A further indication of rising prices is the desline in the number of 
properties in each price range during the sin monthly period* This 
is particularly true of October 1978 - Marsh 1973* Some of this 
tendenay may be attributed to seasonal vuriatioa of the housing 
market, but in view of evidense presented on trends in house prices, 
it is very doubtful whether this was a significant factor in the 
availability of properties in ths lower price ranges.
The effect of these changes has important scnsequamsea in the 
housing market. Intense pressure developed, which particularly 
affected properties at ths lower end of the maiket. Both first time 
purehasers and owner occupier-mevers who could no longer afford a 
more expensive style of house were eompeting for lewtr prised 
properties. The phenomenon of *gaswmpie$' became aomman place.
Many people were frustrated in their searah. Far many people,
home owncrahip became an impossibility, for insomss had not increased
proportionately.
O.A. Hughes has summarised the relationship between house prioes 
and personal incomes*
"For 1963-1978, the average ratio of a typical new private house 
price to average male income was 3.83 for manual workers and 8.53  
for non mammal. In 1973, these ratios jumped te 3.88 and 3.30 
respootively, but the position was even worse than this beoau# of 
the increase in iateroot rates on mortgage repayments".
Cf|l<A (K p v u p W y
Hughes also ooments on the proportion of Income spent on housing*
"In 1966-67» the proportion of income of new borrowers for house 
purchase averaged at 12.0#: but by 1973» on average their net payment
was 17.3# of income".
Huipies coments particularly on the plight of first time purchasers 
who spend an even greater proportion of income on house purchase. 
Increased interest rates and amount of deposit required (from 30# 
average income in 1968» to 66# in 1973) have created a critical 
situation for first time purchasers. Hughes analyses data from the 
Family Expenditure Survey 1973» to show that the average income of 
first time purehasers in 1972 was 10# greater than the average non- 
manual male income, ccwpared with parity in previous years. ISuis many 
people who could have expected to buy their own home in 1970» could 
no longer do so by 1973*
It is clear from the foregoing analysis» that the phenomenal 
rise in house prices in 197«^1973» had far-reaching repercussions.
The properties that were most affected were lower priced properties 
in London and the South-east» and Southern regions. Consequently» 
first time purchasers in these areas were severely disadvantaged.
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FIG. 2 m  (VI) AVERAGE PRICES OF DIFFERENT 
TYPES OF NEW PROPERTIES IN 
LONDON AND S.E.  ENGLAND 
1966, 1970, 1972
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tareHENCES.
ÇBAPÎEjt > HÜÜSE PRICES.
(I) (Th« Tlffl*s| 1972 - Oct. I4th, Kov. 2nd«,8th, Dec I4th.
1973 - Jan. I5th,23rd., Feb. 9th, March IÇth.^.
(Surrey Advertiser
1971 - Jan 1st, 29th, Feb5th, July 27th,NovI9th, Dec loth, 3Ist*
1972 - Feb I8th, March kth, June 5th, August 4th,Oct 27th, Nov 2Ist.
1973 - Jan I2th, Feb 23rd, March I4th, May kth^ ).
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G H ARn 3 t
HOUSl HSCHAfll m  8UBRKT
3.1. M o s m a  vê scwny
As A Ommty# Server h## mmmy eetatsedlee nsterel fseturs»
«hitth emke it a very attreetlve area. Ita yveaimity te London, 
the Soeth Ooaet and tha Continent, togather with ylannlng polioiaa 
«d&iah have aheltered tha aæ atryalda fran vrbaa ayaewl, are 
endaehtadly a^paata ahiah have aada Server an inareaelngly deairahie 
hoeaiag area. The effaat ef tha 'Oraen Balt* lagialation an tha 
developaant of indnatrialiaation and hæ aa building in Surrey aaanat 
be endereatinated.
In 1995# a Oovew nant aireular anaae w gad laeal aetharitiea te 
eatahliah grean boita %d&are they thaii^ it it deairahie te*
a) ahaak further gronth ef urban area
b) yrevent aaii^ ibeurlag tauna joining tegether 
o) yveaerve the apaeial ohnmeter ef a town
Sinae the iaaue ef thia aireular, propoaala fer esteaaiona 
have been put feruerd by all the Haa*e Oawitiea. In Surrey, the Green 
Balt una approved in 1998, but it una baaed an a 1990 aurvay; it 
broadly followed the pvepoaala aet out in the Greater London Plan.
Tha aid 1990a were a tine ef inereaaiiui proaperity and low unoi^ley- 
nant. Three uanntiaipnted trenda ehaagad the danagrophfo atrueture 
and aharaeter ef the South eaat during thia period*-
- a larga inarenae in the birth rate led to inareaaad foreeaata of 
population in the area
- the South eaat region waa the fuateat growixu; region and reeeived 
the largeat auhbor of ianigrunta
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the growth ef the eerrlee eeeter ef the eeemoey reeelted in e
large Ineveaee in offlee empleyeent Im London. The Greater London 
Plan had antielpated a atahlllaatlen or deellna in enpleynent in
The aunnlative effeat ef thane trenda were te have reperenaaiena 
ahiah inflnenoed pelieiea for the Senth-eaat. The South Beat 
Study# pahliahed in 1964 (1), adnitted that peat war pelieiea had 
net been entirely aatiafaetery. The atndy antieipated a large 
pejhilation imereaae, bat propeaed that growth ahenld be eeneentmted 
in aeleeted leeatiena large eneu#i to attraet growth free Leaden, 
far esanple Pertanewth, Aohferd and Peteoberen#h.
In 198T, the South Beat Baenaeie Planning Conneil publiahed ita 
first report *A strategy for the South Beat*(2). There wae eooaiderable 
overlap between thia report and the South Beat Study* Both 
reooanended growth areas awey free London, but the Strategy suggested 
growth areas along the radial transport routes to the growth areas 
identified in the South Beat Study*
It waa aeon realised that neither of these atudiea took a long­
term view of regional develepeent, #md both ai^poeehed the problem 
from different ataad-poista. As a ooneequenoe, the South Beat Joint 
Planning Team waa aet up in 1968 to make a long tern plan aoeeptable 
to all. The oonmittee were to take partioular heed to several newly 
identified trends*
- population trende had ohanged aimee the South Bast Study of 1964*
The natural population inoreaae waa falling, and met emigration 
waa reported for the first tine
- in London, demend for labour remained high, but supply waa falling 
rapidly
- population preaaurea on the outer metropolitan area were atreng.
Lead available and alleoated in eurrent development plana waa
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rapidly being used up.
The committee bad three main objectives z-
- the need to match population and employment growth. To encourage 
mobile industries to move from London, for if this were not 
achieved, long distance commuting to London would increase.
- to plan new growth in large concentrations of population and 
employment, Wiich offers the widest social benefits.
- to make best use of the countryside by protecting substantial 
areas from urban intrusion.
The committee reported in 1971 and recommended a selected 
number of growth areas along the main radial routes from London.
Surrey Town and Country Planning Ocsnmittee welcomed the committee's 
proposals of major growth areas, as being indicative of their 
support for the Green Belt policy. At this time Surrey County 
Council had submitted proposals for extension to the Green Belt in 
Surrey for government approval. They did not welcome the committee's 
suggestion that local authorities should look critically at the 
boundaries to the approved Green Belt.
The specific references to development in Surrey in the Strategic 
Plan for the South east ares-
Planning Area 5 - East Surrey Growth to remain constrained by the 
Green Belt as this area separates London from Horley/Oatwlc.x/Crawley
Planning Area 7 - Stalnes/Ouildford Growth in this area will continue 
till I9BI# but should be greatly reduced after this date, in order to:
- reduce pressures, particularly for employment in the area nearest
London
- need for local development, without detriment to historic towns of 
Guildford, Pamhsw, Oodalming
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- mmà to  Balataia oImup break between development In the area and 
growth area to the west (Reedlas'Wdklngham)
- edjeining growth areas to seoommodate substantial employment growth 
from this area
- minimise the effeeta of noise from London airport
From these reoommsmdatlons, it appears that future growth in 
Surrey is to be limited to the western area, but it should be 
eoaslderably leas than the bounty enperlsneed in the 1960s. The 
importsnse of the Green Belt was re-affirssd.
Initially the (hreem Belt polioy was strongly oontested by 
developers; many appeals sad loeal iaguirles held. But its rigorous 
appUeation was eventually assepted. The Seeial effeeta of the Groom 
Belt Isgislatiom are little known. But undoubtedly the polieies have 
emaggerated Surrey's soeial status and made the County an 
inoreasingly desirable plase to live (4).
The South eastern area has euperiensed a rapidly imsreasing 
population sinse the turn ef the 19th eentury. Table ).l shows the 
dramatis rise in both total and psrsentage populations lSCl-1951:-
8.1. MwUoa 8.1. iwlrtlwi M  i ft N 8.1. 1 ft N
1801 #,*99 000 #8.1 - -
1851 5,100,000 #8.5 104.S 100.98
1901 10,S#9,000 5#.* 106.3 71.91
1951 15,1*9,000 5*.6 43.7 30.11
Soureet General Register Offioe
I*bl. 5.1 "MmX u A  Qmatft 1801-1951
Only the South eastern region has saperismsed sash eensistsnt 
growth over this period. As a senssfusnss, the peresntage share of 
total population has steadily insreased. Sinse 1991# the total
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population ham oontinuod to Inopoaeo, but tho rate of growth hm# 
stabilisedt-
3 .S. Region S.E. as * E & W Annual Change In 5^ in 3.E.
1951 15,129,000 34.73 +0.07
1961 16,345,5000 35.38 +0.01
1966 17,006,300 35.44 +0.01
1967 17,112,400 35.45 +0.01
1966 17,229,600 35.46 +0.01
Table 3*11 Total and Percentage Population 1951-1968,
It is elesr that important ohanges ia population trends hare 
oeeurred aimee the early I96OS; the peroentage population in the 
South east appears to be stabilising at approximately But
beeause of the large bame, the aetual population eontinues to 
inerease and still eseeeis any other region. It seems likely 
that without the iatervsntion of restrletive pelieiea on development 
im the South east# growth in the region would have oontiamed at a 
higher rate. It would be rash to assume that the rate of population 
growth would eontinue to All if oontroUing polieies were relaxed.
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The Review of Surrey Development Plea, I965 (5) eaelyeee 
démographie ohengee within the county. The 'Inner County Ring* 
which Includes Qulldford, Dorking, Bsgshot and Woking, hsd the 
greatest percentage change in population in Surrey 1951-1961.
1951% total 1961 % total
% change
1951-1961
Bat. % change
1961-1961
Inner Urbsn 12.3 10.8 -3.6 4.4
Suburban 28 .0 24.4 -4.6 13.3
Suburban Fringe 25 .6 26.5 12.6 12.0
Inner Country 28 .0 32.2 25.6 26.1
Outer Country 6.1 6.7 9 .4 33.3
Source t Surrey Development Plan I965 
Table 3.111 Population Change in Surrey (Sp Rings)
It is clear that the County Council planners anticipate future 
growth to continue in the inner country area, and to spread to the 
outer country area. In effect, this will create the greatest pressure 
on land, housing and services in the inner country area, as this 
area has the highest population and atringent 'Green Belt' polioy 
regulations prevent much new development.
Fig 3 .1 shows the Increases in the local population I96I-I97I; 
it has been estimated that Guildford Borough population will increase 
by 20,000 persons I96I-I96I (6). Table 3.1V shows the actual and 
anticipated percentage change in population in the borough I95I-I96I. 
It is perhaps fortunate that the I971 Census figures do not indicate 
such a dramatic increase as was predicted In the early 1960s.
Hh
Borough Rural Are#
%  Change %  Change
1951 48,048 44,936
1961 53,976
1 2 . 9
54,888
1971 58,090 8*0 63,0601961 75,290
20.3
2 : .5
iu.O
Table 3.1V Population Changea in Guildford Area 1951-1961
In a recent review of local housing conditions, the Guildford 
planning authorities recognised that to satisfy current housing 
demand would conflict with local planning policies (7). The 
Council admit to their inability to satisfy demand for local 
authority housing. The building rate of new council houses 
has averaged only 133 a year, 1964-1974; it is estimated at 
least 200 new properties a year would be needed to house the 
current rate of applications. This does not allow for any 
increased demand due to a reduction in the waiting list, which 
may be a deterrent to many people applying. The current waiting 
list, December 31st 1974, was 2705 applicants. It is interesting 
to note the distribution of applications for different types of 
property. In the period 1st April to 31at December 1974 there 
were 675 new applicants. Of these 16 applications were for 
4 bedroomed properties, 116 for 3 bedroomed properties, 326 for 
2 bedroomed properties, 326 for 1 bedroomed properties and 82 for 
pensioners properties.
The age distribution of the applicants on the active 
waiting list was as follows;-
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Under 20 years 180
20 • 29 years 592
29 - 99 years 992
95 - 45 years 282
4 9 - 9 5  years 106
55 - 65 years 426
Over 69 years 947
Dmmnh p#mk
Tb# IÉMW %h# lM##r n— bwr «f fer 1*
W i T M M i  pi>oy r tl—  w#m pwrMM mod m  Imger mbl#
%e tiaA ppiiPbWljr Mm$#d mwiialioa, and %mmM# to biqr a 
peeperar.
Siaaa %h# aarly Xf90a, %be proparUan af awmar aaaaplad daallia##
haa Inaraaaad ia bath OalldfaM BaWMpb and aha Ramal Avaa.
OanarTeen Laeal Mheriar 0 M a  Rsral Private 0 M a  Raral
1961
1971
44.9
51.6
57
65
29.1
24.5
Tahle>.v
16.1
17.5
25.1
159
29.9
14.6
Tha araa ia now wall ahava aha natlaaal avamaga ef 900 «wear/ 
eaaapatlem. Tha Laaal Aitttiariar #aamia*aaa haa raaaiaad relatively 
etaady at #90, hat thia la aigalfiaaatly laaar aham tha aatiaaal 
avaraga af 990. Tha parlvataly rentaA aaat^ haa aaffarai aha meat 
draaatla ehaagaa. Thaaa ehaagaa are eraatlag partlaular haaatwg 
prehleaa ia tha area; ah# egpaaaiaa af aha Uaiveraiay, ant aha 
aatahliahaaMt af the Ceuaty Haapital aad Oivia Baildiaga ia 
Ooiltfard will areata area greater taaant far privately ranted 
aeeameadatloa.
86Pig. 9.11 mbow# the ahamge# la pvoportioa of mow houoos oomplotod 
la the Ouildfert aroa, 1991-197X. Tho trend for a greatw proportion 
of now hoeooo to bo built la tho prlvato aootor la oloarly 
apparent. Only In reoent yeare haa loeal authority oeanltnant 
laereaaod allipitly, after a perled of i^parent *Ialsaos«falre* la 
tho 1960a. The denoUtlon rate la the Oulldford area averagea only 
90-40 propertlea per year, and oonaeguontly haa little offeet on tho 
tenure pattern.
Aaher and tya Tropp (8 ) identify three 'typoa* e t aottlenent 
la Surrey I
- Vlllageat- with outllora ef laolatod farahouaea and eouatry ho%&oea
- Small and Medium Slaod Towmat populatlona between ton thouaamd 
and elipkty thouaaad
- Built-up belts on bordera of Creator London. Thia area muat 
aoelally be regarded aa an entenaien ef the London eommutor ring
The area of partioular reloranoo to thia atudy are tho rlllagea and 
anall/modlun towna.
Tho authora outline tho ohanging aeelal atrueture of Surrey and 
auggoat that tho Image ef Surrey aa *a oeunty of atoekbrekora' (9 ) la 
a ayth. In analyalng patteena of eemmutlng, the muthera auggoat 
that maay eemmutere are offioe staff and lower paid white eoUar 
wofhora. They quote tho pore eut age of eamumtere from town mapa 
publiahed ty Surrey Oounty (tense 11#
0 employed realdenta wofhlng in Sreator London 1966
yurwhaa 6.5
Oertciug 19 .0
Sodalnlmg 9.0
Guildford 5 .0
87The Guildford town map does however point to an increasing tendency 
for eoonomioally active residents of the borough to be employed in 
the other parts of Surreys I951 - 150; 1966 - 190. However, the
outstanding proportion of Guildford's economically active residents 
are employed locally (740).
In analysing the sooial structure of housing in Surrey, Asher 
and lyn Tropp adopt Pahl's (10) eight point categorisation, but 
identify an additional group as gypsies:-
- large property owners
-salaried immigrants with some capital
- spiralists
- those with little income and little capital
- council house tenants
- tied cottagers and other tenants
- local tradesmen and owners of small businesses.
Both Tropp (8 ) and Connell (3) point to a poignant 'social divide' 
in the Surrey population. Tropp identifies the dichotomy in the 
villages as between 'villagers' and 'newcomers'. In the towns the 
social distinction is more clearly related to housing:- 'those who 
can afford to own a house'; council tenants; the 'rest'. The 
respondents in this study could be classified as "potential home 
owners" or "the rest".
"Oie consequences of an increasing population, yet no accelerated 
development, and a rapid increase in house prices in the area, are 
far-reaching : -
- There is evidence of people moving away from the area. Ihe 
planning authorities recorded a 460 fall within the 20 - 23 and 
25 - 33 year age groups of housing applicants. The general trend 
shown in migration statistics for Guildford shows an increase in 
middle aged white collar workers in professional and managerial 
jobs coming into Guildford, and a marked increase in young
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frnmlli## la «kllleA, ###l-#klll#d «ad «makiUeA werkwm leaving 
Ouildfevd.
•There have been neay reperU la leeal nevapayera ef eepleyere 
flading dlfflettlly la reeraltiag staff t this has been partlealapljr neted 
In teeehlng, anralag and the pellee eervlee (11).
- la 1974# there wae an inereaalag awereneee of the plight ef the 
heneleee in Serrey (12# 19).
If thine trenda aontiane# there la little dwAt that repereeeaienn 
will be evident in the ehanging aoeial and eaoaonia atreatnre ef the 
ewmty. Ftxhape aa apyrpyrlate eoanent waa made by Donald Plaek# 
ia hie addreee te the Hint Surrey Aaaoeiatioa of Estate Agents in 
1179 (14)1-
"SHirrey la fast beooeing a eeicity for the wealthy and the elderly*.
It in alear that deelaive iwng-tere planning pelieiea are 
needed. Xatleaal and Leeal Government euet ■leaswre the 'aaerifiee* 
ef maay peteatlal Inhabltente agelnet the 'privilege' of Surrey 
realdenta.
F ig .3(1)
POPULATION 'IN GUILDFORD AREA I9 6 I  -  1972.
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64,000 - Guildford Rural District 
Guildford Borough
6 2 , 000
6 1 ,0 0 0
• 6 0 ,0 0 0
59,000
. 58,000
57,000
5 6 ,0 0 0
, 55,000
5 5 ,0 0 0
5 4 ,0 0 0
' 52,000
5 0 ,0 0 0  '
62 64 65 66 67 7268 7170
Source; Total Census Population.
No, of Houses
F ig .3 ( l l ) 90
NEW HOUSES COMPLETED IN THE GUILDFORD AREA1951-1971 By SECTOR
 Guildford Borou^ LocalAuthority
‘ • * Guildford Rural Local Authority
 ---  Guildford Borough Private
  Guildford Rural Private
400-
500
100
65 6? 6957 59 61 7155
%
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(I) Nlnistfy of Hottsias mad Loe&l OoTw a— nt *Tho South Nat Study 1961-1981*H.M.sVo. 19^.
(2) South Bwt Soonouio Planning Cknmoll 'A Strafgy for tho South Eaat* H.M.S.O. 1^7.
O) South ftuit Joint Planning Toan.*8tyatagio Plan for tha South Baat* H.M.3.0. 1971.
(4) N#u Soaloty Fab. 25th 1971.(Ooonall^ J. '(bpoan Belt COuntj*. p.304-506)
(5) Surragr County CouneXl.'Rovlew of Surray Daaolop— nt Plan* Narah 1963<
(6) S u m y  County Counoil.'(htllAford Town Map - Report end Analyela of S m y . T g g .
(7) (Guildford Borough Counoil.('Intorin Housing Rsvieu - 1974' Unpubliidiod. )
(8) Tropp, Asher and lyn. 'Son# Aspssts of tha SoeialStruoture of Sunny' in *%»# Surrey Countryside" 1975»
(9) (Tbs Eoooonist. August 26th I965. )
(10) Pdhl, R. 'Patterns of Urban Life*
(11) (Surrey Advertiser. 1975, 1974.)
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CHAPMR 5.1. RIFSUBN» (Ooni.)
(12) Surrey Oounty Couaeil'Report of the WoAiag Party on Honeleseness* 1974. )
(15) Surrey On— imlty Development Trust(Norris, M. 'Report on Single Konelessness in Surrey* 1975-1974.)
(14) (Surrey Advertiser jenusvy 10th 1975).
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3.11 THE HOUSE PURCHASE PROCESS.
oCO
TTC:
— —H o i i o n o s  S.HOaNHA aoiiDi'-ios s,H3Ana üaana 7Lii>iOHj,nv hdnvnij;
).ll. Th# Hon—  Puroh—  Proo#—
Hhm ptoommm outUaad Ia Mg. 3*111 is «ymboll# of gtoontl
proeedtare Ia Aagland mnd Halos. A group of 35 oolioltoro« ostato
agmmta, building aooiotgr ifigoro and aurvogroro vara aAad to auggoat
■odifioattona; no-ooa offarad altamatiraa. However, it oanaot be
ragardad aa a totally daflaitlva diagram, aa thara are numaroua
iaataneaa abara nagetlationa are dealt with aimultanaowaly, or ia a
ali#tly altered order. Par aimpliaity, thaaa altaruativaa and tha
option of 'failure to aonplata negotiationa' have bean omitted. Withaathaaa axaaptioaa, tha diagram ia ballavad to ba/aoaurata 
illaatrmtion of tha proaaaa of houaa purahaaa in IftBgland and Walaa.
The diagram iUuatrataa tha oomplaxlty of traaaaoting la tha 
praoaaa of houaa purahaaa, and tha iavolvamaat of aaah of tha role 
flguraa. Aa tha proaaaa davalopa from# 'aaarah', to * evaluation', 
to 'aagotiation* ataga. a more aomplax pattern of tramaaetiona ooaur* 
The vendor and purahaaar aha initiated tha proaaaa may be aaan to be 
dapamdant on profaaaieaal adviaera. Tha advartiaiag agaaoy may have 
only am iaaidantal rola in tha latter atagaa of nagotlatian. Thera 
la mo raaognlaad ayatam of dlraet aontaet between vender and 
purahaaar omea prooaadinga for purahaaa are Initiated. Oonmuniaatlon 
between tha iataraatad partiaa ia a ahain avant, maaaaaitating tha 
lavolvamamt of three, and poaaibly aa maay aa aevea people. A leak 
of idantifieatioB, underetaadiag or aeaaptamaa of thia rigid ayatam 
may lead to umneoaaaary aomfhaion and often aonfliot between the 
iateraated partiaa.
It la within thia aomplax network of negotiationa that 
purahaaara are ragulrad to make daaialona. Thia raaaarah haa abown 
that in tha pania aituation that pervaded tha houaing market in 
aauth waat 3urray in 1978/15T3, purahaaara ware makUg^ laatantaoua 
daaialona. Aa part of thia atudy, am aaaaaamant of firat-tlma
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purohmaar# knowladga of tha houaa purahaaa proaaaa waa attamptad.
It la auggaatad that tha raapondanta wara oftan 111-lnforaad and 
found tha houaa purahaaa proaaaa aanfUaiag. Thalr uaa of Infonatlon 
aoureaa waa fragmantaiy: tha noat uaual infomanta wara family,
frlanda, or aatata aganta. (15).
Aa a preliminary to tha main raaaarah toplo, it waa aonaidarad 
diplomatie to intarvlaw looal aatata agmsta. Hurlag tha oouraa 
of thaaa diaeuaaiona, it baoama inaraaaingly apparent that tha 
aatata agent may ba a powarful iafluanaa and a orueial figura la 
tha houaa purahaaa proaaaa.
ROU or q g  MTATl A<aMT.
Tha main rola of an aatata agent la..
a) Agent for tha Vendor Hia purpoaa la to valua and advartiaa 
vandor'a proparty and introdaaa potantial purWmaera. Ha will 
initiata aala proeaadlnga, onea a purahaaar haa mmda an offar 
on the proparly. After thia atego hia rola baaomea aubaidiary - 
ha may eat aa a 'olaerlag houaa* for aamnunleatlona batwaan 
purahaaar, vendor and thair aolioitora.
b) Imformamt/Adviaar to purahaaar Tha aatata agent will wuggaat 
propartiaa for tha proapaotiva purahaaar to view. In thia way 
ha may ba aaaiatimg tha appliaaat to identify tha type of houaa 
that would ba meat auitahlo. Thia may bo a vary powerful influamaa, 
aapaaially for tha firat time purahaaar. The aganta wham I 
intarviewad wara divided in thair opiaioaa aa to thair rola of 
advlaar for tha purahaaar. Few aganta aonaidarad it their tank
to help the purahaaer reoogniea hia naeda, but aama aganta 
aommamtad that it waa probable that a aatiafiad purahaaar would 
baaama a allant whan ha needed to aall. Moat aganta were agreed 
that they provided a limited edviaoiy aarvlaa to the purehaaor
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in diaeu— lng flaanaial and lagal arraagamanta to anaura a apaady 
oamplation. To thia and, aany aganta hava arrangaaanta with 
mortgaga torokara, building aoaiatiaa, inauvanaa barakara, aurvayora 
and aoliaitora.
Tha vela af tha aatata agant aan ba aaan in Pig. 3.111, ahiah autlinaa 
tha main taaaaaationa In tha yraaaaa of hauaa purahaaa. It ia 
alaar that hia main tranaaatiana ara with tha vandor, and hia 
aoliaitar. Hia purpoaa ia to initiata tha proaedura - latterly 
ha baaoaaa a aubaidiaiy figure.
PROroSIQgALiaM OP BSTATl AOBIflS
Tha buainaaa of aatata aganay in Britain ia * qaaal.prafaaalaoal *. 
lie qoalifiaatiana ara needed to baaona an 'aatata agwt' and thara ia 
no ragiatratlon ayatam for bona fide aganta. The laofc of auoh 
oonatrainta baa provided tha opportunity for tha unquallflad to 
bacoma 'aalf-mada' man. Thay gain aoma of tha raapaat uaually 
raaarvad for ' profaaaionala ' - a idiita ooUar job, and good working 
oonditiona that ara aaaantlal to attraet trade.
%ara ara numaroua plaaaa in an aatata aganta job whara it ia 
poaaibla for the unaorupuloua to ba underhand: aoma diaraputabla
aganta hava lad to tha profOaaion being atigaatiaad.
Batata Aganta provide a aarvioa; a aarvlaa which ia not Indiapanaabla.
It ia limited in extant, for tha ungualiflad agant ia unable to deal 
with aurvaying or auotiooaaring. Batata aganay la vaxy aubjaet to the
market fluetuating and abortive work. For thaaa raaaona it may 
ba aonaidarad aa 'inaaoura* profeaaion.
Aa tha aomplaxity of agant'a woik has grown, moat firma find 
it aaaantlal to employ a raoo#%iaad 'profaaaional' aa one of tha
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principal nagotiatora. This tandla to giv# stability and profaaaional 
raoogaition to the firm.
Moat frequently* eatate agencies are eat^liahad as a 
aide-line to aureeyora* valuers and auctioneers* which provides 
a positive way of advertising the leas decorative aspects of their 
work*
There are nine national societies to which many agents
belong; frequently* one agent may be a member of several groupât
The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
The Chartered land Agents Society
The Chartered Auctioneers and Estate Agents Institute
The Incorporated Soeie^ of Auctioneers and Landed,Property Agents
The Incorporated Assoelatiea of Arehiteets and Surveyors
The Rating sad Vhluation Assoeiation
The valuers Institute
The Faculty of Ar^teets and Surveyors
The National Assoeiation ef Estate Agents
Each Soeiety has its own esnmination or qualification conditions*
sad each have a reeegnlsed code of ethics for their members* which
covers details such as unprofessional behaviour* supplanting and
advertising. Most ncticeably* the National Association of Estate
Agents has no rules preventing or restricting canvassing or advertising.
In many areas* local aasoeiatioas of estate agents have been
established. There are variations in qualifications for membership -
most usual are length of time la local practice and adherence to a
profcsaional code of contract. Frequently there are additional
ccnditions applicable in certain areas. Local assoeiaticns usually
eever erne town; unusually* as in the ease of West Surrey* they cover
am extensive area.
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There have been several attempts to introduoe legislation to 
make registration of estate ageooies statutosy. In I966* the 
proposed Bill lapsed because of the dissolution of parliament* but 
the various bodies representing Estate Agents deeided by non- 
statutory means to implement the main objects of the Bill* i.e. to 
establish an Estate Agents Council *to secure adequate standards of 
competence and conduct among persons carrying on business as 
Estate Agents'.
In 1967, a non-statutory Estate Agents Council was set up* and 
voluntary registration began. This marked the beginnings of a 
'national identity* • An attempt to legalise the Council in I968 
failed due to insufficient support. There have been no subsequent 
attempts* as the Monopolies Cesmission suggested that statutory 
control would lead to restraint on entry into Estate Agency which 
would reinforoe the tendency for standardising fees. This* they 
suggest* operates against publie interest.
Several agents wtxms I interviewed ladieated their desire to be 
considered 'professional'. Many ef them commented that recent 
legislation as a result of the Memopolies Commission Report of 1969 
had done nothing to impreve their 'image', until this time* agents 
were bound to charge scale fees* in a similar way te solieitors.
This* they felt* gave them professional identity. An indication of 
their perceived role as a 'professional' is apparent la the evidence 
given by the committee ef estate agents to the Monepolies Commission. 
They were asked to justify the profits in estate agency. The 
Monopolies Commissien estimated that the average profit per primeipal 
agent was dS*89t In 19%. The Oenmittce agreed that* despite their 
yearly fluctuations* this figure was fairly representative. The 
Committee roeegnised there was mo objective standard with which 
to eeagaro this figure* but the./ drew attention to the average
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rcmmeimtion published by the Prioes end Income# Board of ft *870 
for aolieitorc* At, 102 for arehlteeta and <3*300 for dent lata.
The Monopeliea Commlcelon mere unimpreesed by their eomparieome* 
but accepted that they had no evidence to eu0 ost estate agents 
profits were excessive. The Monopolies Commission reemmoended 
that the practice ef charging fees in acoerdanee with a scale 
laid down by a national soeiety should he diseontioued.
ESTATE AOUiT PBES,
Sines 1970, agents have had the freedom to fix their emu 
charges * the advantage being to the vender mho has the opportunity 
to shop around for ooopetitive charges. In the event* it seems that 
maay agencies have adhered to the old scale fees* or intredueed a 
similar pereeataged-baaod sehcn# on the selling price of the property. 
This aystem has been adopted beoause of the diffieulty in assessing 
the time and effort expended in selling a property. Whilst it may 
be administratively simple* it does not ensure that the eeosumer 
is getting 'value for mousy*.
Estate Agency is a competitive business. If a client Instruets 
more than one agent* there is eertainly abortive work. The more 
agents that are Involved the more likelihood there is of this 
happening. Seme agents will therefore request that they have the 
'sole agency' of a property* at least for a month. Seme agents will 
collaborate with another agent and agree to split the commission 
(Joint agencies) - other agents suggest they prefer multiple agencies 
which makes th«B work harder to ensure that they sell the house.
These praetices may lead te unscrupulous dealings* eepeeially when 
the market is very buoyant* or is very slack. Seme problems arise 
when two agents may ^ ve veiy different valuations ef the same 
property* idiloh may result in the property being advertised at two
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different prices* Similerly* it is often difficult to sey tdiloh 
'agent' introduced the potential buyer* when he may have reeeived 
details of the property from two or more agents. The system is open 
to much abuse* some of which is undoubtedly caused by the indefinite 
structure of the preliminary stages in the house purchase proeess.
A purchaser may pay a deposit to the Agent when he makes am offer 
on a property - this is only a symbol of good faith and is mot 
binding. The agent cannot afford to withdraw the property from the 
market* as the purAaser is able to 'change his mind' and withdraw 
his offer without any financial loss. The transaction is only 
legally binding when ocntracts have been signed . Neither dees 
the 'offer subject to contract' safeguard the buyers the agents 
are still working to attract the best selling price* and this has 
led to maiy cases of 'gaswmpimg'.
kcas tcœ  XM m u M P and wojbs 
Number of Agencies
There is no reliable estimate of the maaber of estate agencies 
in Britain* as there is no statutory registration council. In 
addition there are certain difficulties in defining am 'estate agency'* 
as most frequently their business is integrated with the work ef 
auctioneers* valuers and survsyers* and covers many aspects of lead 
development* eommereial enterprise and domestic agencies. The 
Moaopclies Commission in 19% estimated that there were 7,000 firms 
operating an estate agents from 10*000 offices.
The distribution of estate agencies throughout Britain is uneven. 
There is a marked eonoeatration in Southern England. Tbs Mcncpoliss 
Commission of 19% (16) evidcnses this trend by totalling the number 
of firms advertising In selected towns in several regimms* and 
comparing them with the number of non-loeal aubhority dwellings 
in that area*
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BKmbar of flma par 10,000 non­local authority Awalllass % inoraasa19SL-65
1951 1965
MldlaaAs 6.3 8.1 29
Wales ft tha West 6.0 7.9 32
South 12.2 13.1 7
EhglsaA ft Walaa 6.9 8.4 22
North 5.0 5.5 10
Moat Botioaablo la th# dmaitgr of oatato agamta la Southam Bhgland 
rolatlTO to othar aaaaa. It la alao apparent that tha growth rata of 
aganolaa la tha South haa baaa auah alowar ovar thla parloA than la 
othar araaa of IhgUiwI aai Walaa. Tha pbanoewal laoraaoaa ahawa 
for tha MlAlaada, Walaa ant tha Maat la paihapa laélaatlra of raaaat 
tranAa of Aaaantrailaatlan* aaA tha aoaaaguant growth of larga 
urhaa araaa.
Tha moat uaual fora of axpaaalon for a flra of aatata agaata 
la to aatahllah aaall braaah offlaaa throu^kout am araa. A aoaalttaa 
of aatata agaata, reporting to tha MonopoUaa Ooaalaalcn, anggaataA 
that tha raaaon for thla was tho aooA for paraonal aarrloa of gooA 
gualltg. They ooaaaatoA that 'too nasgr aogotlatora oaaaoA 
laafflelamay; they oon^atoA with oaoh othar for toualnaas, and 
they got la aaah others' way'. Tha Monopolies Gonnlaaloa saw thla 
type of Aavalopnaat as a naans of aoivatltloa between agents to 
attraat a graator ahara of tha narkat.
Tha prollfaratlon of Estate Agents waiilA auggaat that thla la 
tha only way to bay aaA sell property, yet tha Manapollaa CoanI salon 
aatinataa that only 75)K of properties are nagotlataA throngh agents, 
tho neat usual altamatlva being priwato sale. As oaa bo seen from 
Diagram >(111) tho agents' nala function Is to initiate tha prooaAuro 
of porohaaa. Soraral ways of straaallalag tha fragnaataA ay atom of 
work, or of by-paaaing tho aatata agent have baaa trloA. Mona of tho
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sohenas has bean particularly suooaasful, as they are fraught 
with adalnlstratlya difficulties, e.g. tha problems of keeping 
the registers up to date, the vendors and agents' resistance 
to try unispoven techniques, and tha purchasers' raslstanoa to 
pay for the Information he receives which traditionally has baaa 
free.
THE USB OP ESTATE AOSiCXES ;
Tha following daserlptlams are based on a snail sample 
of M  intorvlaws with first tine house purahasars that X aooduotad 
In Oatobar 1972 to March 1973# (Sea Appandlm 1).
Estate agencies pgrollfarato In South east England. This 
nay suggest that this Is an Indlaatlw of a high turnover rata of 
property, mast usually assoalatad with a transient papulatlan, or 
of an affluent area whore tha Indigenous population cam afford to 
change their hones as thalr social pattern alters during tha Ufa 
ayale. South west Surrey scans to be an araa where both those 
factors nay be powerful Influences la the aovanant of population.
a) Baarah Proaadura of Ssnpla Raspandents
Three couples gave no lafovnatlon of their saarah proaadura. 
51 couples had visited local estate agents, 4) had
eaarehad local newspapers, 29 had asked local friends er relatives, 
IB had a professional aontaet and 3 couples had advertised far a 
property to buy In a local newspaper.
Tha couples In the sample seen to fall Into three groups 
In their search activity patterns • Specific Araa (13 couples), 
Salaatad area (1) souples). Extensive araa (22 couples)i
(1) these who ware specific in thalr saandi araa - 13 oo«#laa 
9 couples ware receiving details fro# oatato agents in only 
1 town
4 souples ware raaalvlng details from estate agents in 2 towns.
I(&
(II) thorn# who war# ##l#otlv# in their seeroh eree
19 oouples were receiving detail# from estate agents in 
3, 4 or 9 towns
(III) those who were willing to search over an extensive area
9 couples were receiving details from agents la 6, 7 or 8 towns 
17 * " ***" * ** • In more than 8 towns
The large number of couples who were searehlng over an extensive 
area suggests that they were a very mobile group, and refleets that 
there were few properties in their price range available at thle time#
b) Properties Viewed
This variable was created by mmmiing the seores for each type 
of property viewed. The problem la using these scores la that the 
number of properties viewed may be dependent cm variables such as 
tho length of time that the oouples have been searching, and 
the nusAw of hours viewing per week.
The distribution Is represented in the following histogram:
%
30
20
10
0 1-5 6-10
Minimum 0, Meucimum 38, Mean 9»
10 No. of properties viewed
As there was a wide range In the number of properties viewed, the 
distribution was grouped In the following way:
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(1) Those Wao had seen 0 ixropertles
(2) 'Searcdiing stage' - those idio had seen 1-5 properties
(3) 'Potential buying stage' - those who had seen 6-10 properties
(4) "Over selective stage' - those idao had seen over 10 properties 
These groupings were chosen on the basis of Charles Shea's suggestion 
in the Times Guide to Buying a House (1971) that the average number 
of properties viewed before buying is six to ten. Groups 1
and 4 se«a to be extremes; these groups will be considered 
individually at a later stage in the analysis.
As the interviews were conducted over a period of six months, 
and there was no selection of respondents on the basis of how long 
they had already been searching for a house, the number of properties 
seen by respondents will possibly be influenced by factors such as 
the length and the intensity of the sea%x»h procedure, and the area 
over which they were prepared to search.
There is an interesting relationship between the number 
of properties viewed and the length of time the couple had been 
sear<Ailng, yet there is no relationship with the number of hours 
searching per week. Although these may appear to be contradictoxy 
statements, it may perhaps be explained by tbe fact that there were 
very few properties at the lower w d  of the price range on the 
market at this time. Hence a concentrated search in terms of 
many houra/week was to no avail. Ihls may also partly explain the 
rather curious finding that there was no significant relationship 
between the number of properties viewed and the area from which the 
couples were receiving details from estate agents.
On considering this distribution, it seems that there is 
a slight tendency to suggest that by widening the search area, 
there would be a wider selection of properties to view;
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PropertiesViewed 1 Town ( s p M i m  area’^
2 Towns (Marrow area)
3,4 er 5 Towns (Selected area)
6,7 or 8 Towns (Wide Area
8 or More Towns Extensive area
RowTotal
0 3 0 0 1 2 6
1-9 4 2 6 1 4 17
6-10 0 1 3 2 9 11
Over 10 2 1 6 1 7 17
Column total 9 4 19 9 18
Details fxmm Estate Agents
Aocthcr indlMtlon #f the fSet that there were few prepertie# 
fer male at the lewer end ef the market at thla time 1# eeen in the 
eomparieon between the number ef propertlee viewed and ineeme.
Despite a wide range in ineeme levels (joint ineeme £1,790 te £9,000$ 
male ineeme £850 - £3,290, female ineeme £200-£2,790)^ there was 
no relationship between Joint income, or between male income and 
the sumber of properties viewed, These fsetors suggest that the 
pries of properties was a powerful factor in determining the number 
of properties that eouples viewed
As might be ea^eeted, there was a strong relationship 
between the number of properties viewed sad the number that were 
seriously considered for purchase. Similarly there was a strong 
relationship between the number of properties viewed, and whether 
an offer had been made on any property. These findings might suggest 
that a proeess of evaluation is ooeuring during the search procedure.
There is some evidence to suggest that if advice <m various 
aspects of house purchase was sought, the couple would be likely 
to view more properties. Advice from a solicitor aMp#ars to be 
the most important element.
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There ere no strong relationships between the nsnber of 
properties viewed sad locality preference, which again suggests 
that there was veiy little choice available. Similar results 
were ebtained in comparing the minber of properties viewed 
and the respondents' preferences in design*
The finding that there appears to be a streng relationship 
between number of properties viewed* willing to add extension, 
suggests that there were only small houses for sale In the price 
range of first time purehasera. 
e) Properties considered
The respondents were aSked to give more details on 
properties that they had considered for purchase. I suggested 
8 hours as being a convenient measure, if respondents questioned 
' how long'. The distribution is represented in the following 
diagram*
20
10
n n
Properties viewed 0
jzn 1— I
8 Many
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The respondents wex*e thmi asked why they dia not proceed with the
sales
Code Property 1 No of cases Property 2 No of oases
0 Mot applicable 12 19
1 Too highly priced 16 11
2 Previous cash offer 5 6
3 Too much renovation 10 6
4 Oan't get mortgage 3 2
5 Reconsideration of locality/ design feature 2 7
6 'Oasumped' 1 2
7 Insufficient for deposit 1 1
Although the number of reepondente is smell, oerteln trends are 
apparent in the above figures. The increase In the number of 'not 
applicable* replies Is suggestive that am increasing number of the 
group were not able to consider mere than 2 houses.
On oonsidering eodes 1 and 6, it would seem that respondents 
were 'feeling their way* in the market, in eoonomio terms. They were 
evaluating properties; by the time they were seriously considering 
their second property, fewer people suggest it has been 'too highly 
priced', and fewer people suffered 'gasumping' for a second time.
They were more likely to lose the property because of a previous 
offer (not necessarily higher). They are more likely to have taken 
steps to find out if they can get a mortgage.
But cm considering code 3, it seems as though experience in looking 
at properties is affecting their choice, and perhaps leading to a 
modification of 'ideals'.
Code 5 suggests that the more houses people see, the more specific 
they beoome on location and design specification.
Offer msd#/Wo prooedure Eetete Agente frequently oo— ent that their 
fees must be Inelusive of an allowance for 'abortive* work. Frequently 
sales fail through because the potential purchaser is unable to 
sell his own property or unable to obtain a sufficiently large 
mortgage on the property; or considers the survey or the 
solicitors report to be unfavourable; or simply because 'they 
changed their minds'. Of the 54 couples whom I Interviewed,
34 bad already made am offer on a property
OFFER MAm* REASON FOR NO SAI£. *
No iafoimation given 16.7
Unable to obtain finance 11.1
Vendor aeeepted higher offer 25 .9
Unsatisfactory survey 5.6
Unsatisfsetory solicitor report 0.6
Changed our minds 5 .6
Vendor decided not to sell 1 .9
Order of procedure Rsspoodents were aaked to suggest the order 
of procedure in buying a house. The responses were later eoded 
as ressensble/unreasonable. Only 18 eouples suggested a reasenable 
order, 33 were unsure of the procedure. This may be iWloation that 
more adviee is needed. 
d) Estate Agents Advice Role
Whilst the agent is essentially westing for the vendor, he may 
be willing to give advice on the procedure of house purchase to the 
potential purchaser, as this may hasten negotiations, thus securing 
a sale and subsequently his commission. Ihe agent may also consider 
that if he adopts an advisory' role to the purchaser at the buying 
stage, this may be a good advertisement for his trade, thus securing 
him a commission whan the purchaser needs to sell the property.
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Of the eouples whom I intex*vle«ed, 28 had found estate agents were 
willing to give advioe on the finanolal aspeets of house purchase 
prooedure, 23 had had no adviee from agents. No respondent 
suggested that agents were willing to help tha* choose the type of 
property best suited to their needs, or that the agent was partieularly 
helpful.
Prom discussion with agents it was apparent that they adopt different 
attitudes on their advisory role to potential purchasers. These 
attitudes range from earnest coneem to apparent disinterest, for the 
potential purchaser. Detailed disousslon of these attitudes is 
included in a later section.
There were few eouples who were confused about the legal 
responsibilities of an Estate Agent. The analysis of the two 
relevant questions is as followsi
(1) 46 oouples were sure that the estate agent was not legally 
obliged to point out defects in a property to the potential 
purchaser. Three couples were under a misappr^ension, 5 
couples did not answer the question.
(2) 49 couples said that an 'offer subject to contract' was not 
legally binding, 2 oouples thought it was, 3 oouples did not 
answer.
Several respondents commented on the lack of privacy in 
Estate Agents offices. If the agent aims to adopt an advisory role, 
it is essential for them to create an atmosphere in which the 
purchaser has confidence in his 'profession'.
Despite this lack of privacy, twenty couples said they were willing 
to trust estate agents advice; 33 oouples were untrusting. Of these 
33 couples, 27 did not trust him because they realised he was 
working for the vendor, 2 eouples 'because of what we've been told',
3 oouples felt agents had a tendency to oversell, 1 couple said 
they were unreliable and oould initiate 'gazumping', and 2 couples 
had found agents to be 'standoffish'.
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IWTHWViaO VTTH ESTATE AGENTS IN GUILDFORD
PuTpoee* a) to eatabliah rapport with, local agents who wouldb# key figures in eelleetimg a sample of respoodents,
b) fasiiliarlae ayaelf with the bouse purWiase soene in South west Surrey
o) discussions with agents may give other leads
d) to see how different agents woxt/view themselves and their job.
I ehose to interview estate agents established in Guildford, as I 
felt that any potential house purehaser in South west Suirey would 
at some time visit estate agents in Guildford, as this is the main 
town of the area. Most estate agents preetising in South west 
Surrey have braneh offlees in Guildford. Several firms have two 
offiees in Guildford and msny others in the South best Surrey area. 
The manager of eaah firm was approaohed in Oetober 1978 to request 
a meeting. Fifteen agents were interviewed representing 15 ef the 
16 firms established in Guildford at that tine. One firm refused 
to meet me, despite repeated attempts to reassure them that the 
researeh was eonfldential. During my interviews with other agents 
it beoame apparent that some agents distrusted this firms' praetiee. 
This mmy, in part, be beoause their management are young people, 
whose approach to business seems dynamic; they have introduced a 
7-day opening for all their offices in gurrey; their advertising 
is bold and extensive. These factors may well contribute to other 
agents feeling that this firm were 'pinching* their trade. During 
interviews with respondents, I met divergent views on the praotioes 
of this company - some were noticeably impressed with the apparent 
efficiency of the fin; others were particularly critical, often 
accusing the firm of malpraotioe and several instances were quoted 
that would suggest the fixm had been involved in oases of 'gazumping*.
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All other firms granted an interview with the manager or leading 
agent in hia office. The character of the manager noticeably varied 
with the type of firm (or vice versa). There are a few long- 
established firms in Guildford which appear to be managed by 
rather convential (conservative) middle-aged gents; their business 
interests seem to be mainly in the hi^er priced properties. Some 
of the newer established firms are managed by younger men tdio 
seem to have more progressive (radical) ideas. The overheads of 
these firms are probably considerably lower, but is the advantage 
passed on to the client? These firms deal mainly with properties 
in the lower price range.
Between these extremes there are firms where young management has been 
appointed in quite a well-established firm. They aim to deal with 
a wide spread of the market.
The different attitudes of the managers is clearly reflected in 
their response to certain of the structured questions in my interview. 
Unfortunately, the sample is too small to formulate theories of 
estate agents' influence in a dynunio situation but observations 
can be made on individual oases idiich may be suggestive of the 
general trends. These comments are outlined in the detailed 
analysis of each question.
The discussions were structured to the extent that each agent was 
asked his opinion, at some stage in lAe interview, on the following 
seven aspects of his work;
1. Reason for dramatic rise in house prices
2. Consequences of housing shortage in South west Surrey
3. Balance of properties in South west Surrey
4. Attitudes to Oireen Belt policy in South %#est Swrrey
5. Attitudes to multiple agencies
6. Changes desirable in house purchase procedure
7. Other comments
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Th# question# w#r# s#l#ot#d as bslng <m#s on which th# ##tst# ###mt 
would probsbly slr##4y hsv# well-formed opinions. These 'set* 
questions were introduced at the most oenvenient point in the 
dlseusslcn, when conversation veered in that direction, or at 
say point when I felt a need to introduce a different aspect into 
the diseussion. The discussions were tape-reeorded as I felt this 
to be the least obtrusive way ef eollecting accurate infomation.
The reeerdings were later trensoribed sad ordered into a ecmparative 
form. Most of the interview was conducted as informally as possible 
to give opportunity for each agent to express his particular ideas. 
Oonsequently, a good rapport was established and all agents agreed 
to co-operate with the feseareh programme I was proposing. This 
method of interviewing seemed quite successful.
Questien 1 House Price Rise: Why* Six agents suggested that a 
dramatic increase in land prices in South west Surrey had been the 
main faster in eaasing the increase in house prices in the area.
One other agent saw the preblem as one of over demand in South oast 
England as being the major factor. He argued it was over-demand for 
land that escalated land prices which, in turn, affected house prices. 
These agents were of very different types and so I do not feel there 
is any relation between agents' attitude and their reasoning on 
this question.
Three agents saw the problem of increasing house prioes to be caused 
by over demand for existing dwellings. They ea^ suggested that 
there was insuffielciit new building in the area, and directly 
attributed this to the leoal authorities' reluctance to grant 
planning permission. It is notioeeble that these three agents were 
youngish men who were very critical of the local authority power to 
determine the rate of new house building. They each suggested that
Ilk
oounoll member# were aeeteure who have ineuffloieiit knowledge and 
experienee for their important job.
Two of the younger agents in well-established fines suggested that 
an important faetor in the rise in house prioes was due to Building 
Sooieties having fends available and being willing to loan larger 
ameumts. Whilst it seems reaaonsble to suggest that Building 
Seeieiies have an iag>ortaat role in oontroUing the flow of funds 
for house purehsse, it is surely dubious to think they are instrumental 
in eausing the initial rise in prioes. It is more reasonable to 
suggest that they oan perpetuate the escalating situation. They 
can certainly affect the market in the reverse direction, as if they 
do not have sufficient funds, market prices will stabilise or fall. 
Building Societies have a responsibility to regulate the flow of 
funds and legislation is desirable to enable them to spread their 
flow over longer periods than at present.
One agent comments that a relative rise in incomes has given more 
people the ability to borrow money for house pur<diase and more want 
to buy. Another agent comments that the rise in house prices is 
disproportionate to the increase in wages - hence many peoples' 
expectations will never be realised.
These two ccmmcnts may be considered as a picture of the house 
purchase scene in the past ten years. Ineomes rise# people more 
affluent! purchase luxury goodst higher expectations. Some, who 
before could never buy now realise it as a possibility. Some buy: 
increased demend, therefore prices rise. Price rise disproportionate 
to increase in wage/ insuffieiw&t number of houses fer them to buy 
therefore expectations never realised. What consequences ?
Three of the younger agents suggested that the influence of mass 
media had created 'panic' buying. This creates a false demand and 
prioes rise. But this oaa only be considered as a reciprocal
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•ffect - albeit a vaiy important on#2
When th# agent# were aaked their opinion of the poaaible tread in 
house prices ever the next two years, five agents predicted that 
prices would start to rise agsin in the Spring of 1973, but that they 
would not be as drematic increases as the period 1971-72* These 
five agents were all members of well-established firms, three of 
which deal mainly with higher priced properties. Four agents 
commented that the lower priced houses are moat sensitive to price 
inereases because they are almost always supported by Building 
Societies' mcrtgmges. They antieipate a levelling off in lower 
priced houses as the people buying this type of property cannot 
afford higher mortgages. One agent comments that as a whole 
housing market is influenced to some extent by this lewer price 
range censsquently he anticipates a steadying of house prices 
throughsut the market. Four agents whose business is mainly in 
the lower price range each commented on the inability ef young married# 
to be able to buy a home in South west Surrey without financial help 
free parents. One agent expressed a particular fear that some young 
couples have over-committed themselves.
Question 2 Owasequenees ef Housing Shortage It is unfortunate that 
socM of the agents' interviews were prior to the Annual Dinner of 
the Vest Surrey Association of Estate Agents and some were in the 
following weW[, as agents' views on this question were admittedly 
affected by the Chaiimaa'a speech. Mr. Donald Flack ccmmentedt 
"it is a regrettable fact that maay young couples are being forced 
to leave this district and make their home in the less expensive 
parts of the country, simply because houses in the lower prise 
range are not available and if this trend is allowed to develop
too far, it could of course, result in an ill-balsnced population
XI6
population with a prodominanoo of oldorly and wealthy!”
Eight agent# eapresaed the view that the Guildford area i# beeoaing 
inereaaingly an area where enly the relatively wealthy oan survive*
Three of these agents eoemented that the only 'low-prieod* 
development possible is in Veking sad Ash Vale areas. This 
perpetuates the trend wh«re many young people oomssate to woA 
in Ottildford and oreates additional environmental problems - roads, 
paiking.
It seems as though it is only possible for young people to oonsider 
buying in the Guildford area if either:
a) they are wealthy 'artisans', possibly working in London where 
wages are higher, but Where aosommodation also is more expensive, 
henee this area maintains its appeal.
b) they have substantial finanolal assistanee additional to their 
mortgage.
That young people are finding it neeessary to move out ef the 
immediate Guildford area, oamot lead to a thriving development 
for the area.
If house prises and mortgage rates eentimie to rise, there is little 
hope of buying a house fer an inoreasing segment of the first time 
purehaser market. The situation ef it being eheeger to buy, rather 
than pay rent, is no longer viable. As many young people are 
eonfronted with this situation, there is an inereasing demand on 
the rapidly deelining privately rented seeter.
The shortage ef housing at prices young people oan afford to pay 
is having repercussions in attracting labour to the area. Pbur 
agents expressed conoenS particularly at the plight of manual workers: 
four others commented on the difficulty of attracting even young 
iwofessiwuils to the area. Two agents felt it essential for a 
Government subsidy for housing for oertain groups of people*
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Question 3 Bslsnoe of Properties in South west Surrey The agents 
were asked their opinion on the balanoe of properties that are being 
built in the area to suwlenent existing properties. Their feelings 
oan be eu— eriseds two agents felt the balsnee of property was 
reasonable; four agents, all 'conservative* felt that too many 
semll houses (3 bed) were being built; five agents (eonservative) 
suggested that not enougd: deteehed family houses were being built; 
two agents oonmented on a demand for 3-bed luxury flats; but six 
very divergent oharaeters agreed that the greatest demand (which is 
not being met) is for oheapsr houses - small 1/2 bedroemed units.
This preliminaiy breakdown of viets suggests that the greatest 
demand is two-fold;
a) from young m§jerimS^^&SSr to buy their first home, »Aen 1/8 
bedreomed aeeoemodation would be most suitable.
b) from families in the expanding years, who may presently be 
ooeupying small 3-bedroemed houses on estates but need more spaee. 
Henee the need for largmr family dwellings (possibly deteehed). 
They are unable to move as there are insuffieient larger houses 
available at prises they sen afford. Henee they 'eleg' the 
system, whioh reflects most on the lower (young) income groups.
Sinoe the war Britain has been bedevilled by an imbalance in the 
house building programme. Priority has been given to 3-bedroomed 
houses, irrespeotive of demand. The situation has beoome oritioal 
sinoe house prioes escalated, for it is no longer possible for 
first time purohssers to enter the market at the price level that is 
now demanded for a 3-bedroomed property. Only reoently have house­
building programmes oonoeived that a greater variety of dwelling 
places is essential. One agent ex%spessed apprehension at a recent 
trend to plan mixed developments. His concern - will they sell? 
as people are still very class conscious and consequently aesthetic
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location la a prime consideration in their choice.
Two other agents (conservative) each expressed fears that as high 
density population seemed to be the main consideration in the house 
building programme * this has a two-fold effect - dense population/ 
cheaper properties -('slums'?) more properties that are available 
attracts greater percentage of population to South east.
Question 4 Attitude to Green Belt Estate agents' livelihood is 
partly dependent on development (e.g. often instrummmtal in selling 
land for development). One agent comments on conflict of attitudes.
Their views are often coloured too by the attractive scni-rural/ 
rural nature of much of South west Surrey. Gver-development msy 
lead te a loss of character for the areas in time it would beoome a 
less desirable area which is reflected in studying falling house 
prioes. As estate agents fees are currently calculated on the value 
of the property, it is surely reasonable to assume they have some­
thing of a vested interest in maintaining and possibly increasing 
house psdees.
The agents were almost evenly split in their attitude to the 
implcmsntation of the Green Belt policy in South west Surrey. Six 
agents were in favour of a preservation policy, eight were in favour 
of developsent. But in easA group some agents were eager to add 
conditions to their comments. Of the six who expressed 'preservationist' 
ideas, four were men who also expressed other rather conservative 
views in the course of the interview. Ttro agents, both younger men 
managing smaller firms each modified their views by stressing that 
there should be intensive development on land that is ourrcntly 
available for building, thus creating areas of high density population 
and sparsely populated scmi-xural Green Belt.
Two 'conservative* agents reoogaised the need for further development 
but suggested that people must go elsewhere! They both felt that
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Hampshire must be more intensively developed with an effective 
transportation communication system to other parts of the South east. 
Another agent, himself preferring semi-rural to intensive development, 
suggested that one of the main problceui that would be met in developing 
Surrey is that the Oounty has insufficient labour and materials and 
a totally inefficient network of roads.
The remaining agent felt guilty at the eenflict of opinion facing 
him - a eonservationiat at heart, but instrumental in negotiating 
developsent land transactions.
Eight developers - four of whom ecmmented on the power of local 
authorities in granting planning permission, and two 'conservatives' 
suggested that the local authority is afraid to take responsibility 
for granting planning peimission with the result that South west 
Surrey has a stagnating develoyment policy until central Government 
issues a directive. The other two progressive agents were 
particularly critical ef the werkinga ef the local authority 
committees in taking dssisions. They argue that as Councillors are 
amateurs they should not be given the responsibility of making major 
cnviremmental decisions. Iheir insxperiense in the housing field 
leads them to a negative appreaah in a dynamic situation.
Ihe other four agents gave answers in favour of 'development' in 
suofa a way as to suggest their ideas had, to some extent, been 
influenoed by Mr. D. Plaok's address as Chaimean of West Surrey 
Association of Estate Agents and Auctioneers at their annual dimmer 
in theprevious week. Two of them admitted thla influence and a 
change of attitude.
To quote Plaokt "Time haa come for planners to take a more detailed 
look at Green Belt. I'm quite sure nobody would abolish the well 
established Green Belt policy that haa ensured the preservation of
I?0
deliiftitftti countsyside In the county. But there are alao many 
square elle# throughout Surrey which becam e of topography or 
situation arc just overgrown wastelands. Tine has cone not to 
blanket vast areas with Green Belt designation but to sort out 
wheat from chaff and sake some of this imused land available for 
residential development and other parts accessible for public 
recreation. Land is too precious to be msted. Planners should 
supplement their negative and restrictive role with a more positive 
approach - I would also like to see land developed to fullest 
potential and directed to market sector most urgently in need - in 
South west Surrey this is the lower price bracket".
Flack warns of young^mving the area resulting in an imbalance of 
population with a predominance of elderly and wealthy. Flack 
reassures Councillors that Vest Surrey has been fortunate in having 
progressive and forward-looking authoritiea but their powers in 
the directicma suggested have been too limited by national policies. 
Flack suggests furthering of partnership between council, financial 
Institutions and developers in residential areas.
Question 3 Attitude to multiple agency Agents were asked their 
attitude to the practice of multiple agencies, as it was felt that 
their answers to this question would reflect their varying attitudes 
to their wort.
One 'progressive agent' felt that multiple agencies fostered a 
competitive spirit between agents, which enlivens the market and 
forees agents to have a more dynamic approach to their work. He 
saw the practice of sole agencies as breeding apathy. Three other 
agents agreed, to a limited extent, with his view. %cy felt that 
competition between two or three agents was desirable but their 
enthusiasm waned if more agents were involved, as this greatly reduced
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their oheneea of effecting a calc.
Mere agent# (eight of thoae when X intcrTicwcd) aeemed to be in 
favour of cole ageneiea. Three specified they demanded sole agency 
for four we^ui. Ihey gave varying reasons for their preference.
Three agents specified that they worked harder for their client if 
they were given a sole agency. Farhape this la because they were 
more certain of the highest reward! One agent alone suggested that 
he felt a moral obligation to the client who gave him a eole agency.
TWO other agents of reputable firms in Guildford admitted that, 
unless they were given a sole agency, they did not try to sell the 
property. One admitted that, in many cases, he didn't put the 
property on the books. One wonders if clients are aware of this 
practice and it does nothing to change the image of estate agents 
who themselves are demanding to be considered as 'professionals •
Two young 'professional* managers of well established firms each 
commented on the conflict - they were aiming to adopt professional 
standards (i.e. in favour of examinations for estate agents, scale 
fees, consultants) yet it is a highly competitive commercial business.
This atmosphere can lead to unprofessloaaliss/aalpraotice. Both 
admitted that some of the recent causes of 'gazumping* could 
have been caused in this way.
Qcestion 6 Changes desirable in house purchasing procedure This 
question was used in the eatate agents' interviews as it is an aspect 
of house purchase on idiioh agents would most certainly have opinions, 
be keen to air their views, and their suggestions may lead to other 
aspects of the house purchase scene to be investigated. The question 
was successful on each of these points.
Five agents were critical of the aystem of conveyancing. Most 
suggested that the prooedure should be simplified enabling a speedier
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tranaaetlon. TSatj point out that in several other oouxitries 
quicker systems are operating with apparent effioienoy. Their 
desire for a quicker system is understandable but one questions as 
to Wiether they have more than a layman's knowledge of the legal 
processes involved axul if their suggestions are feasible.
The agents' desire to finalise deals quickly is alao apparent as 
five agents suggested that in some way vendors and purehaaers' 
agreement ^lould be more binding. Presently, estate agents' fees must 
include an allowance for abortive work. This could be overcome if 
both vendor and purchaser paid a non-returnable deposit, so that 
there would be some compensation for the agent and the injured party 
if the transaction did net proceed. Other suggestions to ensure a 
sale once negotiations have started were; a) contract to be 
prepared as soon as property is on the market; buyer should have 
finalised finances before proposing an offer, b) there should be 
radical changes in mortgage schemes available, such as Government 
sponsored schemes with longer loan period, lower Interest rates with 
the loaner taking a share of the properties, c) a centralised listing 
of properties on the market e.g. In Council offices would be 
theoretically the simplest system but the agent who ventured to 
suggest it questioned its efficiency. One might argue that he 
has vested Interests in the present market system and consequently 
would not support any radical dhange in the role of Estate Agents.
Prom this brief study of estate agencies in Guildford, it 
is apparent that the role of the estate agent may be an important 
influence in the house purchase process. This study has since been 
used as a pilot study in a more detailed research project, currently 
being undertaken by an inter-disciplinary team of researchers at 
the university of Surrey e. Prom their preliminary findings, the
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Housing Researoh Unit suggest that there are varying types of 
estate agenoies» eaeh ebaraoterised by the management structure, 
the type of woxtc they undertake and the selling methods employed. 
Further analysis axid publication of their findings will lead to a 
greater understanding of the role of the estate agent in the house 
purchase process.
« Note:
This research project is headed by Dr. David Canter, 
Bavironmental Psychologist; the team of researchers 
are:
Miss Jennifer Brown - Social Psychologist 
Mr. Hal Richardson * Psycdiologist/Statistician 
Mr. Peter Brown - Ar^iteot 
Mrs. Delia Clarke • Home Economist.
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CHAPTER FOUR. FIRST-TIME HOUSE PURCHASERS Pi S.W. SURRSy, 1973.
Traditionally, housing rsssaroh has been limitsd to investigating 
housing conditions which msy cause "social problems" e.g. unfit 
dwellings, homelessness. Usually these studies have been carried 
out on a national basis, and have yielded only statistical information.
More recently, several local studies have focussed on problems 
caused by rehousing and settlement of families in a new locality.
Neither of these approaches are particularly appropriate to a study 
of the housing situation in South West Surrey. One of the main 
considerations of housing problems in this area is the effect of 
the unprecedented rise in house prices since 1970.
The repercussions of this are noticed particularly on the 
availability of lower priced houses. As this segment of the maitet 
is usually attractive to first time purchasers, the lack of houses 
available in their price range is seen to be creating a new "social 
problem".
a) Sample Characteristics:
Of the 39 first time purchasers interviewed, 3 were single men 
who were hoping to buy a home for their sole use. The remainder of 
the sample were either married, engaged, or couples who had the intention 
of living together. In these cases, the couple were interviewed 
together. No claim can be gasde that the respondents interviewed 
are a representative sample of first time purchasers in South West 
Surrey in 197^73# because of the biases explained in appendix I.
It is only possible to study these respondents as a group, analysing 
the variation within that group and recognising how it may differ 
from the area population.
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AGE OP RESPONDENTS.
The bl&s in the age range of the sample - no respondent was 
under 18 years or over 40 years of age - indicates that respondents 
were mainly young people. No male respondent was less than 21 
years old, whilst the proportion of males:females is considerably 
greater aged 33-40 years. The mean age of male respondents was 
28.3 years compared with the mean age of females 25 .5 years.
The couple age range also reflects the youthfulness of the 
respondents. 41.5$ of the sample were couples who were both under 
25 years. A further 20$ were couples in which one partner was 
under 25 years of age, and the others were in the 25-35 year age 
group. Of the total group, 61.5$ were couples with at least one 
partner under 25 years.
DATE OP MARRIAGE
Thirty six couples (66.7$ of sample) were married at the time of 
the interview. One couple gave no information. The remaining 17 
couples (31.5$) were planning to marry between April and December 1973* 
It is apparent that this group of first-time house purchasers 
were only recently married (20.4$ had been married 2 years, 25,9$ 
were married in the preeeeding twelve months), or were planning to 
marry during the following nine months (31.5$). Only 5 couples (9.3$) 
had been married over five years.
UBNOTH OP ENGAGEMENT:
It may be considered quite surprising that all the respondents 
recognised "an engagement", and were able to specify its duration.
It is interesting to note that 21 couples (30.9$) have been "engaged" 
for 6 - 1 2  months, and a further 20 couples (37.0$) for one to two 
years.
I "7
NUMBER OF CHUCREX
Only 5 couples in the sample had children: one family had two
boys and one girl; one family two boys; two families one boy and one 
girl; one family one girl
EDÜCATKMI
Type of School
In some circumstances this variable was difficult to group, 
as some respondents had been to different types of schools during 
their school career. In these cases, the "higher" form of education 
was coded e.g.
ComprWiensive, then Qrana&ar - coded "Grammar"
Three male respondents had received public school education, which 
for the sake of simplicity was coded as Grammar. This system may 
bias the results in favour of the Grammar-school type education.
A study of respondents' educational backgrounds shows the 
preponderance of respondents with Grammar-school education (male - 
61$, female 51$). This is indicative of biases in the sample, as 
the percentages are unusally high compared with the national average. 
Couples educational ranges also reflect this tendency - 48$ of 
couples had both received "Grammar school education". A further 
22$ were couples in which one partner had received this type of 
education.
Terminal Education Age
At the time of the respondents' education, the statutory school 
leaving age in Ehgland was 15 years. For the purpose of this study 
it is assumed that respondents %dio say their terminal education age 
was 16 years or over, will be regarded as having had some form of 
extended education: 48 males (88.9$ of sample) and 43 females (79.8$
of sample). Between the ages of 16 and l8 the male respondents'
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terminal education age drops significantly at each year group, 
whilst the females' remains more constant.
As expected few respondents terminated their education at 
age 19 or 20; this suggests that once they have opted for higher 
education, they are likely to stay the course.
It is interesting to notice that considerably more male 
respondents had terminated their education after 21 years. This 
may be indicative of additional professional training after 21 
years. This trend is also suggested by comparison of the numbers 
of males and females with "professional occupations" - 21 males 
(38.9$ of sample), 8 females (14.8$ of sample). When the couples' 
terminal Wucation age is considered, only 11 couples (20.4$ of 
sample) had completed their education by the age of fifteen years, 
whereas 29 couples (53.8$) were both aged over seventeen years.
Of these, 14 couples (26.0$) were both aged over 18 years. This 
is further evidence of the sample being biased to include the more 
highly educated.
Further Job Training
A similar trend is observed on considering job training:
40 males (74.1$) and 39 females (72.2$) had further job training.
There are only six couples in the sample where neither of the partners 
had had further training. In thirteen oases, one partner had 
received additional training; in 33 oases both partners had undergone 
further training.
Educational Levels
In an attempt to assess educational achievement, each partner 
was grouped with respect to type of school, teminal education age 
and further job training. An eight point scale was devised:
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Higher degree
Degree or teaching qualifications 
Professional training "on the job"
Night school/Day release e.g. HNC
Day release, e.g. City and Guilds, *0* level
18 year-old leaving Grammar or Technical School
15 year-old secondary school leavers '
Prom the distribution of responses, it is apparent that the males
tend to be more hi#ily educated than the females in the sample.
In order to determine the couples' educatiwal level, the eight
groups were condensed into three1
Hi|^ level of education - degrees, diplomas, professional
qualifications
Moderate level of education - 'on the job' training, day
release, night school
Low level of education - school leaving less than I6 years
The distribution of these groupings, gives further evidence 
that the sample was biased towards the more highly educated.
OCCUPATION
The occupation of respondents was coded as categorised by the 
Registrar General. An additional group of 'Housewife' was included, 
but as the sample were mainly childless couples, only three wives 
classified themselves as 'Housewife'. 46 males (83.2$) and 40$ 
females (74.1$) were employed on a regular daily basis. 8 males 
(14.8$) and 3 females (9.3$) were engaged in shift work. In 
addition, three females were employed on a part-time basis, and 
six were unemployed. As only three females had classified themselves 
as 'housewife' it would seem that three were temporarily unemployed.
1^0
The distribution clearly shows biases in the occupations of the 
sample. No respondent was deemed 'unskilled*. There is no evidence 
to suggest that this is representative of population in South-West 
Surr^. The classification of occupations indicates a bias towards 'the 
professionals' : 21 males (38.9$ of sample) and 8 females (14.8$).
It is interesting to note the hi^ proportion of women with 
'intermediate' occupations.
On considering the occupational level of couples, the tendency 
towards 'professionalism' is again evident. 28 couples (31*9$) 
had at least one partner in a professional or intermediate 
occupation.
The occupational levels of the respondents' parents, also indicate 
a tendency towards 'professionalimn' and skilled workers.
INCOME
The differences in distribution between male and female income 
is evident in this sample. The tendency for females to be younger, 
and more likely to be in semi-skilled employment than males in the 
sample, would explain the skewness in the comparison of the 
distribution of income levels. As there were no comparative 
income statistics for young people in the Guildford area, it is 
difficult to assess how these levels correspond to the local salary 
structure. It is, however, appropriate to comment that the mean 
male income in 'Uie sample of £2,000 to £2,500 at the time of 
interview would reflect the tendency for males to be employed in 
the more highly paid occupations - professional and skilled workers.
Prom the distribution of the couples' joint incomes, it may be 
suggested that only the 20$ of couples whose joint incomes were in 
excess of £4,000 would be likely to be able to obtain a mortgage 
for a property in excess of £10,000. For approximately 60$ of the 
sample, earning less than £3,300, the probability of getting a large
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enough mortgage without additional finanoial assistance was 
extremely unlikely.
Housing Experiences
Previous Accommodation
The tendency for more females than males to be living in their 
parents' home before marriage is evident. In 13 cases (24.1$ of 
sample) both partners had lived at home prior to marriage. In 
19 cases, both partners were living away from home before marriage, 
and in 21 cases one partner was at home the other away. Their 
experiences in living away from home may be reflected in their 
attitudes to house purchase. In 10 cases both respondents were 
still living in the parental home; in another 4 cases the female 
was still at home. Their experiences were not applicable in 
considering the couples' present accommodation.
The distribution of the length of time since respondents lived 
at home shows a tendency for couples either still to be living at 
home, or to have left home several years previously: 30 males
(35.6$ and 23 females had lived away for more than three years.
In 30 cases (55.6$) both partners had lived away from home for 
more than one year. It is hoped the analysis will show the effect 
of the home influence in attitudes to house purchase
Parents' Home accommodation
Prom the distribution of the distances of respondents' parents 
home from Guildford, two distinct groups are evidcmt:- 
in 15 cases (27.8$) both the respondents' parents live within 25 
miles of Guildford: and those couples with one set of parents living
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within 25 miles of Guildford, whilst the other set of parents lives 
over 100 miles away.
Prom the evidence In these two distributions, it may be reasonable 
to suggest that there is a tendency in several oases for one 
partner to move to South West Surrey after marriage.
The respondents characterised their parents' homes in the 
following way:- 
URBAH/RORAL
30 male, and 21 female parental homes were in rural areas 
24 male, and 32 female parental homes were in urban areas 
In 11 cases both parental homes were in rural areas, compared with 
19 cases in urban areas. 24 cases were a mixture of both urban and 
rural areas.
OWNER OCCUPATION
The tendency towards the respondents' parents being owner-occupiers 
is considerably greater than the national average of 32$ owner 
occupation. It is hoped that further analysis will show if this 
influwces respondents' attitudes towards home ownership.
SOLE OCCUPANCY
There were only 4 oases in which the parental home was shared 
accommodation : three of these were sharing with a relative, one was
letting part of the parental home to a paying tenant.
It is apparent that sharing accommodation would be a new experience 
for respondents.
TYPE OP PROPERTY
A tendency for the parental home to be either detached (23 males - 
42.6$, 21 females - 38.9$) or semi-detached (19 males - 35.2$, and 
23 females - 43.6$) is evident. In comparison very few parental 
homes were terraced properties (9 males - 16.7$, and 5 females - 
9*3$) or flats (2 males - 3*7$, 4 females - 7.4$). The style of
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parental home may be an influencing factor in the respondents' 
preferential house type.
Respondents described their parents' homes in the following ways:
Garden
No garden 
Small garden 
t ^ acre 
Large garden
Garage
Has garage 
Has no garage
Number of bedrooms
2 bedrooms
3 "
4 H
5 "
6
7 "
9 "
Number of reception rooms
1 reception room
2 "
3 **
4 "
Male
2
27
19 
5
33
20
5
36
7
2
2
14
53
Female
3
24
16
9
40
12
8
31
8
2
1
1
17
31
3
1
Respondents were asked to describe their parents* home in 
these ways to see if there is any relationship between the style 
of the parental home, and the type of home respondents are 
hoping to buy. It is however very doubtful that in the economic
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situation of 1972-73 and the state of the housing market in South 
West Surrey, that first-time purchasers would be able to achieve 
a similar style of house to that of their parents, even if they 
wished to do so. I have no way of knowing whether the details 
of style of preferential house are a true reflection of respondents' 
desires, or whether they have already moderated their views.
Hence it will be difficult (and probably unrealistic) to assess 
whether these preferences are actually related to their parental 
home.
Present Accommodation
At the time of the interview, 38 couples (70.4$) were living 
together (36 couples were married); the remaining I6 couples were 
living independent of one another. 40 couples (74.1$) were not 
living with parents; 10 couples were both living with parents, and 
in a further three cases one partner was living with permits. There 
is a tendency for more females to be living in their parents' home 
than males (14 females, 10 males). The data clearly shows the 
preponderance of couples who had left their parental home some 
years previously. It can be deduced that the couples idio left 
home several years previously, may have had several changes of 
accommodation. The couples length of residence in their present 
accommodation tends to be bi-modal - those who have moved in 
within the previous three months, and those who have been resident 
in that accommodation for 6 months to 2 years.
It is evident that many of the couples are already living in 
the Guildford area. In total 46 couples (83.2$) were both living 
within 10 miles of Guildford, and a further 3 (9*3$) were living 
in the South-East.
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A trend for people to move Into the area on maurriage has been 
noted, it is also apparent that quite a high proportion of respondents 
are local or South-East people before marriage,
The bias towards the sample including 'local* people was 
reflected in the analysis of the distance of the respond wits' 
parents home from Guildford.
Of the couples not living in their parents hcMae, the majority 
were renting accommodation from a private landlord (29 males, 24 
females). The only other forms of tenure weret-
Male Female
rented from relative or friend 1 1
rented from local authority - 1
rent-free accommodation 2 3
The distribution of the type of rented aoccxnmodation for both male 
and fwnale samples is bi-modal - the two largest groups being those 
couples who are living in a self-contained furnished flat and those 
living in a furnished bed-sitter. The differences in the types 
of tenure show the preponderance of couples in the sample who were 
living in a shared flat or bed-sitter. This accommodation most 
usually consista of one bedroom and the ahared use of one reception 
room (26 couples - 48$ of sample). 37 couples (68.5$), were 
living in an urban area; in 3 cases the respondents considered 
themselves to be living in a rural area. The couples' estimation 
of the date of these properties is bi-modal (21 males and l6 females 
say their properties were built 1900-1943; 12 males and 11 females
say their properties were built 1943-1960). These estimations 
would suggest that rented accommodation is rarely found in either 
the very old or very new properties.
I*» f
o) FACTORS AFFECTING CHOICE OF PROPERTy
In an attempt to understand the process of selection of a 
first h(xne more fully, respondents were questioned on factors that 
may be influencing their choice.
(1) WHY BUY ?
Of primary importance were the fundamental reasons for wanting 
to buy a home in preference to other forms of tenure. As a cross­
check, respondents were asked this question in two different forms 
during the interview:
Firstly, an open-ended question - 'describe the main reason you wish 
to buy a house'.
Secondly, respondents were asked to rank in order of importance the 
reasons that may have influenced their desire to buy a house. The 
factors selected had been chosen from the pilot samples' replies to 
the open-ended question 'Why Buy?*. Only one respondent was unable
to verbalise his motive for buying; when given a choice, all
respondents ranked their reasons quickly. There is surprising 
similari^ in the distribution of reasons for buying.
Why Buy Elicited Ranked
No % $
Want place of our own 26 48.1 28 51.9
Don't want to rent 11 20.4 11 20.4
Investment b 14.8 8 14.8
Never afford 6 11.1 5 9.3
Future security 2 3.7 1 1.9
Unable to get council house - - 1 1.9
Don't want to share with relatives
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It is apparent that the sample were highly motivated towards buying, 
as only one oouple suggested that their main motive for buying was 
because they were unable to get a local authority house. Even in 
this case, it may be unreasonable to assume that that was their 
primary motivation, as they did not volunteer this reason.
It is apparent from these analyses that the respondents did not 
consider a local authority home as a possible alternative form of 
tenure. Yet it would seen that some couples had considered private 
rentals, as in each distribution 11 couples (20.4$ of sample) had 
volunteered "Don't want to rent" as their primary motive for buying.
It is possible in this form of analysis to suggest exactly idiich 
elements of renting were the main reasons for people wanting to buy 
their own house. More specific replies were obtained from the groups 
who indicated "want a place of our own" (26 couples 48.1$) and 
"investment" (8 couples 14.8$).
Prom this analysis it is possible to suggest that the desire to 
own their own home is quite strong. It may be artificially low in 
this analysis, as other couples idiose prime motive for buying may be 
the desire to own their own home may be concealed in the group 
"Don't want to rent". Similarly, other respondents whose prime 
motive for buying is investment nay also have been Included in the 
group "Don't want to rent". It is equally difficult to suggest the 
main motive for buying for those respondents %dio answered "if we 
don't buy now, we'll never afford it". In the economic situation 
and very tij^t housing market of 1972, there is evidence of panic 
buying.
ATTITUDE TO LOCAL AUTHORITY HOUSING
It would appear that few respondents in the sample considered 
local authority housing as a feasible alternative form of tenure.
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Only one oouple had suggested that it was because they were unable 
to get a council house, that they had considered buying a house. 
Only 14 couples (25.9$) had in fact applied to the local council; 
10 were rejected for the following reasons ;
Reasons for Council House Rejection No of couples
Were already in rented accommodation 2
Insufficient length of residence in borou^ 4
No children; were not overcrowded 2
Not married 1
Waiting List closed 1
The 40 couples who had not applied for council housing gave the 
following reasons %
Reasons for Non-Application for Local Authority Housing No of couples
Property never owned 20
Couple considered they would not meet council requirmnenta 5
Oouple couldn't accept council house conditions/wouldn't like the neighbours 4
Not prepared to wait 3
No investment 2
Against philosophy of council housing 2
Not married 2
Other alternative available 2
Outstandingly amongst the reasons for not applying for a council 
house, is the desire to "own" their own home. It is impossible
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from this elementary analysis to suggest the elements that create 
the ambition of "home ownership", but it is apparmt that this is a 
fundamental factor which probably consists of a complex of inter­
meshing relationships.
(2) WHY BUY IN 3WTH WEST SURREY
It is unfortunate that this specific question was not included 
in the interview schedule. However, by eonsiderix^ several other 
aspects, it is possible to deduce some of the reasons why some 
respondents were hoping to buy their first home in South West Surrey. 
It has already been shown that ^ere is a strong local bias in the 
sample. It is surely not unreasonable for local people to hope to 
buy their first house in their own locality.
A second possible motive for wanting to buy in South West Surrey 
may be indicated in the analysis of respondents' «nployment areas. 
These data show the tendency for at least one partner to work in the 
Guildford area; There is a strong representation of people working 
in Guildford, with a secondary tendency for almost 20$ of the sample 
to be working more than 15 miles from Guildford. This is most 
noticeable for the male population. This tendency is illustrated 
again in the anticipated duration of time to travel to work %-
Travel Time Male Female
No $ No $
Less than hour 9 16.7 19 35.2
J - 1 hour 28 51.9 25 46.3
1 - 1 ^  hours 12 22.2 - -
1 ^ - 2  hours 2 3.7 4 7.4
Over 2 hours 1 1.9
Considering the respondents' respective employment areas together 
with their anticipated time to travel to work, suggests that there 
is a tendency for couples to localise their search area with respect 
to employment areas. There was a noticeable tendency in this sample 
for male respondents to anticipate their transport to work as being 
either private oar or train, whilst fenmlea suggested more varied 
formsI-
Anticipated Form of Transport Male Femaleto Work No g i
Car 39 72.2 24 44.4
Train 14 25.9 7 13.0
Bus - - 11 20.4
Walk - - 5 9.3
An unusual characteristic of this sample. ani perhaps an indication
of an affluent mobile group. is seen in their ownership of cars:-
Number of cars Owned No. of Couples $ sample
0 10 18.5
1 34 63.0
2 10 18.5
Interestingly, male drivers predominate
Ability to Drive 
Yes 
No
Males
49
5
Females
31
23
If a oouple are already working in an area, the place of the woman's 
employment may impose greater restraints on the couples' search 
area for a home, than the situation of the males' employment.
In an attempt to see how discriminating respondents were in 
their choice of property, a group of questions relating to area 
specifications, and other possible influential factors were included 
in the interview.
Ihl
O) AREA REQUIRBŒKT3
In response to the question *Vould you accept a house in any 
local area?", eighteen couples (33*3$) were undiscriminating, whilst 
34 couples (63.0$) said they would be selective. These respondents 
were asked to specify their restrictions - a mixture of physical and 
social reasons emerged. This trend was apparent in the analysis of 
the pilot study, and as a result suitable probes were introduced in 
the main study if the information was not volunteered:-
TfV of Area that Respondents would not consider
No of Couples
Rural area
Urban Area with Terimiced property 
Redevelopment area 
Near Council estate
Locality with high immigrantpopulation
2
10
15
14
24
$ sample
3.7
18.5
27.8
2 5 . 9
44.4
The most interesting of these area specifications are the low 
proportion of respondents who would not accept a property in a rural 
area, and the high proportion %dio specified they would not accept 
a property in a locality with a hig^ immigrant population. 
Considering that the sanple were mainly young people, both these 
findings may be unusual, and peculiar to this particular group.
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(4) LOCALITY SPECIFICATIONS
A similar taohniqua was used to sea how selective respondents 
were vdien they considered the immediate locality of a property.
Important Locality Factors No. of couples % sample
Aesthetic location of property 21 38.9
Location in relation to work 20 37.0
Location in relation to amenities 20 37.0
Location in relation to shops 23 42.6
Location in relation to schools 9 11.1
These figures may suggest a mobile population, as only approximately
40$ of the sample were concerned with factors relating to accessibility
of the property. It would seem that these respondents gave equal
consideration to the aesthetic location of the property.
(5) PROPERTY SPECIFICATICWS
Most Important Factors in Choosing a House
No. of couples $ sample
Price 24 44.4
Investment 3 5.6
Sound Construction 17 31.5
Design of property 17 31.5
Potential design of proper^ 3 5.6
It would appear that respondents were more concerned with finding 
a suitable property for their immediate needs, than anticipating the 
investment value (or possible modernisation of the property to 
improve their investment).
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Th# data indioataa a noticeable lack of enthusiasm for the purchase 
of flats and maisonettes.
(6) FRIGS 3PECIPICATI0NS
Respondents were asked two open-ended questions to elicit 
information on the maximum price that they were prepared to pay. 
Firstly, the maximum they would prefer to consider; secondly, the 
maximum they could afford.
Preferential Maximum Price Maximum Price
No of couples $ sample No of couples $ sampl
£8,000 17 31.5 13 24.1
£8-10,000 22 40.7 17 31.5
£10-12,000 6 11.1 13 24.1
£12-14,000 4 7.4 2 3.7
£14-16,000 1 1.9 3 5.6
£16-18,000 - - - -
£18-20,000 1 1.9 1 1.9
Over £20,000 1 1.9 1 1.9
As mi^t be anticipated, the preferential maximum price is usually 
below the absolute maximum price that respondents were prepared 
to pay.
d) HOUSE SEARCH ACTIVITY
An interesting line for further research would be to Investigate 
the relationship between effort in house hunting, 'success' of the 
process and eventual satisfaction with the purchased property.
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Unfortunately the data collected in this study gives only superficial 
evidence of the house search process, little Information on the 
'success' of the operation and no evidence of eventual satisfaction. 
The data presented below are descriptiw only of some of the 
experiences of $4 young couples seeking their first home in South 
West Surrey in 1972/73.
Of the 54 couples in the sample, 43 were searching for a property 
to buy; the remaining 11 couples had either placed an offer on a 
property and were in the negotiation stage, or had completed their 
transactions within the past three months.
Prom this interview schedule it may be useful to consider the 
following variables as being indicative of the house search process; 
the 'ACTION STAGE -
Length of time house hunting 
Hours per week searching 
Area covered 
Steps taken
Financial arrangements made
The respondents 'success' may be evaluated by considering the 
following variables - the SUCCESS STAGE -
Number of properties viewed, properties seriously considered and types of property viewed
Number of properties seriously considered - reasons for no procedure
Number of offers made; why the sale fell through
Number of properties surveyed where sale has fallen throu#;
As the interviews were not conducted at any particular stage in 
the respondents' search for a home, it is difficult to assess the 
effect of the 'ACTION' stage on the 'SUCCESS' stage.
14?
ACTTW STAGE The length of time that respondents had been searching 
is evenly distributed from less than one month to over 12 months. If
the statistics are grouped more broadly, a high proportion of 
respondents had been searching over 3 months (61.6$) and 45$ for 
over 6 months. It would appear from these statistics that the 
average time for this sample to find a suitable property in South 
West Surrey is greatly in excess of the national average of six 
weeks (ref. Charles Shea, Times Guide to Home Finding, 1971).
Most respondents spent more than five hours per week actively 
searching for a house. Almost 20$ of the sample house-hunted for 
over 10 hours/week. In a more detailed study it would be necessary 
to consider the relationship between these two variables, that is 
'search intensity', and the 'success' of the process. As this 
sample is small, it would be meaningless to sub-divide the existing 
categories. The results presented here can only be indicative 
of possible trends.
The area over «Aiioh respondents had visited Estate Agents and 
had requested particulars of properties for sale, is characterised 
by the effect of respondents who were searching over a wide area.
Only 23$ of the sample had limited their search area to one or two 
towns, Wiilst 27$ had selected in 3, 4 or 5 towns, and 40$ were 
actively looking over a very wide area.
These data suggest a tendency for at least one partner to work 
in the Guildford area, and that respondents were searching for 
properties over a wide area. This is further evidence of this 
sample being a mobile group.
A further indication of how actively respondents were searching 
is consideration of the steps they had taken to find a house.
14:
Steps taken In search
Visited local estate agents
Searched local newspapers
Advertised in local newspapers
Asked friends, relatives or local people
Professional contacts (solicitor, mortgagor)
Other, e.g. investigate co-ownership schemes, apply for local authority permission to renovate condemned property
No of respondents 
51 
45 
3
29 
18 
5
%  sample 
94.4
85.3 
5.6
53.7
33.3 
9.3
Most obviously, the advertising media were well used. Of particular 
interest is the high proportion of respondents (53$) who have asked 
friends, relatives or local people for information of properties for 
sale in the area.
From preliminary discussions with respondents, it seems that 
many house hunters claim that their main difficulty in finding a 
house is a lack of finance; a question was included to indicate the 
type of financial arrangements made during the search process %
Financial arrangements made 
Saved deposit
Visited Building Society Manager
Visited Mortgage Broker
Visited Local Authority
Contacted insurance company
Other e.g. contacted bank manager, professional contacts
No of respondents 
44
37
28
13
21
11
$ sample
81.5
68.5
51.9 
24.1
38.9 
20.4
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It is curious to notice that 10 respondents say they have not saved 
towards the deposit on a house, yet they were actively searching 
and hoping to buy in the near future.
It is also surprising that in the critical housing market of 
1972/73, only 13 couples (24.1$) had made enquiries for a Gortgage 
to the local authority. Yet 28 couples (51.9$) had visited a 
mortgage broker, and 21 (38.9$) had made enquiries to an insurance 
company. Ihe lack of enquiries to the local authority tray be 
indicative of an attitude prevailing amongst this sample, which 
is also shown by their non-application for local authority 
housing.
Iho
CHAPTER 5 HOUSE HUHTINt} IN SOUTO WEST SURRBf
The demographic date presented In chapter 4 Indicates several 
biases In this sample of first-time house purchasers in south west 
Surrey. Consequently, it may be considered inappropriate to oonstruet 
a typography of house buyers on this data. There is also sufficient 
evidence to suggest that it may be unrealistic to present a concise 
model, as respondents'motives, aspirations, strategics and degree of 
satisfaction cannot be rigorously classified. Most frequently, their 
attitudes are blurred and constantly moving. Despite these limitations, 
some general trends can be identified in the data tdiich may be 
applicable on a wider basis.
MOTIVES FOR BUYING A H0Ü3E
Perhaps the most fundamental aspect of house purchase investigated 
as part of this study was to question respondents' motives for 
wanting to buy a house. Taken at face value, respondents would 
almost always reply 'we want a place of our own'. But further 
questioning revealed some of Uie motives underlying this sentiment.
Several respondents suggested that a change in life style 
was the main incentive.
Ihe most usual change in life style was marriage, )1^ of the 
sample were planning to marry within the following year. In most 
of these cases, the couples semned to associate marriage with home 
ownership. Several couples insisted that they would postpone the 
date of their marriage until they were able to buy a home of their oim.
Family expansion was another anticipated change in life style 
that precipitated the decision to buy a house. In this group, two 
young married couples were desperate to find more suitable 
accommodation as the wife was pregnant. Both were currently living
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in privately rented aooommodation which specified 'no children'.
Another couple also considered they were being forced into owner 
occupation, as their caravan was too small to accommodate the needs 
of two teenage daughters. This family had been on the local authority 
housing list for eight years, and only recently been offered a 
two bedrocxned flat. In desperation, they reluctantly considered 
owner occupation.
Several other couples were expecting a Job move into the south 
west Surrey area. In each of these cases, the employment opportunity 
was specific to this area - a University lecturer, a trainee 
Registrar for Surrey County Hospital and an area Sales Manager.
These couples may indicate -Uie tendency of mobility among the young 
professionals. These couples had a restricted choice of tenure 
as they were ineligible for local authority housing.
Most other couples were already renting accommodation in the 
area. As the majority were paying £12-£13 per week for a shared 
furnished flat, it is hardly surprising that most people in this 
group suggested that 'they didn't want to continue renting - there's 
no return on capital'.
Several couples in this group also felt restricted in their ability 
to personalise rented accocwodation. Such comments as 'it isn't 
ever your own', 'you can't belong in rented accommodation*, 'it is 
never a home', may suggest that people need to be able to identify 
themselves with their home.
The feeling of freedom associated with home ownership was 
suggested by one young working class couple, whose parents were 
both local authority tenants. They comnented 'in rented accommodation 
you Just ain't your own boss'. This fear of external control may 
be a very influential factor in initiating the desire for hwae 
ownership.
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Several couples were specific in their desire not to rent a 
property, as they were considering the house as an investment. This 
motive was common across a wide cross-section of respondents. Of 
particular interest are the cases of five single men where the 
ecoiwmic motive for house purchase was paramount. Two of these 
men were skilled labourers in the building trade. Both were 
intending to renovate an old property and sell it as soon as the 
work was completed. Another man, a plumber by trade, was planning 
a similar modernisation of a country cottage - with the intention 
of attracting hie girl friend to become his wife! The other two 
single men were both professionals who were hoping to sub-let part 
of their home as an investment.
Profit motivation was also the main incentive for two childless 
professional couples to buy a house. Their main criteria in selecting 
a house were features that would affect its resale value. These 
couples considered the house purchase process as a ladder. At each 
transaction, they were seeking to make a profit that would enable them 
to buy a more luxurious house.
In contrast, other couples described their motivation to buy a 
house as an investment, but in reality they were fulfilling a life-time 
ambition. Several of these people were local people, and most 
frequently employed in skilled or intermediate occupations within 
a ten mile radius of Guildford. Their concept of house purchase 
as an 'investment* was often associated with the notion of security. 
These couples volunteered comnents such as 'if we don't buy now, 
we'll never afford it', or 'buying a house gives you stability* 
or 'it's an investment for old age', or 'it's security for us and 
our childrw'. In one case, there was obvious diversity of 
attitude - the female wanted security for herself and her four
year old son of a previous marriage, whilst her new husband was 
totally indifferent to house purchase.
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Another young working oXass couple felt themselves to be 
privileged as both families were council tenants. The female had 
recently, and unexpectedly been left a legacy. Their ulterior 
motive was investment as an insurance for their future security.
For many couples, pride of ownership seemed to be an important 
factor in their motivation to buy a hodse. This semied to be 
particularly apparent amongst the young professionals, some of 
whom were undoubtedly concerned with the re-sale value of the property. 
For these couples, the location, the neighbourhood, the style and 
'character' of the house were the important criteria in the selection 
of a property.
These brief studies of respondents' motives show varying 
attitudes towards home ownership. Such variations may be considered 
to be a reflection of differing philosophies of life.
MOTIVES F O R HOUSE HUNTING IN SOUTH WEST SURREf
It would appear that respondents' motives for wanting to buy a 
house in South West Surrey may, to some extent, be related to their 
life style. Diree main groups can be identified* local couples, 
newcomers and commuters
Local couples Twentyone couples in the sample may be considered 
as 'local couples'. In most of these cases both respondents were 
living in the south west Surrey area. To all of these couples. South 
west Surrey may be considered 'home territory'. Most usually they 
were single people, still living in the parental home. There was a 
marked tendency for them to be emplc^ed locally in semi-skilled, or 
skilled occupations, the only exception was one couple who were both 
teachers. There is a slight tendency for these couples to be the 
younger respondents in the sample. It would appear that their main 
motive for wanting to buy a house in South west Surrey was to enable
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them to settle In their home ares. Many of the couples had strong 
family ties, and long-standing friendships in the area. These couples 
felt it "their right" to be able to buy a house in their home area. 
Several of the couples were antagonistic towards'the newcomers' and 
expressed intense feelings of social deprivation. These feelings 
were particularly critical for those couples tdio, having found 
difficulties in finding a suitable property, were faced with a 
conflict situation - was their motive to buy a house stronger than 
their motive to stay in the South west Surrey area? The following 
description outlines how several couples faced this situation:- 
- Mr. G, a young telephone engineer, and Miss B, a boutique assistant, 
were planning to marry in six months. Both were still living with 
their parents as local authority tenants. Their desire to buy a 
house was motivated by the desire 'not to end up like their parents'. 
Miss B also had experience of Sharing acooamodation, as her elder 
brother and wife had been unable to buy a house and had been 'lodging' 
in 'Uie parental home for three years.
These housing experiences had made Mr. C and Miss B very determined 
to buy a home of their own. However, with a joint income of only 
£2,000 and £200 savings, they were unable to buy a proper^ in the 
Guildford area. After searching intensely for twelve months, they 
decided to move away from South west Surrey. Mr. C was offered a 
job transfer to Ipswich. The wedding was postponed until they had 
bought and renovated a small terraced cottage. The couple felt very 
bitter that, to achieve a home of their own, they had to sacrifice 
living in their 'home' area, leave family and friends and risk 
settling into a new area. For a localised couple with little 
previous experience of travel and mixing with new people, this may 
be a very disturbing time.
- In eontraat, Mr. T, a fireman, and Mia# D, a nurae, were very 
determined to stay in their hooM area. Aa they were planning to 
marry two weeka after the interview, they had decided to share 
accommodation with Mr. T'a mother. Thay intended to save more 
cash to%#arda a deposit, but with a joint income of £2,500 it 
seems improbable that they would be able to buy a home of their 
own.
A similar situation was confronting two teachers in Cranleigh. 
After their marriage, they were fortunate to find a rented flat, but 
after twelve months the property was sold. The couple were forced 
into lodging with the wife's parents at Share, idiich was proving to 
be a difficult situation. The couple desperately wanted a home of 
their own; for twelve months they searched unsuccessfully in the 
local area. They tiere advised by a local councillor to get a letter 
of recommendation from the head teacher of their school which may 
help them to get "priority housing" in the area. At this time, this 
was not a recognised practice - yet they were advised by local 
authority officials to 'try to pull strings'. After six months 
they bought a small new house on a development south of Horsham.
They are thus committed to travelling much further to work - a 
journey that would be impractical without a oar.
These oases question the individual^ right to live in the area 
he ohooses. In each of these cases, the couple had to sacrifice 
either owning a home of their own, or living in their 'home' area.
It is hardly surprising that this group of 'local couples' were 
resentful of 'the newcomers'.
The Newcomers
Without exception, the eighteen couples in the sample who may 
be regarded as 'newcomers', were motivated to come to south west
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Surrey for a spaolflo ensploymant. Most usually Uiay ars young 
professionals - doctors, teachers, researchers, and sales managers.
There Is a marked tendency for the couples to move into privately 
rented acccxranodation, as a temporary measure, whilst searching for 
a house to buy. In each of these oases, the couple were married, 
and childless. They appear to be sli^tly older, and earning a 
joint salary of £3*300 to £4,000, which is substantially more than 
the 'local' couples. There is evidence that these couples were 
willing to search for a house within a fifteen mile radius of 
Guildford. This is a more extensive area than was usually considered 
by 'local'couples, who were rather more specific in the areas they 
would consider. This search strategy may be suggestive of the 
greater mobility of a group with more widely defined territorial 
limits. As this group were motivated to come to south west Surrey 
for specific employment, it is interesting to see how they reacted 
to difficulties in the housing market. The following cases illustrate 
these points:-
Six couples in the group had recently bought a house. Without 
exception, these were small new town house properties in the Ash/
Aldershot area. Each of these couples had started their house search 
in the Guildford area, and slowly extended their search area, as they 
became familiar with the variations in the housing market. Their 
attitudes reflected disappointment at not having been able to buy 
a property in the Guildford area, and acceptance of the style of 
property as being the best they could afford.
For those %dio were still searching, two attitudes seem to be 
apparent. Four couples felt that their chances of buying a property 
were quite good. They admitted to having moderated their expectations 
on price of property, location and design features. For these couples
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the Job motivation was still predominant. Two oouples were fortunate 
enough to have a mortgage available. Their 'search' patterns were 
distinctive in that both couples bought the first property they were 
offered, without comparison with any other style of housing. One of 
these cases, a young doctor, his wife had very little knowledge of 
the house purchase process, and their choice of housing was 
conditioned by aesthetic features of the location and style of 
house.
In contrast, the remaining six oouples in this group of 
newconers were all experiencing considerable difficulty in finding 
a suitable property in the Guildford area. These couples had all 
been living in privately rented accommodation in Guildford for 
twelve months or more. After an intensive search, these couples 
were disheartened as they were unable to find a suitable property.
It did not appear that they were setting their ideals too highly, but 
rather that there were no properties below £10,000 at this time.
Several of these couples were now considering moving away from the 
area, as soon as they were able to find employment elsewhere:
- Mr. J, a University lecturer, his wife and two young children had 
been living in a one-bedroomed flat for twelve months. They were 
totally despondent at the housing situation in Guildford. Their 
only escape was for Mr. J to accept a Job as a lecturer at a 
Technical College in an industrial town in the north of Ehgland.
Eventually they bought a three-bedroomed house on a small new 
development on the outskirts of the town. Their experience points 
to the fact that for some people, the motive to buy a house was 
stronger than their motive to stay in South west Surrey.
Mr. & Mrs. W, both young teachers in Guildford had similar 
experiences. Th^ felt they were resolving their housing difficulties
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A8 they had applied for teaching posts in Bracknell, where in 
accordance with the housing policy in new towns, acccmaiodation 
was available.
A young sales manager, and his pregnant wife were also 
considering moving away from the Surrey area. The couple had 
been attracted to Guildford twelve months previously by employment 
prospects, but as they experienced housing difficulties, the job 
motivation waned.
These cases all illustrate one aspect of the employment 
problem in the Guildford area. Many employers were experiencing 
labour recruitment difficulties at this time.
The Commuters
Thirteen oouples in the sample were motivated to search for 
a house in South west Surrey, because they liked the area. These 
couples were all anticipating ocxmnutlng to woxk. Three of these 
oouples had been in university at Guildford, and therefore had some 
experience of living in the area. They had obtained jobs in London, 
but valued living in Surrey, and were prepared to commute.
Five couples in this group were Londoners, idio were hoping to 
live 'in the country', and commute to 'town' for their employment.
Three of these couples were young, childless professionals; another 
couple were in their mid-forties planning to marry and have a 'nice 
home of their own', the other couple were unusual in that they 
wished to secure a mortgage on the wife's salary - but despite 
producing medical evidence of a hysterectomy, building societies 
were unforthooming with the offer of a loan.
Five other couples were all native to South Bast England. They 
all expressed feelings of 'liking the area', because of its semi- 
rural character, and were prepared to commute to other parts of
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South-eastern England for employment. Their employment locations 
covered a wide area from Reading, to Southampton, to Brighton,
Crawley, Redhill and Woking. Several of the respondents in this 
group necessarily had to face considerable travelling as part of 
their Job, and hence they were trying to optimise their living 
conditions.
ALTERMATIVH HOUSING PLANS; JOB MOTIVATICW
Frequently whilst discussing motives for buying a house, and 
particularly motives for searching for a property in South west 
Surrey, respondents were drawn into discussing their employment 
opportunities. This was particularly important when they were 
considering alternative plans if they were unable to solve their 
housing problems in the Guildford area. Ho definitive categorisation 
can be suggested, as respondents were often considering several 
alternatives - hence there is considerable overlap between the groups. 
However, the responses could be broadly classified as searching a 
wider area, moving away from South west Surrey, renting accommodation 
or alternative plans.
Fourteen respondents suggested they would search over a wider 
area. Of these seven were 'newomiers', three were 'locals' and 
four were 'ooauiuters'• It is also interesting to note that nine 
of fourte«i couples may be considered as professionals. The 
preponderance of newcomers and professionals in this group is 
perhaps suggestive of their greater job motivation to stay in 
the area.
Nineteen respondents considered that the only option was to 
move away from the area. It is interesting that eleven of these couples 
were local people, only four were newcomers and two were commuters.
I J iS
It la also apparent that this group contained a higher proportion 
of skilled workers than other groups. Eleven of these respondwts 
were classified as skilled, one as semi-skilled and seven as 
professionals. This may be further evidence that the newcomers 
may be forcing the 'locals' away from their home area.
Nine respondents considered that renting accommodation was the 
only viable alternative, if thv were unable to buy a house. This 
group consisted of three newcwers, three locals and three commuters. 
They are also evenly split into five skilled workers and four 
professionals. This rather suggests that the concept of renting 
cannot be attributed to any characteristic of the respondents.
It is curious to note that the alternative suggestions volunteered 
by two local oouples were to delay the wedding, or to buy a flat - 
that is, alternatives that would enable them to stay in their home 
area; in contrast, two newcomers each suggested that emigration 
was the only possibility in their oases.
These cases illustrate respondents varying attitudes to buying 
a house in South west Surrey. Because of these difficulties, 
respondents were confronted with critical decisions idiich may 
affect their future life style.
SEARCH STRATEGIES
It has been suggested that for this group of first-time 
purchasers, a changing life style was an influential factor in 
their decision to buy a house. As there were few alternatives 
available in south west Surrv, it is not unreasonable to suggest 
that their motivation to buy a house was quite strong. It is 
however difficult to judge the intensity of their search strategy
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from data, given at the time of the interview, as respondents had 
been searching for differing lengths of time and at various levels 
of intensity. Despite these limitations, three distinctive 
patterns are apparent: some respondents searched for a property
over an extensive area, Wiilst others selected several towns and 
others localised their search in one town.
Extensive search area Twenty six couples were searching over an
area of eight or more towns in south west Surrey. Of -tiiese, fourteen 
were newcomers, three were commuters, and nine were locals. The 
proportion of the newcomers idio were searching over a wide area 
is much greater than either of the other two groups. This may 
be considered characteristic of a group «dio had been attracted to 
the area for a specific moployment opportunity.
The case of Mr. à  Mrs. J. illustrates this situation clearly. Mr.
J. was attracted to Guildford by a lecturing post at the University 
of Surrey. Mr. à  Mrs. J. and their eighteen month old son moved 
into a privately rented first floor bedsitter in Guildford, at a 
rent of £10 per week. Living conditions were very cramped and 
unsuitable for the needs of the family. For twelve months they 
searched within a fifteen mile radius of Guildford, but had seen 
no property below their limit of £8,500. Their solution was to 
move away from the area.
Mr. & Mrs. B., a young local couple had similar experiences.
Mr. B., a gardener, and Mrs. B, an assistant librarian, had been 
sharing a rented flat for two years. They too, were unable to 
find a property below £8,000 in a wide area of south west Surrey, 
consequently they were in the process of moving to Devon at the 
time of the Interview.
Several oouples in this group had been searching for periods between 
one or two years, and most were despondent. Several others with a
l6o
mortgage availability of £11,000 had been able to buy a house in the 
Ash/Aldershot/Liphook area, which necessitated a longer joum^ to work.
Selected Search Area Eightewi couples in the sample had selected 
three or four towns as their search area. In this case the group 
contained ten 'locals', six 'newcomers' and two 'cotranuters', and 
was evenly split between professionals, intermediate and skilled 
workers. The following oases illustrate some of the reasons 
why these respondens had selected a certain area in which to search 
for a property %
Mr. à Mrs. B - a young professional couple were hoping to buy a 
house in Guildford, Cranleigh or Haslemere - areas that they 
considered to be "pleasant".
Mr. & Mrs. L - both employed as technicians, were hoping to buy 
a house in the Guildford - Woking - Bisley - Pirbright area 
as both families were living in the area.
Mr. ft Mrs. T - were both employed in Guildford - Mr. T. as a teacher, 
Mrs. T as a nurse. They had chosen to search for a house in the 
Ash, Aldershot, Pamborough area, as properties were considerably 
cheaper than in Guildford. They felt that it would be financially 
more profitable to own a home of their own, and pay for transport to 
wozk, than to continue renting a flat in Guildford.
It is interesting to note that only one couple in this group had 
been searching for one year. Most of the other respondents had 
searched for six to nine months. It may be that, as respondents 
became more familiar with the housing market in south west Surrey 
and more disillusioned at not being able to find a suitable property, 
respondents widen their search area. This system of "education" 
may be seen to be an on-going process throughout the house purchase 
transactions.
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Localised Search Area Six oouples had restricted their search
area to one town. It is interesting to note that four of these 
oouples were 'locals', only one was a 'newcomer', and one was a 
'commuter *. The 'commuters' were the only professional couple ; 
they had specifically chosen Guildford for its accessibility to 
London, and the character of the town. The other couples were in 
skilled occupations. Two of these couples had been searching over 
two years; and one couple with two teenage daughters who^were living 
in a caravan had searched intermittently for five years. All 
these couples were resentful of the 'newcomers' who were able to 
buy a house.
Although there are few oases in this group of respondents, they 
may be representative of a "core" of locals whose life style is 
rigidly defined by their occupations, family commitments and the 
area in which they live. This group may have set a specific area 
for house-hunting, and be content to compromise on their living 
arrangements until they are able to maximise their opportunities 
within the area they have chosen to live.
HOUSE PRSFBRENCBS
When discussing housing preferences, respondents commented 
on the location and design features of the house they were hoping 
to buy.
Area lareferences; Of the respondents who oommwited on the location 
of the property, twenty nine were specific in the type of area in 
which they wanted to live, whilst eleven respondents said they did 
not mind where they lived. Of the twenty nine vdio were specific 
in their area preferences, it is interesting that nineteen were 
'newcomers', nine were 'locals' and one was a 'commuter'. In 
describing their preferences, respondents used both the positive
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and negative approaches.
The positive included those respondents «dio were specific because 
of the practicalities of the situation, e.g. near station, schools, 
amenities, and those respondents who valued the aesthetic qualities 
of the location. It is interesting to note that of the ei^t 
respondents who were specific because of the area amenities, six 
were local couples, and only two were newocxoers. In contrast, 
all of the ten respondents who were specific about the aesthetic 
qualities of the area were 'newcomers'. Without exception, they 
were young professionals vdio were looking for a property in a 
pleasant location, and several of them commented that they wanted 
their house to be in a 'good'area, to improve their social status. 
Those respondents Wio were negative in their approach to area 
specifications were particular that their prospective house should 
not be near a council estate, or in an area with a high proportion 
of immigrants or in a redevelopment area. These consents appear 
to be evenly divided mnongst newcomers, locals and commuters.
In contrast, eleven couples were non-specific in their area 
preferences. In this group six were local couples, two were 
newcomers and three were commuters. The higher proportion of 
local couples may be indicative of their greater motivation to 
stay in their home area.
Design preferences Most of the respondents made some specific 
comments on the style of house they were hoping to buy. It is 
interesting that of the eleven couples who said "th^ did not 
mind what type of property they were able to buy", seven were 
'locals', three vrere 'newcomers', and one a 'commuter'. Only 
three of this group - two newcomers and the oonanuter couple could 
be considered 'professional'. The apparent bias towards the skilled, 
locals being non-specific in their design preferences, is perhaps
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suggestive that this group of locals had recognised the reality of 
the housing market in South west Surrey. Accordingly, they may 
have modified their housing aspirations.
Of those couples $dio commented on design specifications, twenty- 
four couples would not consider buying a flat. This group was 
evenly divided between the 'locals' and the 'newcomers', which is 
suggestive of a definite negative orientation towards living In a 
flat. No couple in the sample was positively motivated towards 
buying a flat.
Only three oouples commented positively on the style of house 
they were looking for:
Mr. B, a local plasterer, was specifically looking for a bungalow 
as Mrs. B was confined to a wheelchair.
Mr. ft Mrs. F, newcamers to Guildford, were looking for a place 
suitable for "a family". They felt they would need to extend 
a property to meet their requirmments.
Dr. ft Mrs. 3. were very specific that they would only consider a 
detached house. They recognised they were fortunate in having 
a legacy that they were intending to use as a substantial deposit.
Of all other respondents, twenty one oouples considered that 
they would modernise a property. Eleven of these couples were 
'locals', five 'newcomers', and five 'commuters'. This is perhaps 
further evidence that the local oouples had more fully appreciated 
the housing market, and the modifications they would have to make 
to achieve a house in this area at that time. It is also pertinent 
to comment that as there were only seven professionals amongst 
this group, the skilled workers were perhaps more motivated towards 
modernising a property.
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In contrast, sight couples specified that the house they chose 
should be modem, and labour-saving. Of these, five were newcomers 
and three were local couples. Their reasons for this specification 
can be illustrated by the following two eases*
Mr. ft Mrs. B. were a young professional couple whose main criteria
for selecting a house was that it should be in a good, modem area,
and suitable to their life style.
Mr. ft Mrs. M., were a local couple both employed in skilled shift 
work. As they anticipated unusual working conditions, they needed 
to minimise the effort in house maintenance.
Several couples were specific in their design preferences 
in that they wanted a house "with character". Of the ei^t making 
this comment, seven were newcomers, and one a commuter. Without 
exception, these oouples were all young professionals.
There were wide differences in their definition of a house 
with 'character' - for example, a country cottage and a mock 
Georgian estate house.
ATTITUDES TO 'HOUSE-HUNTING' IN SOUTH WEST SURREY
It is hardly surprising that an overwhelming proportion of 
this group of first-time house purchasers said they felt despondent. 
Without exception, the twenty one local oouples were disillusioned 
about buying a house in their home area. Ten newcomers and three 
commuters had similar feelings.
Only nine respondents said they felt hopeful of being able to 
buy a house in south west Surrey. It is perhaps significant that 
seven of these couples were newcomers and two were commuters. Is 
this further evidence that, as many of the newcomers were young 
professionals and probably eaming a higher salary, they were 
finding the house search process less arduous than the local 
couples?
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In view of üiis finding it is rather curious that ei#it of the 
seventeen couples who suggested that they felt no social deprivation 
at not being able to buy a house in south west Surrey were local 
couples. Of the remainder, seven were newcomers and two were 
commuters. It is hardly surprising that more professionals than 
skilled workers urere able to suggest that they had no feelings of 
social deprivation.
There is however, substantial evidence that many of this group 
of first-time house purchasers had strong feelings of soci^ al 
deprivation. Of the thirty eight couples who indicated they were 
bitter and resentful of those people who were able to buy a house, 
eighteen were local couples, twelve were newcomers and eij^t were 
commuters. The locals were bitter at not being able to stay in 
their home area; the newcomers despondent that they were being 
forced to move for a second time, and leave the incentive that3v:.originally brought them to the Guildford area; the commuters 
were disappointed that they were having difficulties in buying a 
house in the area they had chosen to live.
There is no evidence that the feelings of social deprivation 
are associated with occupational class, as the attitudes seem to 
be equally divided between the professional and skilled workers.
But there is evidence to suggest that respondents feel socially 
deprived in varying ways and this was caused by differing circumstances. 
This may be illustrated by considering the oases of those respondents 
who were hopeful of buying a house. Of these nine couples, six 
had some feelings of social deprivation. An example of this is 
the case of a young doctor, his wife and six month old daughter.
They were fortunate to have a considerable legacy - yet they felt 
resentful that the style of house that this would enable th«n to 
acquire would not meet their expectations, as it would have done 
only six months previously.
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Of all tha raapondanta who indicated eoine feelings of social 
deprivation, eighteen were most resentful of people who were home 
owners. This sentiment cannot be considered characteristic of a 
particular group of respondents, as these replies were received 
equally from professionals and skilled workers, from locals, 
newcomers and commuters. This may indicate that these potential 
home owners were using existing home owners as their reference group. 
This may be a powerful influence in the process of establishing 
their ideals.
No other sub-group was mentioned so specifically, but there 
was slight evidence to suggest that some respondents were resentful 
of a group nduMo they considered to be financially better than 
themselves. For instance, two skilled workers ccxnmented 'it's 
those Guildford capitalists that cause all the trouble for the 
rest of us'; in contrast several young professional couples were 
resentful of 'manual workers' idio they considered either to be 
eaming more than themselves, or skilled, well-paid workers living
in council houses.
From the analysis of the data from this small group of
potential house purchasers, there is evidence to suggest that 
there are differences in attitudes which appear to be associated 
with occupational class, and with the life style of the respondent. 
Further research is needed to reveal the magnitude of these 
differences.
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CHAPTER 6 DISCUSSION AND 3UQQ£3TI(»C3 FOR FURTHER WORK
This study has outlined some of the varied factors which may 
influence the choice of tenure. Many of these factors are subtle 
and may unconsciously influence the individual's perception of forms 
of tenancy.
Not least among these factors is the effect of statutory 
legislation, which has slowly pressurised the housing market and 
consequently restricted the choice of tenure for many people. Since 
the turn of the I9Ü1 century, successive governments have accepted 
some responsibility for the partial control of the housing market.
The extent of responsibility, the nature and degree of this control 
have varied with successive governments. Socially conflicting and 
divisive policies of the different political parties have created a 
'pendulum' effect in the development of the housing market.
Differing political philosophies have influenced the administration 
of housing; each has emphasised the relative desirability of 
differing forms of tenure in a variety of ways. This has been 
achieved mainly through legislation controlling the allocation of 
land for different building purposes, the rate of building in each 
sector of the housing market, and the relative balance in the 
distribution of loans, grants, tax relief and housing subsidies.
Local authority housing was initially introduced as 'housing for the 
working classes'. Neither political party has achieved these 
idealistic aims. With an increasing housing shortage in the 19th and 
20th centuries, the concept of local authority housing as a social 
service was slowly eroded, and became no more than a 'social rescue' 
operation in many parts of Britain. This may be an important factor 
in determining peoples ' attitudes to types of tenure.
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All three major political parties now favour owner occupation 
as “Uie major form of tenancy in Britain. The symbol of 'owner 
occupation' as a mark of 'honourable citizenship' has been suggested 
by parliamentary leaders. Perhaps the origin of this concept is 
rooted in the history of enfranchisement, which, for four centuries, 
restricted the voting power of non-freeholders.
Several social researchers have suggested that the style of house 
is symbolic of the social status of the occupier. In an attempt to 
reduce the social stigma of council housing, considerable efforts 
have been made in the redesign of housing estates, and types of 
property, to make the identification of local authority housing 
difficult. However, it is evident from data collected in this 
research that potential home owners perceive a stigma associated 
with local authori^ housing. Pew of these respondents had considered 
local authority housing as a viable alternative to owner-occupation.
For these house-hunters, the prime motivation to buy a house was 
because they 'want a place of their own'. Several couples, whose 
parents were in council tenancies, commented 'we don't want to end 
up like our parents '. There is sli^t evidence in the data to suggest 
that the more 'professional' respondents may have a positive motivation 
towards home-ownership, whilst the skilled workers interviewed had a 
negative motivation. These attitudes were apparent in their elicited 
replies:-
- 'professional' respondents were likely to suggest 'want a place of 
our own', or 'for investment', as their motivation for buying a 
house
- skilled workers were likely to reply 'don't want to share with 
relatives', or 'can't get a council house'.
For many people, owner occupation has beomie accepted as a
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normative pattern of behaviour. But the owner/tenant divide is seen 
to be divisive, by s laok of social communication between the groups, 
in many communities in Britain. The choice of tenure may have 
poignant implications for the life style of the family; its consequences 
may be felt in the strength of the kin network, friendship and 
socialisation within a community, and in patterns of family expenditure. 
As yet there has been little research on how patterns of family 
expenditure may be related to types of tenure.
This study suggests that idien circumstances prevent the normal 
selection of tenure process to operate, there may be far-reaching 
repercussions: not least of these factors may be intense feelings of
social dej»‘ivation. Many such oases were found aunongst this group 
of potential house purchasers in South-west Surrey in 1972/75. There 
is evidence to suggest that these feelings were not associated with 
any personal characteristics of the respondents. As there are no 
indications in the data that grievances were related to salary levels, 
it appears that these sentiments were experienced by most first time 
potential home owners in South-west Surrey at this time. Fror< the 
information given by these frustrated house-hunters, it would appear 
that they were using 'home owners' as their reference group, rather 
than the experiences of their family and friends.
The main reason for the dramatic change in the nature of ^ e  
housing market at this time, was the explosive rise in house prices 
during the Summer and Autumn of 1972, Incomes had not risen 
comparatively, with the consequence that many people who may have 
previously been in the 'up grade' housing market, could not afford 
to move. Intense pressure built up at the lower end of the market: 
there was increasing competition for lower priced houses both from 
first time purchasers and owners «dio needed to move. A 'panic'
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situation pervaded the housing market. Publicity by the popular press 
did nothing to quell the storm. Several respondents commented on 
the personal agonies they were experiencing by being engulfed in 
this raging torrent - frustration was rife, and this, they said, was 
particularly evident in relationships between the oouples, and in 
their attitude to work.
TTiis market situation forced many potential purchasers to make 
rapid decisions in their choice of a house. But an analysis of the 
process of house purchase shows the complex nature of an inter-related 
network of negotiations. With these conditions, it is hardly 
surprising that the research reveals that first time purchasers felt 
ill-informed about the process of house purchase; that their knowledge 
was fragmentary and in many cases inadequate. One could hardly 
postulate that these were suitable conditions in «diich people should 
make a crucial decision, and a major financial commitment, vdiich is 
likely to affect their entire life style.
An additional concept that was studied as part of tills research, 
isolated the various aspects of knowledge of house purchase. It is 
hardly surprising that respondents' knowledge of the process and 
discrimination in the choice of a house, showed clear association with 
age, occupation, time away from parental home, intensity of the house- 
search activity, and professional advice sought. But an analysis of 
the main sources of information used by first-time purchasers provides 
no evidence to suggest that respondents were searching or negotiating 
in a logical manner. Ho respondents had received any formal education 
on house purchase, or budgeting, and few had received instruction on 
'investment'. The only publication that is widely available and 
relatively accessible in most public libraries is the Consumer Association 
booklet ’The Legal Side of Buying a House' - which, as its title 
suggests is limited in cover.
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Prom data presented it appears that potential purohasers do not 
maximise their use of professionals, or the impartial advisory services 
that are available. But more frequently, advice is sought from, family 
and friends. This haphazard system of 'data collection' can only lead 
to fragmentary, and possibly inaccurate information. It is unfortunate, 
however, that there is insufficient evidence in this data to assess the 
use of impartial advisory services, if these were to be provided in 
the area.
It is difficult to assess the extent of the influence of parental 
home background. But it is clear that the small group of respondents 
whose parents were council tenants were determined in their motivation 
to buy a house - this was seen as the only alternative to being in a 
similar situation to their parents. There is some evidence to suggest 
that respondents' parents had higher expectations of the type of 
property that their children might attain. But this is not reflected 
in the property preferwces of respondents, whose specifications were 
generally for small faunily houses. It is difficult, and probably 
unrealistic, due to peculiar economic circumstances, t- try to assess 
$diether these preferences were related to the parental home: Nor is
there much evidence to suggest that respondents whose parents were 
owner-occupiers were nore specific, selective or idealistic in their 
choice of property, '^ere is however some disturt)ing evidence in the 
data to suggest that respondents willingness to seek professional 
advice is associated with parental tenure type. his may represent 
the beginnings of a vicious circle of fear of using professional 
services, non-corrmunicati n and a lack of knowledge.
Pron information given by this sanple of first-time purohasers, 
it would seem that the process of searching and choosing a property 
to buy was a haphazard obstacle race, in vhlch participants were 
mainly 111-lnfonr.ed flound.rf” - <»»»«>'••>«•» «>1. critical
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situation are likely to be far-reaching both for the people involved 
and for social changes in the area.
During the course of the research several estate agents remarked 
on the changing pattern of ownership of proper^T in the Guildford 
area. Traditionally, first-time purchasers had favoured small 
properties on new developments on the outskirts of the town. Increasing 
house prices had forced this sector of the market beyond the financial 
limit of many first-time purchasers. This group of people had turned 
their interest to modernised, older properties nearer the centre of 
town. With further escalation of prices, many first-time purohasers 
found this market sector was too expensive. As a last resort, these 
potential home owners were buying older, unmodemised terraced cottages 
in the cheapest parts of town. These trends are significant from an 
estate agent's point of view, in that, if certain styles of house 
attract certain types of people, changes in the housing market situation 
will demand a change in selling technique. But these changes also 
create a changing social scene areas that traditionally have beei 
close-knit local working class housing are becoming a mixed social 
community, as the older properties are inhabited by young professionals 
eager to renovate decaying propertir. Whilst such social integration 
may seem theoretically desirable, the pertinent questions to consider 
are 'will it succeed?' or 'will the community become a group of 
incompatible social isolates?'.
Those potential home owners who were able to buy a house in the 
area at this time were undoubtedly faced with having to find a 
substantial deposit and to pay a higher proportion of their income 
on mortgage repayments. Many respondents had either taken out 
additional bank loans, or had loans or gifts from parents. In several 
cases parents had taken out second mortgages. These gifts, loans 
and mortgage commitments ranged from £250 to £7,000. It is hardly 
reasonable to suggest that parents should be committed to such heavy
•xp«nditur« for their ohlldren« after marriage. It may oauae undue 
strain on the family home, at a time when financial eommltmenta are 
usually reducing.
Many of these young oouples are dependent on both husband and 
wife's salary. Several oouples oomnented that'they were afraid lest 
the wife beoaae pregnant, as they couldn't maintain their financial 
commitments without her Income ' • It would seem th^ anticipated 
several years - and some could not foresee the time when they might 
start a family.
In addition to the expense of buying a house, and maintaining 
the associated financial commitments of mortgages, rates and Insurance, 
many flrst-tlme purchasers would have additional expenses for 
furnishing and equipping their new home. One cannot under-rate 
these expenses - nor the Incentive offered by a new home for such 
expenditure. This may lead to excessive hire purchase commitments,
Mid Increase the possibility of flrst-tlme purchasers Incurring debts.
In a maxicet situation that forces compromises from respondents' 
aspirations. It may be valuable to assess how 'satisfied' flrst-tlme 
purchasers were with their choice of he home. Little research has 
yet been undertaken on the nature of satisfaction with housing. If 
purchasers In this situation claim to be 'satisfied' Is there a 
process of post-hoc rationalisation?. If purchasers are not satisfied, 
will this lead to frustration and possibly frequent house moves?
For those who were able to buy - perhaps unforeseen circumstances 
forced them to sell. In the situation where the property had been 
purchased at a high price the risk of the purchaser losing money on 
resale Is hl^. The case Is Illustrated by the ease of a young 
couple who were employed at the University. The man was appointed 
as a Research Fellow on a 2-year contract; his graduate wife as a 
departmental secretaxy. Their Joint Income was Insufficient for a 
mortgage without a supplementary bank loan. They were fox^ed to buy
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a house quickly as they had no alternative accommodation in the area. 
Their decision to buy a new house was influenced by advice from 
building society manager and bank manager, despite their personal 
preference for an older property. The following calculation of the 
relative costs of financing the transaction, and the approximate costs 
of renting accommodation In the area at this time show that the 
couple suffered an estimated loss of £407* In 16 months.
Comparison of costs of buying and renting accommodation In Famhav 
September 1972 - September 197 .^
Assume costs of search to be the same
£ £
Buying costs Surveyors fee to.00
Solicitors fee 63.63
Stamp duty 10.00
Building Society Survey 10.00
123.65 123.65
Assume removal costs to be equivalent 
Assume furnishing costs to be equivalent 
Purchase price £10,925
Deposit on property 725.00
Mortgage loan £6,700
Interest on 21 mortgage repayments 1579*39
Bank loan £1500
Interest on 23 repayments to bank 3*6.48
Rates 153.16
Insurance on property *0.00
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Selling posts Agents fees 250.OO
Solicitors fees 99*32
Privets adverts. 20.00
369.52 569.52
Total cost of buying, financing 3337*00
Allowance for tax relief 550.00
2787.00
Selling price £10,500
Outstanding loan to building society 8588.39
Outstanding loan to bank 972.48
Tbtal repayments 956O .87
Amount In hand • selling price - total repayments
£10,500 - £9,560.87
£939*13
Effective buying costs - £2787*00 - £939*13
- £1847*87
Estimated rentingcosts » £1440.00
Estimated approximate loss on buying a property » £407*87.
This calculation has made no account for the costs of furnishing and 
'improvements' that they made to their home and garden In this time - 
none of which could be moved to their next home. At the end of the 
two-year period they had no option but to move to the north of 
England (away from both families). This move incurred ocmsiderable 
expense, as it was necessary for the man to rent a bedsitter for 
two months in the north, whilst the wife remained in the south trying 
to sell their house.
For those who were unable to buy a house In the Guildford area 
there was little alternative to either Improvising living arrangements 
or moving away from the area.
T'
There le greet demand In the area for the little privately 
rented accommodation that la available from students who are pexhaps 
more accustomed to sharing accommodation than young couples seeking 
'a home of their own* • Several oouples were beginning to investigate 
the possibility of renting/buying a home through a housing association.
But these groups are a new development in the Surrey housing maAet, 
and. as yet, there are few opportunities for this form of tenure.
Several couples commented that they would postpone their 
wedding date; others were considering sharing the parental home 
whilst they continued searching - or council housing became available. 
Another couple had temporarily abandoned their search for a home, 
and bought a caravan. In the hope of getting council housing sooner 
than if they were sharing with relatives. But the experience of 
another family in the sample may be indicative of the low priority 
caravan dwellers receive from the local authority housing department.
This couple had been in a similar situation 12 years earlier - they 
bougdit a caravan on a site near Dorking as a temporary measure.
During this 12 year period, the couple had 3 children; they had 
contacted the council at six monthly Intervals during this time. As 
the children grew bigger, their cramped conditions had become 
Intolerable, and were forced to try to make alternative arrangements.
The family's Income was too low to enable them to buy a house In the 
area - but they were perhaps fortunate In that the situation 'resolved' 
Itself by the death of their parents.
For others unable to buy In the Guildford area there was little 
alternative but to move away from the area. Some were fortunate In 
that they were sufficiently mobile to consider moving within a 20 
mile radius. But even this distance may not be really desirable.
This may be Illustrated by the case of two teachers In Cranlelgh.
After their marriage, they were fortunate to find a rented flat: but
after 12 months the property was sold and they had to share with the
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wife's parents at Share. They desperately wanted a home of their own; 
for 12 months they seaxxAied unsuooessfully in the local area. They 
were advised by the local council to get a letter of recommendation 
from the head teacher of their school which miay help to get them 
'priority housing' In the area. At this time, this was not a 
recognised practice - yet they were advised by local authority 
officials to 'try to pull strings'. After six months, they considered 
these approaches to be unsuccessful. Eventually they boui^t a small 
new house on a development south of Horsham. They are thus committed 
to travelling much further to work - a journey that would be 
Impossible without a car.
There were numerous cases In the sample where the option of 
commuting to wox^ seemed the only viable alternative to the housing 
situation. For these couples, most were faced with additional 
expenses of travel, perhaps the necessity to own one or two reliable 
cars, and greatly Increased travel time to work. The consequences of 
these trends are far-reaching for regional transportation planning.
For others, the option of commuting was unacceptable. The 
only alternative was to move away from the area. Two oases in the 
study clearly Illustrate some of the social consequences of this; 
trend:
- the first Is the ease of a young University lecturer, his wife and 
young children. He took up his appointment in October 1971 î 
the family lived In a one-bedroomed flat In a converted Victorian 
house In Uie centre of Guildford. During the following year 
whilst they seazHdied the area for a suitable property to buy at a 
price they could afford, house prices escalated. By Christmas of 
1972, they were utterly despondent, and he resigned his lecturing 
post. The family moved north to Workington, Wiere the husband had
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obtained a teaching job In the local technical college. Later in 
1973« they bought a new semi-detached property on a small development 
on the outskirts of Workington.
- the second Is the case of a 21-year-old telephone engineer. He and 
his fiancee, a nineteen-year-old shop 'manageress' planned to marry 
in June 1973. At the time of the interview in November 1972, both 
were living with their parents in council tenancies. The young 
engineer's brother and sister had each married several years 
previously and had bou^t their own home in the Guildford area.
His fiancee's older sister and her family were sharing the family 
home - hopefully awaiting council aooosmaodatIon. The young couple 
were eager to buy their own home In the local area, as their 
families and friends were In the Guildford area. After 12 months 
unsuccessfully searching for a property to buy. In March 1973 the 
couple decided the only way to be able to buy a home of their own 
was to move away from Surrey. The engineer applied for a job 
transfer, and In June 1973 was moved to Ipswich. The couple had 
postponed their wedding until September; they found a house to rent 
for three months. In November they moved Into a small terraced house 
of their own which they plan to renovate. But to achieve this they 
had to sacrifice living In their 'home'area, leave family and friends, 
and risk settling Into a new area. For a localised couple without 
previous experience of travel and mixing with new people, this may 
be a disturbing time.
These oases question the Individual's rlgd&t to live In the area 
he chooses. In the latter case, the situation may be considered 
particularly unjust, as an indigenous couple had to sacrifice living 
In their home area.
The Implications of the trend for people to move away from the 
area are far-reaching. Further research is needed to quantify 
population movement In the area, and to Isolate the most affected
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groups. If ths trend is for unskilled, seal end skilled labour to 
leave the area, many Industries and services will have labour 
recruitment difficulties. There Is evidence to suggest that 
vocational employment such as teaching, nursing and the police service 
were already experiencing these difficulties In 1972/73, as there 
were several articles to this effect in the local newspapers. There 
is no reason to suggest that the situation will become less critical 
In the future, as demand for clerical workers la likely to expand as 
the university develops, a new County hospital Is In the process of 
construction and plans to site the new County Hall in Guildford are 
well established. The case of the yoimg University lecturer moving 
north may be suggestive that recruitment problems are not confined 
to industries requiring skilled labour. These trends may have long 
term social and economic consequences for the area.
This study has outlined some of the factors which suggest that 
housing Is an important variable In social research. The power of 
this Influence has not yet been quantified, but there la sufficient 
evidence In the diversity of previous reseairch to suggest that 
housing may be a significant factor In determining an Individual's 
emotional state, in influencing interpersonal relationships and 
behaviour patterns, and In the social and economic development of 
a country.
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APPENDIX
METHODS OP RESEARCH AND SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Traditionally, housing rsssaroh has been limited to investigating 
housing conditions which may cause "social problems" e.g. unfit 
dwellings, homelessness. Usually these studies have been carried 
out on a national basis, and have yielded only statistical information. 
More recently, several local studies have focussed on problems 
caused by rehousing and settlement of families in a new locality. 
Neither of these approaches are particularly appropriate to a study 
of the housing situation in South West Surrey. One of the main 
considerations of housing problems in this area is the effect of 
the unprecedented rise in house prices since 1970.
The repercussions of this are noticed particularly on the 
availability of lower priced houses. As this segment of the market 
is usually attractive to first time purchasers, the lack of houses 
available in their price range is seen to be creating a new "social 
problem".
As the primary objective of the research was to investigate a 
local housing problem, the most pertinent group for this study was 
to interview a sample of first-time purchasers in 8.W. Surrey. The 
information gained would give personal descriptive data supported 
by individual comment and opinion. It is hoped that this study will 
highligdit some of the problems encountered by first time purchasers 
in an area that is suffering escalating proper^ prices. Their 
experiences may be indicative of a situation that could arise In 
other popular overcrowded arm&s, with easy access to the amenities 
of South Eastern Ehgland such as the rapidly developing "growth" 
areas of Basingstoke and Camberley.
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As a praliitiinary to planning the researoh design, several 
authorities were contacted, to ensure that the project was not 
simply duplicating a well-researched and documented area. Several 
of these bodies expressed interest in the research project, gave 
opinion as to possible interpretation, and offered advice and use 
of library facilities. Two groups indicated that they would be 
interested to consider the results of the study, with a view to 
sponsoring further researoh.
SAMPLING METHODS
Several attempts were made to obtain a representative sample.
As the study was to consider the problems of first time purchasers 
in South West Surrey, it was felt necessary to contact potential 
purchasers who were positively looking to buy their first house in 
this area: a geographically based sample from the electoral roll
would be a very time consuming and inefficient way of achieving a 
sample. This approach would have excluded couples who were hoping 
to move into the area.
The project was featured in several local newspapers - Surrey 
Advertiser, Guildford Outlook and Cranfold Life. Ihe press release 
described the aims of the researoh, and requested volunteers. The 
ten couples who responded to this appeal were used as the pilot 
sample.
A first attempt to obtain a representative sample was to approach 
the Registrar of Births, Marriages and Deaths. Prom the Marriage 
register, it was hoped to obtain the names and addresses of a 
representative sample of recently married couples. Unfortunately 
the Registrar General has recently prohibited the use of that source 
of confidential information. However, the local Registrar agreed to
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distribute sn information leaflet, and copies of the preliminary 
questionnaire to young couples registering their marriage at the 
Guildford office.
As there is no central register of potential purchasers, and I 
could find no way of contacting a representative sample, it was 
necessary to enlist the help of local people who would act as 
intermediaries. They were asked to display a poster advertising the 
project, and to distribute copies of the preliminary questionnaire.
The local aids approached were local churches, health clinics,
libraries. Citizens Advice Bureaux, Guildford Borough Housing Department 
and several large employers in the town. This method wais also used 
by most Estate Agents in Guildford, %dio co-operated in the project.
As expected, this proved to be the most effective way of contacting 
potential purchasers. Several agents mailed a copy of the preliminary 
questionnaire to their applicants.
It is recognised that the method of sample collection is 
unsatisfactory, but in view of the difficulties encounted in 
obtaining a representative sample, it was felt that opinions of the 
selected group would give some indication of the attitudes of first 
time purchasers in this area at that particular time.
There are at least two major biases in the sample:
a) the respondents all volunteered to help. It is notoriously 
difficult to persuade people who do not wish to participate to 
volunteer. Hence the sample suffers from a ”seIf-selection bias".
b) all couples interviewed had made a positive step towards looking 
for a house to buy in South West Surrey. Hence it excludes all those 
who think or say that they would like to buy a house, but had made
no effort to find out if It would be possible. There are probably 
many young couples in this group as there has bew much publici^ of the 
rising costs of house purchase, and it is possible that only the
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v«xy determined oouples irere looking to buy s property. I have no 
estimation of how large a group may be exeluded.
PRELIHINARy QUESTIONNAIRE AMD RESPONSE RATO
The purpose of the preliminary questionnaire was to introduce 
the project to potential respondents, to ask for brief details of 
their house hunting activity, and for their co-operation in the main 
project. Five hundred copies of the preliminary questionnaire were 
widely distributed but only a poor response rate was achieved 
(67 replies - 13.2$). The low response rate is not surprising as 
inevitably there would be considerable wastage in the method of 
distributing the questionnaire. It was impossible to discover how 
many questionnaires were actually given out by the "local aids", 
which were not completed i.e. how many other first time purchasers 
were contacted, but who did not bother to return the preliminary 
questionnaire. To ewee extent, the response rate may reflect the 
local aids^ ability to persuade possible respondents to fill in the 
form.
As it was anticipated that there would be comparatively few 
replies. It %ms considered uneconomic to distribute stamped addressed 
envelopes at this stage of the project. The preliminary questionnaires 
were either collected from the distributing source, or the "local aid" 
or the individual respondent mailed it to me. As the respondents 
had no personal contact with the researcher, or the University, it 
would seem reasonable to suggest that they must have felt highly 
motivated to participate in the study. This is confirmed by the 
fast that only seven replies (10.5$) were received in which the 
respondent did not volunteer to give further assistance. The 
remaining sixty respondents were contacted to arrange a convenient 
time for an interview. One man refused to co-operate further
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ma he felt that he was in an unusual sltuatiem for a first-time 
purchaser - he was a middle aged bachelor hoping to buy a house 
for himself and his mother. As a result 59 respcsndents were 
interviewed.
SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS
Of the 59 respondents interviewed, 5 were single men idio were 
hoping to buy a house for their sole use. The remainder of the 
sample were either married, engaged or couples »dio had the Intention 
of living together. In these cases, the couple were interviewed 
together. No claim can be made that the respondents interviewed 
are a representative sample of first time purchasers in South West 
Surrey in 1972/75, because of the biases previously explained. It 
is only possible to study these respondents as a group, analysing 
the variation within that group and recognising how it may differ 
from the area population.
QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTgtVIEW SCHBDÜLE M3IQN
The preliminary questionnaire was a single page giving details 
of the project, asking a few preceded questions on the respondents" 
housing specifications and requesting volunteers for the main part 
of the study. As the primary objective of the research was to 
describe the experiences of first time house purchasers, it was 
considered essential to interview respondents to give them opportunity
to express their opinions. The interview schedule used was discussed 
with University researoh staff, and with some local people who were 
in frequent contact with first time purchasers - estate agents and 
building society managers. The interview was piloted with ten 
couples who volunteered to participate in the project, as a result 
of an appeal in the local press. For clarity, some modifications
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were eeaentlal, but It was agreed that the design of the schedule, 
and interviewing techniques used, were generally satisfactory.
The interview schedule aimed to show respondents* aspirations, 
their knowledge and use of sources of information on house purchase.
To achieve these aims, the interview schedule was sectioned to 
include information on respondents' characteristics, thair housing 
experience, factors affecting their choice of accommodation, the 
steps they had taken in house hunting, their knowledge and sources of 
Information on house purchase. As it was to be an extensive enquiry, 
the schedule was designed with many preceded questions. Respondents 
did not see the alternative answers, except in cases where it was 
considered that a more accurate answer would be achieved by completing 
the appropriate space on a card (e.g. income, in grouped data form). 
Probing was used if the respondent was unduly hesitant. Several 
cross-checks %rere introduced for comparison e.g. maximum price, 
reason for buying a house. Open ended questions were included at 
the end of ea<Ai section, and there were several blank pages at the 
end of the schedule for respondents to add their opinions. In some 
cases, their ccmnents were lengthy, so respondwts completed this 
section at their leisure.
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUE
The interviews were conducted between October 1972 and March 
1975. In an attempt to obtain personal opinion, it was essential
to establish a good rapport with respondents. Most of the interviews 
took place in the respondents' present accommodation - most usually 
a rented flat or bedsitter, or their parents' home. Where this was 
an inconvenient arrangement, respondents were invited to the
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University (4 couples) or to my home (2 couples). It was not felt 
that the interview situation would make a significant difference to 
this project as to necessitate separate analysis.
The interview was scheduled for approximately one hour, but 
experience proved that most oouples were eager to talk on their 
problems of house-hunting, so that the average interview time was 
2 hours. This is evidence that the individual approach is extremely 
valuable, as the informal interview situation gives opportunity for 
personal experiences to add to the depth of information collected.
In the preliminary stages, the interviews with couples required 
information from each of them as individuals. In the latter sections, 
answers were accepted from either partner, as it was considered 
adequate for the purpose of this study, if one member were able to 
answer. It would prove an interesting follow-up study to discover 
whether male or female were more consciously aware In aspects 
conventionally attributed to the opposite sex, for instance, and is 
the male interested in design considerations, or the finale familiar 
with the legalities and finances of house purchase?
A seemingly good rapport was established with most respondents.
I would suggest the reasons for this were:
a) primarily thv had volunteered to help
b) th^ qr were 'helping* with something that lamiediately concerned 
them
None of the respondents seemed to resent any of the questions. TTiis 
is evidenced by the low proportion of "no information" replies. In 
many oases more detailed information was volunteered. Traditionally 
in social researoh, the researcher expects difficulty in obtaining 
personal Information e.g. income. I experienced no such difficulty.
I would suggest two possible reasons for this phenomenon:-
a) the respondents were so disheartened at the prospect of being
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unable to buy a home of their own, that they have become irate 
about the situation and will readily talk about their income,
b) the respondents were mainly young people. Their attitude to 
money is probably very different from their parents' generation.
It is interesting to consider what motivated the respondents 
to participate. Although this was not a direct question in the 
interviews, I felt I was being used as a 'sounding board' to air 
their grievances. Respondw&ts realised that the researtdi would have 
no direct benefit to them, but they were so concerned about the  ^
apparent impossibility of their being able to buy a property, that 
they were prepared to discuss personal details. This feature was 
apparent thround^ out the interviews and does not seem to have been 
restricted to any particular group - e.g. age, sex, education or 
income.
